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What was th~ about me that 
made me DIFFERENT? What 
set rm apart from the 
"NORMAL" girls? 
It pains me to tell this story, 
but if it can help ease the 
hurt in one girl who, like me, 
is torn by doubts and mixed 
emotions, it will be worth all 
the shame and torment I I ived 
through when I was known as---

THAT 
STRANGE 

GIRL 
~-- ':.'- ·-

.. ,~ 

' ~'Ji 

Crossdresser? Tm11sgende•1st? 
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Transsexual? Pmfess1onal? Family merrber? 
Now you can joi'1 an organization for all 
persons ,:-iterestea Ir tronsgender issues-
AEGIS. + .... e Arrerican E=ducationo, Gerder 

lnforr'10+1on Se'Vice. We educate. we 
aavoca+e. we work fo· the +.a...,~gende· 

coMM!..."ltty Le~ us be vour voice. Join now t's only S36 
i-·a includes two issues of Chrys1111s. ou· mogoz 'le. fou· 
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tbis issue . .. 

About this Issue 

The theme of this issue is 
Transgender Relationships. 

7be cover photo is our edi
tor's parents, sisters, and 
brother, circa 1966. She 

(then he) is conspicuously 
absent in the picture (she 
was full of teen-age rebel
lion and refused to pose). 

For five years now, since her 
transition, your editor has 

been absent from the bosom 
of her family- this time not 

by her own choice, but by 
that of her famiZv. 

Interesting!)~ it's because 
your editor chose to have a 

bosom that she is absent 
from her family's. 

We would like to thank 
joAnn Roberts. The cover 

photo and the photographs 
on page 24 are much 

improved because of her 
computer wizardry. 

.. ............. ....... -:. 
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ro11z t/Je editor . .. • f • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

R elationships are of extreme impor
tance to all human beings. Every
one has fumily, and most people 
have partners during large parts of 
their adult life. Transgendered per
sons are ac; desirous as anyone of 
having quality relation<>hips oflong 
standing. Unfortunately, the very 
naLUre of the 1.ransgender phe
nomenon plays havoc ~'ith relation
ships Crossdressing, and especially 
transsexualism. can, if revealed, 
result in rejection b}' employers, 
churches and social groups, parents, 
brothers, and sisters; alienation from 
sons and daughters; and hostile 
divorce. Small wonder, then, that 
UWl.sgcndercd persons are often 
reluctant to disclose their feelings . 

Having a spouse, lover, or family 
member with gender issues can be 
extremely confusing. Questions 
abound: "Ls mydaughtcrgoing to 

have a sex change?" "~'hy does my 
husmnd dress like a slm?" "\'\111 my 
mother be my father now?" "Why 
does my boyfriend bring this behavior 
into our bedroom?'' And the ques
tions are not limited to the behavior 
of the person with gender issues: 
'·What did I do to cause such behav
ior in my son?'" "What does the fact 
that my girlfriend is slowly becoming 
my ooy friend mean aoout my lesbian 
identity?" "Why did I select a man 
who crossdresses? Does it mean I 
have homosexual issues rm not deal
ing with?" "What if the children find 
out?" "What will I tell my mother?" 
And of course, there's the proverbial 
"What will the neighbors think?" 

These issues are real, just as the 
transgender feelings arc real, and 
must be dealt with. In an ideal 
world, communication would oc 
open and honest, with all parties 
dedicated to maintaining the rela
tionship, and with knowledgeable 
helping professionals like psycholo
gists, family and marital therapisLc; 
and clergy readily available. [nfortu
nately, the real world seldom works 
that wJ.y. One or more parties will be 
likely to have hidden agendas, help
ing professionals may not be knowl
edgeable, and what should be a 
peaceful, gentle process often 
becomes antagonistic. 

Well, no one ever said that il 
would be easy. 

We believe that it is possible 
for a transgendcrcd individual to 

function without friction in his or 
her environment regardless of his 
or her transgender feelings, and 
regardless of how they are 
expressed. It requires respect and 
consideration on all sides, but it i<> 

done every day, all across the 
nation. Family must understand 
that the transgender feelings are 
val.id and respect them, and the 
transgendered incUvidual must 
acknowledge and respect the 
strong emotions that his or her 
behavior causes in loved ones. 

One thing is sure: we must all 
work to>V-ards maintaining our rela
tionships. When an individual is put 
out of the picture entirely, as quite 
literally happened with the family on 
our cover, everybcx:ly loses. g:J_ 
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oetr·1, ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
by Princess 

Before Testosterone 

Before testosterone found me 

a young. hairless innocent 

who didn't know so man.v possibilities were 

closing off 

Impatient to grow up 

not knowing what that meant 

almost convinced that confusion was a natural 

state of mind 

Watching the adults and wanting their freedom 

never seeing the vultures of responsibility circling 

waiting/or testosterone to age me 

into a fine piece of carrion 

1 remember trying to bide after gym class 

so shy that my body was still hairless 

Almost a eunuch amongst the young men 

so proud that testosterone bad found them .. fearless 

That fateful day a gyrn teacher commanded me into the 

showers 

and there in the gleam of wet white tiles it was apparent 

Testosterone bad found me lacking. . .someone snickered: 

A proud young wam·or 

1 stood there wet and pink and humiliated 

almost raped by their exclusion 

almost a girl by their standards 

I never did }it in' 

even after lestosterone found me 

'I Cb rysalis Quarterly 

Stereo 

Right Channel: Gotta get ready/or fantasy baseball 

Left Channel: (excited) Macy's is having a lingerie sale! 

~: Look at that girl, god, she's cute 

LC: (dreamy) I wish my hips moved like hers 

RC: Am I blushing because she smiled al me? 

LC: (teasing) You're just hoping she's lesbian 

RC: I Hope she didn't see my panty line 

LC: (mocking) Oh yes you do' 

RC: What a sunny day, perfect for golf 

LC: (yummy) Or wearing a bikini 

RC: (sarcastic) }bu don't have the guts .. Im going golfing 

LC: I know (tear) but you don't have to be so brutal 

RC: I'm sorry, I get that way when I'm scared 

LC:: (amazed) I scare YOU? Why? 

IC: (wistfully) You seem more true to your self somehow 

LC: You just never expected ME! 

RC: (warmer) But I love being in bed with you! 

LC: (tentative) But SHE doesn't 

RC: (plaintively) SHE's just feeling squeezed out 

LC: (wishfully) I like HER, though. I wish SHE liked me 

RC: (triumphantly) Sf IE does. SHE just likes me more 

LC: (betrayed) }bu bastard f 

RC: (entt'cingly) Macy's is having a lingerie sale?! 

LC (making up) Let's invite HER along 

LC & RC: (in unison with glee) Oh no, surround sound! 



I have received Ch 1ysa/is Quar
ter(v #6, and I mtLst say th.is is the 
best issue yet! 111e articles are all so 
insightfol and the publication as a 
\\'hole has evolved a deeper root 
identity (J\u~ shucks- Ed.). 

I found Oalbs Denny's anicle 
"'Tramscxualism at Forty"' LO be par
ticularly engaging, and I can'l help 
wanting lo take part in I.his discus
sion, and share some of my adrrut
tedly half-haked ic.le-..L-;. 

Ln Observation 3, Transsexual
ism is l:.'l·olving into an Esta.b-
1 isbed Social Role, the author 
expresses that the concept of trans
sexualism has become integrated 
and is here to stay. I agree that we 
have become integrated in society, 
hut I hesitate to say permanently. 
'I'lli.ngs can change at any time, and 
we must remain vigilant and not 
count on acceptance. 

The foundation of acceptance 
has been cast; however, the con
crete in that folU1dation has not yet 
cured, and we must present our 
best representatives Lo \\'estern 
~ociety. until we have become 
stronger. 

11u<; L<; a critical lime, while this 
foundation is curing, Lo make a ciLc;
l inction bet ween people afflicted 
with gender dysphoria, and those 
who are cross-dressers, SIM fans, 
etc. The general public is for the 
most (Xll1 ill-infom1ed of the differ
c nces. Transsexual people are 
often lump<.:d together with cross
dressers in the public eye . ..md tlus 
should not be so. Cmssdressers do 
not ha\'e an identity problem. Their 
bduvior is due to sundry other psy
chological reasons. A trJnssexual's 
condition is rooted in their core 
identity, which sets the stage for 
how their entire lift> is played out. 
We all know that, but most people 
in the general public don't, and 
oiten do not hare tune or want to 
expend the energy to di . .;co\'er J1Ls 
distinction. \\'e ha,·c to do this l(,,r 
them. 

A'i long as we arL lmnped togetl1-
er with crossdresser-;, we run the 
risk of compromismg the integrity 

of our fmmdation- our cornerstone 
to integration. I'm not down on 
crossdressers- I've knm\n many to 
be respectahle human beings, but it 
is a whole different bag Cross
dressing is largely a recreational 
acti,·ity. Do transsexual people in 
their struggle for corL'iOnance really 
\\"Jiil people to think that tl1eir live; 
are just fon in the sun? 

In Observation 1, 7hmssexuul
ism has bad a Significant Effect 
on Medical Ethics. the author 
states that professionals that did 
help gender dysphorics were cha.<;
tiscd by their peers. The lime has 
come to recognize those practition
ers as the true pioneers that they 
are. These arc people who, like u<; 
transsexual patients. observed while 
under public pressure and criticLc;m 
for something they believed in. 

In Observation 8, 7i-rmsse.·rnal 
People are BioP.\rcboSuciul 
Engineers. :ind Ob~ervation 9, 
Transsexuals Seek Change in the 
Face of Adversity, the author 11nally 
puts into words what I have never 
seen anphing specifica.lly written 
about Bravo! I think this is the 
REAL story of being t.ran.sscxual. 

-Diane I.. 

ThanJ..! you for the nice u·ords 
about Chrrsalis and about Dallas' 
article mi agree with much of wbat 
rou said in vour letter, but u1e dis
agree strongly 1l'itb wbat you said 
about crossdressers. ~e believe that 
much the same sort of tbings are 
going on 1l'ith many crossdressers 
that go on ll'itb transsexual people
that ther bcwe an identif) issue m.' 
beliece. tbat there is much more to 
be gained by alliances of all 31 fla· 
wrs and varieties of transgendered 
persons, and by an alliance of the 
transgender community ll'ith the 
gay lesbian. and bisexual communi
ty than by pursuing separate agen· 
das. Ben Franklin said it first and 
hest ·\re must t11l hang togetber or 
assuredly u·e shall all hang sepa
mte~v • 

Continued on page 7 
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Baseball Player Reveals 
She Was Born a Male 

by Carolyn White 

Geri Lisa Fritz, who played in 
five weeks of tryouts with the all
women Colorado Silver Bullets, 
never told team members she was 
oorn a male-and has yet to have a 
hoped-for sex-change operation. 

"I was unemployed and wanted 
to play baseball," said Frttz, who went 
by the name Gerald until a year ago. 
The 24 players now on the Silver 
Bullets will make !20,000 for playing 
50-60 exhibition games between 
May and September. 

Frttz, 41, joined the team for 
tryouts in March and April as a 
woman and gave interviews as a 
female player. She was among the 
three final hopefuls released April 3 
when the team settled on its final 
roster. 

F litz said Tuesday she was born 
a male and hac; been undergoing 
hormone therapy to become a 
woman. Fritz first referred to herself 
in interviews with USA TODAY as a 
woman, then as a man, and finally 
asked to be referred to as "she." 

She says she legally changed 
her name to Geri Llsa in 1993 and 
produced a letter from her doctor, F. 
Jay Ach of Cincinnati, saying she 
"suffers from gender dysphoria." 

"Because of changes v.rnught 
by hormonal therapy, she is medical
ly and legally female," Ach v.-mte in 
a letter dated March 8, 1993, and 
addressed "To Whom It May 
Concern .. , Ach confirmed Tuesday 
that the letter came from his office 
Fritz also prcxiuced a copy of her 
Ohio drtver's license, issued for Geri 
Llsa Fritz, listing her as female. 

Fritz says she played college 
baseball and on several men's pro
fessional slow-pitch softball teams 
during the 1980s. She produced 
copies of a team program from the 
Bourbons, inl979, noting "Jerry 

Fritz" as a shortstop/outfielder.. 
Silver Bullets officials, asked 

Tuesday about Fritz, said they did 
not suspect Fritz was born a man 
despite her 5-11, 260-pound build. 

'"l don't know if it's fair for any
body to offer stereotypes as to who 
looks like a man and who looks like a 
woman," coach Tommy Jones says. 
'There may have been conversa
tions behind clo.sed doors. But you 
take people for face value unless 
you have a reason to believe other
v.-ise." 

Jones said Fritz was released 
because she wasn't physically fit. 

'1t ·was strictly a baseball deci
sion,., Jones says. "She was released 
because she could not physically 
perform our daily program. She Ind 
ongoing problems with her legs. 
The fact she was overweight did not 
make things easier on her." 

Team physicals dealt mostly 
with flexibility and reflexes. Jones 
said mo.st players showered when 
they got back to the hotel and for 
most of the five-week stay with the 
team, Fritz had no 100mmate. 

"I started out doing it for the 
money," Fritz says. "Then it 
became so much more. Those girls 
never had a chance to play profes
sional ball. I did. Every time I got 
clo.c;e to somebody, they got cut, 
which really bothered me. I kept 
thinking that I'd taken her spot." 

Jones insists Fritz has not 
embarrassed the team. '1f this is 
the worst thing that happens to us all 
season, we'll have a good summer," 
he says. 

This story appeared in USA 
TODAY on 13April, 1994 \.ri>'re 
impressed with the reporting (Ms 
White even used the correct pro
nouns), and witb Coach }ones' com
ments- Ed. g:1. 



P.O. Box (Continued from p. 5) 

I found 1t ironic and disheartening 
th.it CQ's .. Repression in Cross·Gender 
Identity' featured material authored by 
transgendercd individuals which t:arried 
subtle pathologiz1ng . misogynistic, and 
questionable educational content. I begin 
with ''The \1ason1c Analogy" b~· Virginia 
Pnnw. While I do nor wish ro atrack the 
author personally. I would hke to remind 
others that solely because an indl\ idual 
holds the lofty title of '"being the founder 
of org.mized crossdressing in the \\·estem 
world ... It does not mean her analogies, 
theories or suggested outcomes should 
be deemed the final word on gender 
issues. I encourage tr.1nsgendered rnn· 
sumers to be particular!~ wary of any com· 
munity lc.ider or professional who .1sserts 
their opinions as being "the easiest, 
cheapest, and safest route." 

I .ipplaud CQ·s efforts in running a 
counterpoint to Prince's analogy, but two 
important concerns have }"Ct to be 
.1<ldresse<l. First, Prince sets the st.ige for 
her .tnalogy with rhe asscnwn that the 
beginning point for transgenderist and 
tr.tnssexual ind1\'1duals 1s based on find· 
ing first·llme crossdressing experiences 
sausfying through the sexuallr erotic (i e 
masturbation). \"fhile this mar be true in 
some insunces, it is not necesS<lril}' true 
lor e\·eryone. Many cran;gendered indi· 
ndu.1ls find their transiuon begins after 
finding th.it crossdressmg, in .1dd11ion to 
other forms of crossgendcr encounters, 
concurrent!~· relieves and heightens their 
sense of gender incongruity on v.trwus 
dc\·elopmencal levels Other forms of 
uossgender encounters may include 
.ittending a lransgender support group 
or reading about transgendcr issues for 
the first lime lastly, some transgendered 
ind1\'Jduals at vanous states of cransnion 
.ire unable co mascurbate or find that 
c~pcnencing sexual pleasure is distress· 
ing because they have encountered trau· 
matic personal relations, may be suffering 
from .in .issociaced depression, or because 
11 heightens an O\"erbcanng sense of gen· 
der incongruity. This would include ind1· 
l"iduals at a pre-transition st.ige \\ho ha\'e 
not yet n.imed their source of d1scomfor1. 

Prince s ar11cle also earned in It 

subtle tr.insphobic and m1sogrnistic 
undertones which have yet 10 be full}' 

addressed. Regardless of .in ind1\·1dual's 
decision co undergo gender re.issignment 
surgerr. is a (transgendered) woman's 
role solclr to prcmde a place for a male's 
penis> Arc the .mitudes, interests, and 
ab1ht1cs of a genetic wom.tn better than a 
new woman's, particularly in th.it the lat· 
ter's presentation may lack something 
intangible in the eyes of a man she might 
marry? As best I can remember, relation· 
ships arc no1 defined or ba.~ed on presen
tauon , attnudes, interests, and abilities 
alone. \rhile Prince does not state so 
directly, the reader is left with the distinct 
impression that a (tra nsgendered) 
woman's purpose for existing amounts to 
liule more than fulfilling a stereotyped idea 
of what women should be. "Be a sex 
object. marry, birth, and raise children." 
She might as well say that women belong 
barefoot in the kitchen making sandwich· 
es, while post·opcrat1ve mdinduals are 
somehow compromised in even achieving 
that. This is what Prince's assertions 
amount to. Ther fail to rccogmze that 
both genetic and transgendered women 
have and do fulfill the potential of brmg· 
mg more into relations thdn stereotypes. 
How terribly dated! 

\X'hat is also dated are the subtle 
pathological undertones carried in 
Chnstme Tayleur's article "Transsexuals 
and Addiction." In setting the stage for 
explaining what transsexualism is, she 
resorts to an outdated defini11on 
authored by Harri· lkn1amin ( 1966,. 
"Transsexualism is the most extreme form 
of gender dysphoria, or discomfort with 
one's gender, a spectrum of disorders 1ha1 
runs from trans\•esusm to transsexualism." 
I find this !fomc, given that .\ls. Tayleur has 
been a noted adrcx:ate of the depatholo
g1zauon of transgender identities, in addi
tion to indirectlr promoting such notions 
as "hormones on dem.ind." Certainly, ~1s. 
Tayleur might have used a more up·do
d.ite and less pathological quotation, if 
not actual!}· defining lr<1nssexu<1l1sm in her 
own experienced words. If transgendered 
individuals and profession.1ls ever expect 
to be taken seriously. thcv need to stop 
relying on the pathological frameworks 
and defin111ons coined by others and 
begin constructing he.11th~· concepts 
based on their m\ n expem:nce. One may 
coincidentally note thJl on .1 larger scale 
within the Stace of C.1liforni.1's mo\e to 

embrace self-help and diversified care 
provider models, it has begun depathoh 
g1zing mental health care models bv 
instructing care pronders to stop ut1hz· 
ing suc.h term~ .is clinician, client, and 
compliance. 

Lastly, with the context of her aru
cle, Ms. 1aylcur generalizes, wnung The 
transsexual client should ha\'e at least one 
year m rcco\·ery before starting hor· 
moncs." ~he does not d1recth' define her 
reasoning. The reader 1s left v.·ondenng, 
whr? It would seem that m most mcum· 
stances 1>. here a transgender identity is in 
evidence. initiating hormone therapy earlr 
on would heighten prospects of a suc· 
cessful cross·l1ving experience. This sub 
sequcntly may help undermine the dynam· 
1cs contributing toward dependency. 
Supporting md1V1duals in the coming out 
process with appropriate hormone admin· 
1stration would mirumizc risk of sclf-med1· 
cation from street sources and pronde 
opportunity for appropriate medical fol 
low-up. This seems to be the consensus 
w11hm S.1n Fr.rncisco transgendcr 
resources. including the Center for Speual 
Problems, '[om Waddel Medical Clime, and 
Haight·Ashbury rrec Chnic. f\orabl}, hor
mone adm1mstrat1on. in respect co chem1· 
cal dcpendencr or other mental health dis· 
orders, should be inclume of an 1nd1ndu
al's consistentlr requesting such y,h1lc 
evidencing a tr.insgcnder 1dent1ty, ha\·ing 
the psychological capac1tr to make an 
informed consent dcci.,1on . .ind being able 
to keep medical follow-up appointments. 

Gianna Hveling lsrt~el 
San Francisco, CA 

lie are u•ell au·are that many trans
sexual people take offense at \1irg111w 
Pnnce ·s atliludes /ou•arris u·omen, /rans· 
sexual or otberu•ise. Her i:ieu·s are hers 
alone, and she stands In.· them. Thn· do 
1101 reflect the vieu•s of the editors. ln-par
liculm; u•e find her curiously blind about 
the tran.1..~exual experience. havmg never 
experienced ii. a11d U'e noted this i11 our 
response to her article. 

U'e contacted CbnsJi11e, and she tolli 
us that sbe has subce changed her opm1on 
about persons u-itb a b1sJory of cbem1rnl 
depe11de11q: lmd uiould 110 longer recom
mend a year 111 recotery before startmg 
bonno11es 
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W'hen the very vocabulary (e.g. gen
der dysphoria) with which we are referred 
to by others and with which we refer to 
ourselves is based on our (nonexistent) 
pathology, it is difficult to not occasionally 
trash ourselves, even while struggling to 
liberate ourselves. it takes time to re
invent ourselves. and we've only just 

begun-&J. 

Dr. George Brown sent us the following: 

9May,1994 

Robert D. Miller, M.D.,Ph.D. 
Dept. of Psychiatry 
University of Colorado HSC 
Denver, CO 80262 

Dear Dr. Miller: 

This letter is in response to your 
inquiry regarding hormonal treatment of. 
diagnosed transsexuals in the correction
al setting. 

It is laudable that, at a minimum, 
your correctional facilities will continue to 
treat transsexuals with crossgender hor
mones. However, your vision of reform 
would also include the initiation of treat
ment in presumably clearly diagnosed 
transsexual inmates, based on the clinical 
needs of the inmate. Policymakers seem to 
believe that withholding treatment like 
hormonal management is the safer 
approach to a controversial topic. They 
fail to recognize the inherent risks in not 
providing treatment, as outlined in the 
second reprint I have included for your 
review. Deterioration in psychological 
functioning, diminished quality of life, and 
exacerbation of depression, suicidality, 
and drug use are associated with both 
discontinuation of previously effective 
crossgender hormonal treatment as well 
as arbitrarily withholding such treatment 
from otherwise qualified candidates. 
Negative psychological outcome or 
increased psychiatric morbidity in gender 
dysphoric patients treated hormonaUy are 
highly unlikely. In my work with hundreds 
of gender dysphoric patients over the 
past decade, I have never encountered 
negative psychiatric outcomes (other 
than occasional emotional !ability similar 
to symptoms some women experience as 
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PMS) in properly diagnosed transsexual 
patients. If a patient does experience 
increased dysphoria or a desire to discon
tinue hormonal treatment, the diagnosis 
of transsexualism is suspect. 

The benefits of crossgender hor
monal treatments are often quite dramatic 
in the relief of gender dysphoric patients. 
This has prompted some experts to treat 
nontranssexual gender dysphoric 
patients with low doses to alleviate much 
of the emotional suffering associated with 
this condition, recognizing that most 
such patients will never be appropriate for 
sex reassignment surgery. 

In sum, the correctional environ
ment is especially difficult for transsexual 
inmates and Department of Corrections 
personnel need to be aware of the risks of 
depression, drug use, and suicide in many 
of these inmates. I believe that much of 
this morbidity can be averted by appropri· 
ate diagnosis and treatment (including 
laboratory monitoring of hormonal treat
ment) of these inmates. Benefits can be 
accrued in terms of decreased manage
ment problems and inmate suicidal behav
ior in the institution. 

21July, 19')4 

Dear Dr. Miller: 

I have been scruggling with a 
response to your letter of June 10 request· 
ing a workshop on "the non-medical 
treatment of transsexual inmates in the 
Colorado Department of Corrections." By 
non-medical, I assume you mean treatment 
that involves no crossgender hormones 
or surgeries of any kind, but may include 
psychotherapies and psychotropic medi
cations as indicated. I understood from 
your first letter that anatomically male 
inmates who were receiving estrogens 
upon entry into the corrections env1ron
m ent could continue to receive such 
treatment in a medically monitored fashion 
after incarceration, but this is apparently 
not the case. 

Although I could readily present 
such a workshop, it would be a bit like 
trying to tell the Marines how to fight a 
war without actually firing their weapons. 
Instructing troops to go into battle 
unarmed would be highly unethical for 
their commanding officer, just as would 

pretending we can be effective in provid
ing legitimate medical care for a majority of 
transsexual persons without the appro
priate use of crossgender hormones, at a 
minimum. As a member of the Board of 
Directors of the Harry Benjamin 
International Gender Dysphoria 
Association, Inc., I would be remiss in not 
pointing out that our organization firmly 
supports the principle that crossgender 
hormones and sex reassignment surgery 
are potentially life-saving treatments when 
provided to properly diagnosed and 
treated transsexual persons (see the 
Standards of Care I sent previously) . To 
provide a workshop that doesn't also 
cover the somatic aspects of treatment 
that are crucial for many patients would 
be condoning a standard of care not sup
ported by me, personally, or by the HBIG
DA. It is true that some transsexual 
patients adjust adequately with psy
chotherapy alone (rare in my clinical expe
rience) and others choose a combination 
of psychotherapy, support groups, and 
hormonal treatments and forgo surgical 
procedures (much more common). 
Patients who are committed to compre
hensive treatment of their medical and 
psychiatric condition are unlikely to 
embrace a treatment course that can only 
provide supportive psychotherapy and 
may resort to desperate measures, as I 
have previously indicated. 

I have enclosed a repnnt of an arti
cle authored by a patient in prison who is 
quite aruculate and describes a situation 
not uncommonly mentioned in my corre
spondence with incarcerated transsexuals 
(Dee Farmer, "Propelled to Self-Mutilation," 
Chrysalis Quarterly, I (7), 9-10, 1994). If the 
Division of Clinical Services condones a 
policy that does not allow for the treat
ment of appropriately diagnosed trans
sexuals with medically monitored hormon
al interventions, especially for those who 
entered prison while receiving such treat
ment, the administration must be pre
pared for the liability issues and potential 
deaths that may result from such a policy 
of withholding medical treatment. lt is not 
that patients/inmates will make threats or 
try to "manipulate" the system, it is that 
they experience a degree of despair and 
desperation that gender-congruent poli
cy makers cannot imagine. Self-mutilation 

Concluded on p. 34 
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Martine is Director of the Health !Aw Project of the Jntemational Conference 011 Trans
gender Law and Employment Policy, Inc. 

Transgenderism, Marriage) & the Law 

by Martine Aliana Rothblatt, JD. 

A lot of transgendered people want to get married. Other transgendered 
people want to stay married. This article is for people in one of these 
two categories. 

Marriage is Governed by State Law 

Marriage is governed by state law in the U.S. and by national law in 
Europe. There are exceptions, however. If the restrictions that state law 
places on marriage are deemed to violate the U.S. Federal Con<;tilution, then 
the federal gover'nment can overrule, and in essence, rewrite, state marriage 
laws. This happened in 1967 when the Supreme Colllt of the United Sta[es 
struck down state prohibitions on marriage between persons of different 
races. In the case of Loving v. Virginia, the Supreme Court held that banning 
marriage of persons of different races violated the Constitution's guar.imee 
that all persons will have "equal protection" under the law. 

Earlier this year, a Hawaii District Court decided that Hawaii's ban on 
same sex marriages similarly violated the "equal protection" clause ot 
Hawaii's state constitution. It seems likely that in the corning decades state 
prohibitions against same sex marriage will full the way of state prohibitionc; 
against interracial marriage (only 40 years ago a majority of the states banned 
interracial marriages) . But in the meantime, while same sex marriage is still 
illegal, we transgendered folk must assess carefully whether or not we can 
get or stay married. 

Checklist for a Valid Marriage 

A b1ief checklist for a valid marriage is provided below. 'While details vary 
from state to state and country to country, the checklist offered below usual
ly prevails: 

• Achieved age of legal rnajority 
• Not marriea to someone else at time of marriage 
• Not of tbe same sex at time of marn·age 
• Not n1.arrving a close relative 
• No fraud refcltive to consummation of marriage involved 
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Getting Mam·ed as a 
Transgendered Person 

The first question to answer is 
whether or not a transgendered mar
riage 1s a same sex marriage The 
answer to this question depends on 
what sex the law determines the trans· 
gendered fiancee to be, and what sex 
their mate is. Generally speaking, for 
marital purposes you are deemed to 
legally be the sex stated on your birth 
cemficace. 

Of course, afcer SRS, 1f you get 
your birth certificate changed, then 
you have a new legal sex. Getting a 
birth certificate changed is easy after 
SRS in the United States except for Ten· 
nessee or Ohio. You are now legally 
free to marry someone of differently 
sexed genitals than your own So 
long as you can consummate the mar
riage (engage in genital penetrative 
intercourse) , and so long as your 
spouse knew of your SRS before the 
two of you got married, there 1s virtu· 
ally no risk of your marriage ever being 
found invalid . There is man and 
woman (in the eyes of US law), there 1s 
consummation , and there is no fraud 
It's a legal marriage. The fact that one 
of the pair achieved their sexuality· 
through medical intervention and 
birth certificate amendment is irrele
vant. 

Even if you have not had SRS, 
there is no hard and fast rule that you 
can't marry someone that you love. In 
fact, legally speaking, you can be 
whatever sex you and your lawyer per
suade a 1udge to wnte down in a 1udi
cial order. 

Suppose you are a non-operative 
male-to-female transsexual with a doc
tor's letter that says you are, in his or 
her opinion , a female with vaginal age
ncs is , a h ypertrophi c clitoris and 
eccopic ovaries. That letter, your own 
feminine appearance and a decent 
lawyer may get you a iudge's order to 
change your legal sex from male to 
female . Thereafter, you can marry a 
man without necessarily running afoul 
ofche ban on same sex marriages, sub
ject to several caveats . First, you must 
be able to claim you consummatcd the 
marriage without \'iolating ,he state's 
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sodomy law (this 1s easier in states 
without a sodomy law). Second, you 
must have cold your prospective 
spouse that you are infcnile an<l a 
transgendered woman, so that there 1s 
no issue of fraud. Third, 1f1he marriage 
is challenged , you must be lucky 
enough to get a forward looking 
1udge. 

Cases Striking Down 
Transsexual Marriages 

The problems transsexuals have 
faced in the past in geuing mame<l are 
due Lo a couple of simple factors. 
Transsexual marriages have been 
struck down either because the judge 
did not believe the transsexual had yet 
become a member of the desired sex, 
or the transsexual had not disclosed 
her status to her fiancee thereby 
allowing the fiancce to plead he was 
defrauded into a sterile marriage. 

In the United States, a binh ccr
uficate is pnma faczt! evidence of the 
factS 11 scares. So long as yo ur birth 
certificate says the sex that you v.;ant, it 
1s highly unlikely that anyone could 
pre\'enc you from marrying a person of 
the opposite sex. In the United States, 
a birth certifica1e can generally be 
changed to account for sex reassign
ment surgery. In Europe, however, only 
in Holland, Germany, Sweden, Italy an<l 
Turkey are birth cenificaces routinely 
changed to account for SRS. Elsewhere 
m Europe, post-op transsexuals often 
have no hope to legally marry because 
their b1r1h cenificates say they arc the 
same sex as 1he person they wish to 
marry (illegal) , and their bodies arc no 
longer able to consummate (old fash
ion methods) a marriage with a member 
of the sex opposi1e 10 their birth cer
t1 ficace. Some countries in Europe 
(Switzerland, Belgium, Luxembourg ) 
w-ill change transsexual 's birth cerufi
cates on a case-by-case basis. England 
is the worst country for transsexual 
marriage: a transsexual 's birth cert1fi· 
c:ite will not be changed 

The lessons from all of the above 
for transsexual marriage are simple. If 
your state or country' issues birth cer
tificates m the new sex, get one. If you 
are from a place that won't issue you a 

birth certificate in your new sex, then 
have your SRS done in Holland 
because they will then issue a sex
amended birth certificate even to per
sons not born 1n Holland. Tell your 
spouse-Lo-be what your old sex was 
so they can never claim that you 
defrauded them Consummate the 
marriage (often!). So long as these 
steps are followed. a transsexual mar
riage should be upheld anyv. here, 
sub1ec1 only to the random vagaries of 
sexist judges here and there. Nothing 
m law 1s ever 100% certain. 

Staying Married After SRS 

Now, suppose you are already 
married an<l you want LO change your 
sex. Changing your sex when already 
married will not affect the validity of 
your marriage. Your spouse may file 
for divorce, but he or she can do that 
for any reason Your spouse may file 
for annulment, claiming that you knew 
you were a transsexual. hid that fact 
from him or her, and hence defrauded 
the spouse into marriage. This claim 
\\Ill alm ost certainly lose so long as 
you con summated the marnage. 
(Nearly all cases involving spouses 
seeking to annul marriages to lesbians 
or gay men have failed when there 1s 
evidence of marnal consummation in 
addition LO the queer affairs on the 
side) Or your spouse may want to 
remain married to you and live in what 
others would call a gay or lesbian rela
tionship. This lase course of action is 
perfectly legal. In face, the only kind of 
same sex marriage which can legally 
exist in the United States is one which 
occurs by virtue of sex reassignment 
surgery. 

It 1s tragic that in three of the five 
European countries which have nation
al transsexualism laws, 11 is mandatory 
that the transsexual be single before 
having SRS (Holland, Germany, Sweden). 
In Italy. a married transsexual that has 
'IRS gives the spouse a claim for annul
ment. In 1urkey, the subject of married 
post-op trJnssexuals 1s left unad
dressed. In the United Staies, however, 
a marriage which 1s valid ab inilio 1s 
valid until dcath or divorce. So long a.> 

Concluded on p. 13 
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Ms. ~ynn said in her cover letter: "/know a man who. on the oulsel, is a regular; oJdfashirmed. h"'ad 
of the-house kind of person. He has a wife and three children and works in the world of finance /fr,, 
7i yea rs old. I also know a woman, who on the outset, seem~ a bit peculiar- one might gr, y, far as 
to say strange or aberrant. Ho1veier, this woman is as benign as can be. She is inof!ensfoe r;ther than 
her p}Jysical appearance. The thing that these tu;o individuals have in common is that they are r;ne m 
the samR person My father's other name is Rita. · 

My Father's Other Name is Rita 

by Julie Lynn 

Yars ago, my older brother Stephen discovered a secret that my father ne\·er 
wanted his fu.mily to find out about. One day he accidentally found some pic
mres that had fallen out of my father's desk. Steven, at th-at ilin<e, w05 om':' 
seventeen. Ile realized to his shock that the woman in the photographs \\'as 
actually our father, fully dressed in womens' clothing, with complete makeup 
and "'ig. My brother, out of anger and spite over his finding, told me about rus 
upsetting discovery. I 1'\"JS ten years old at the time. 

Years later, my mother told me that she didn't find out about my futher's 
crossdressing until after I 'ivas born. How could she leave him- not only was 
she married- she was the mother of three children. At that time (over 20 
years ago) transvestism was an lll1explored topic in the world of psychology. 
Part of the problem was that my family and I didn't have anyone to talk to 
about this. My mother made all of us promise to guard our secret. 'X'e were 
always supposed to protect Dad from ridicule or public scorn 

.\1any questions plagued our minds: What would we do if the world ever 
Jound out? 'X11at would people think? What a scandal it would make! No one 
would understand; they would look with judgmental eyes, and we would never 
be able [O l1t back into society again. My mother, brothers, and I experienced 
a myriad of feelings after we discovered thic; other side of a father we had 
thought we knew. Suddenly, before our very eyes, he had bec0me a stranger 
to LL5. I remember feeling htut and let down. When I saw the pictlu·es for 
myself, my mind started to whirl. There ~;as a whole array of photos showing 
my father in variouc; stages of dress . In some pictw·es, he was fully clothed, 
and in otl1ers he 1'\"JS only partially dressed. As a ten-ye-Jr-old child, I remem
ber observing these photos witl1 complete confusion and fear. My father 
didn't look like a man; rather he looked like a man \\'ith breasts and no geni
talia. He fooled me. He wac; no longer the man who l adored and cherished. 
He was now a stranger to me. 
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I am no\\ t\\enty·s1x yean; old. I 
ha\·e kept our family secret under lock· 
and-key for over sixteen years. It 
hasn't been easy keeping this secret, 
because my family and I have been dis
tanced from others becau$e of ii. ~1y 

mother, brothers. and I have had a d1f
flcuh ume- and sllll have- living with 
my father's alternate lifestyle. 

Transvestism is a misunderstood 
topic. No, my father is not gay, nor 
does he had any intention of physical
ly becoming .:t woman. A transvestite 
{otherwtse known as a TV) is generally 
a heterosexual man who dresses up in 
womens' clothing commonly known 
as a crossdresser. A common charac
teristic of transvestite behavior is 
switching roles and identity. My father 
uses the name "Rita" when he's 
dressed up , and his demeanor 
changes as well. flc walks and talks in 
a more feminine manner when he's in a 
dress and high heels. And he presents 
himself in a more passive manner. 

Another characteristtc of 
transvestism 1s obsessive/compulsive 
behavior. ~y father feels not only a 
desire to dress up, but has a strong 
compulsion to do so. especially when 
he's feeling anxiety-ridden. \'<'hen my 
father got married , he believed that his 
compulsion to crossdress would 
cease. To his dismay, he realized that 
not only did the dc.~ire remain, but it 
started to become stronger. 
Consequently, his guilt grew along 
with it My father told my mother that 
he was sorry for his behavior, but that 
it is something ~o deeply embedded in 
him that he can't live without it 

Perhaps one explanation for the 
obsessive nature of transvestism lies 
in its sexual and emotional appeal. My 
father has told me on numerous occa· 
sions that his crossdressing gives him 
not only relief, but a true sense of 
pleasure. In other words, he feels that 
It 1s a good outlet from his daily exis
tence. 

Annie \X'oodhouse, an author on 
the subject or transvestism, agrees: 
"The transvesrne derives sexual graufi
cat1on from dressing up." My father 
has t0ld me that he comes alive when 
he engages in this ac11vity Some 
authonues believe that sexual appeal 
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and crossdressing behavior are often 
very closely linked. As Harry Beniamm, 
author on the subiect states "Th take 
sex out of transvestism 1s like taking 
music out of opera." 

There is some confusion of 
transvesusm with transsexualism, 
which is the desire to change one's 
sex. In the case of the transvestite, 
however. he has no mtention of ever 
surgically becoming a woman . Not 
only does my father have no desire to 
surgically alter his gender, but he 
takes much pride in being a heterosex
ual man. I recall a time when he stated 
that he had never had a homosexual 
encounter and never desired one. 

A major social problem inherent 
in transvestism is the moral issues 
attached to it The transvestite is 
viewed as deviant, and there is no 
doubt that our society frowns upon 
deviant behavior. As Dr. Richard 
Docter, prom ment professor and 
author on the subiect observes. "Most 
of us, I think, will tend to be heavily 
influenced in thinking about 
transvestism and transsexualism by 
the moral values and gender training 
we absorbed throughout the social
ization process." 

My father has. over the years, lec
tured at various colleges on the sub· 
ject of transvestism. I've been to a fe9.· 
of these lectures, and I've seen the 
general response from students 
regarding the morality of this behav· 
ior: most are shocked , bewildered, 
and offended. Some of the questions 
asked are: "How does your family 
react?" "If you 're straight, then why 

1'1y f atber bas told me on 
numerous occasions that bis 
crossdressing gives him not 
only relief, but a true sense of 
pleasure. Jn other u·ords, he 
feels that it is a good outlet 
from his daily existence. 

would you want to dress as a 
woman?" My father generally 
responds to most of the questions in 
a rauonal sort of way. He'll say that he 
enjoys dressmg up because it makes 

him feel good inside. In response to 
the questions pertaming to his family, 
he explains that unlike "socially 
acceptable" habits such as smoking or 
drinking , what he does is not '\\rong 
or hurtful. 

Though this habit may not seem 
outwardly hurtful, my mother feels dif
ferently. She, like many wives of cross
d ressers. finds her husband's 
transvestne tendencies to be unac
ceptable, and in some cases intolera
ble One mght my father got dressed 
up as Rita and had a few transvestite 
friends come over. My mother didn't 
even want to come downstairs to Join 
them. I know she objects to my 
father's compulsion because she has 
expressed this feeling on numerous 
occasions. However, she has 
remained loyal and loving to my father, 
even with her conOiccing feelings. I 
remember asking my mother once what 
she thought about Dad's alternate self 
and her response was. "I think it's dis
gusting!'' These feelings of repuls10n 
are typical of our society's v1e'I\ 
tcw:ards aberrant beha\·1or m general. 

Our society expects men to 
behave as men, which definnely means 
not drc.ssmg as a woman or acting like 
one. In Western culture. men have 
many restrictions put on chem. A 
man's position of masculinity 1s put on 
the line every time he does somethmg 
that is considered out of the realm of 
expected masculine behavior. One of 
the main reasons that my family and I 
guard my father's secret 1s to protect 
him from any repercussive effects in his 
husiness life. \1y father works in the 
world of finance, which is, for the most 
part, male dominated and conserva· 
11ve . Such people would not be 
accepting of a man's desire to express 
his fem in me mcl1nat1ons. 

;\ societ}-' decides what 1s appro
priate and rnappropriate behavior. 
Accordmg to ( 'i. Ford and F. Beach, an 
e.mmated 49 out of 76 non-\lC'estern 
societ ies they sun·eyed consider 
crossdressing socially acceptable . 
While other cultures are more accept· 
ing of transvestism, Westerners frown 
upon 1t Woodhouse comments, 
" \lC11thin one culture, what 1s consid· 
erecl normal in one context may be 



deviant in another." If a male in our 
soc1ely presenls himself in an effemi
nate way (exhibits shyness , passivity, 
lack of aggression) , he may be called a 
•·wimp~ or worse. ls it any wonder 
why my father would foci that he must 
protect Rlla from ridicule? 

One question chat I have enter· 
tained in Lhe past is that if our society 
did accept trans\·cst1sm as a norm, 
would the thrill of dressing up dimin
ish? Dr. Richard Doctcr believes that 
transvestiics arc sensation-seekers, 
and when they dress they receive 
much pleasure in their acts of identity 
transformation. However, 1f society 
changed its outlook, the compulsive 
feelings that a transvestite experi
ences when dressed might subside. 
My father helieves that Rita 1s so much 
a part of his psyche that he couldn't 
or wouldn't want to part with her. 

ls transvestism attributed to the 
rules \\lhich society sets for us? Would 
a change to more equality in gender 
siatus help to halance the inequities 
wuh which both sexes are plagued? 
With better underst.inding, our soci
ety might be able to accept cross
dressing as a form of androgynous 
expression instead of deviant behav
ior. 

IL could be possible that our per· 
ception of transvestism is culturally 
based . It is important that we learn 
more about 11 and become under
standing of its origin and nature . 
1ransvest1sm does effect our society 
and there 1s no LClling al this point m 
time whether our views in the future 
will change. One thing that IS rertain 
in our society are the rules and expec
tations that we make in regard to gen
der differences. James Doyle and 
\1ichelc Palud1 , authors of the book 
Sex and C<?nder. note , "Human behav
iors and personahty attributes should 
no longer be linked wuh gender, and 
soc11.:ty should stop projecting gen· 
der into situations irrelevant to geni-
1alia." ~1y father, after all , is not merely 
definable as a man ; rather, he is first 
and foremost a person. 

One 1hing that saddens me 
g reatly 1s that I won't be able to share 
this part of my life with most people. 
But 1here are a select few who do 

accept ll and take my family and me in 
wtth open hearts, and they make all 
the difference in our lives. 

A recent occurrence happened 
which opened my own heart. A near 
tragedy helped me to reali1e my 
father's humanity outside of the roles 
in which he presents himself. My 
father had a massive heart attack. I le 
almost died. Fortunately, because he 
doesn't act like a typical umacho man," 
he called the paramedics himself and 
was promptly rushed to the hospital. 
His life was saved. 

All of the feelings of anger, 
resentment, or any other negative feel
ing that have plagued me about my 
father's transvestism became inconse
quential. My entire perspective 
changed dramatically. This happening 
humbled me greatly. My father sud
denly became the father I had wor
shipped and adored when I was a 
child. His sexual identity was eclipsed 
at that moment; before my very eyes, 
my father became a fragile, sensitive, 
scared. and \'ery monal human being . 

I v1s1ted him every day at the 
hospital, giving him back and foot 
massages, bringing flowers and bal
loons, and loving him more than I 
have in many years. It feels good to 
have my love back again . Through 
this love I have re-evaluated my prion
ttes, and have become more accepting. 
A man can change his outward 
appearance quite easily However, his 
more endearing qualities- his essen
tial self- remains untouched. The 
ironic thing is even though l may not 
love "Rita" as much as I love my father, 
I would have been devastated if either 
of them had died g:f. 
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Marriage (Continued from page 10) 

a post-operative transsexual spouse 
was differently sexed (in the eyes of the 
law, LC . • birth certificate sex) from his or 
her spouse at marriage. and there v;as 
no fraud then the marriage was valid 
ab initio Subsequent SRS no more 
invalidates the marriage than would 
subsequent bigam}' invalidate the 
bigamist's first marriage. 

To summarize, SRS does no1 
invalidate a marriage. It does create a 
same sex marriage, but state laws all 
prevent the initial creation of same sex 
marriages, not their inadvertent 
occurrence due to sex reassignment 
surgery. In Holland, Germany and 
Sweden a same sex marriage via SRS 
cannot occur because the laws in 
those countries forbid SRS upon non
single people. 

If you are not married, SRS does 
enable you in the United States, Hol
land Germany and Sweden to marry 
someone of the opposite sex. If you 
were born in Tennessee or Ohio it may 
be more difficult, because you will nm 
be able to get a birth certificate in 
your new sex. However, a 1udge's 
order of your sex change should ordi
narily suffice for marriage purposes. 
Elsewhere in Europe it will be difficul! 
to get married because they don't 
change birth certificates as liberally as 
in the United States. One's best alter
native in these cases is to get the sex 
change done in Holland, which will 
issue a new birth certificate. 

If you are not heading toward 
SRS but definitely feel you are of 
another sex, it may be possible to get 
d judge's order of sex change. This 
1ud1cial order should be able to get 
}·ou a marriage license to someone 
with similar appearing genitals but 
the opposite sexual identity. 

Finally, 1f you want to marry 
someone of the same sex, be patient. 
The odds are pretty good 1hat Hawaii 
will be conducting same sex marriages 
soon. AJI other states must recognize 
a Hawauan marriage certificate as they 
would want Hawaii to respect their 
own. Even if you don't get married in 
Hawaii, it's a great place for a honey-
moon! c;<:l. 
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..-------------------------
! 
! Some Resources for Relationships 

j Helplines/Support Groups 
i 
l National Women's Help Line 
! PO. Box 17 

Creative Desigri Services 
PO. Box 61263 
King of Prussia, PA J9406 
(6JO) 640-9449 

-------·1 

I 

I Bulverde, TX 78163 
I (2Jo) 938-7788 
! (for female partners of male crossdressers) AEGIS Bookstore I 
: PO Box33724 ' 

I Spouse~ lbrtners International ConferenCR for Decatu~ GA 30033-0724 I 
I &iucation (S.Pl. CE.) (404) 939-0244 

1 i linda Peacock : 
I PO. Box 2403J 1

1 

i Little Rock, AR 7222J ,I 

I (50J) 227-8798 Available from the AEGIS Bookstore : 
i (for female partners of male crossdressers) ! 
! My Husband Wears My Clothes by Dr. Peggy Rudd i 

! Society for the Second Self (Tri-&s) (/JO) .1 

! PO. Box 194 A wife describes her reactions to her husband's 
I Tulare, CA 93275 crossdressing i 
I (209) 688-9246 (Pacific) I 
! (210) 438-7788 (Central) Crossdressing with Dignity by Dr. Peggy Rudd (IJ3) I 
j (for male crossdressers and their female partners) A book about selfacceptance, with results of a i 
I survey of hundreds of crossdressers I 
i Loved ones of Transsexuals ! 
i 4266 Sandburg Way Coping with Crossdressing by Dr. joAnn Roberts I 
i Irvine, CA 92715 (/JO) I 
i (714) 786-6891 A book for crossdressers and their partners. I 
I i ! (for family & friends of transsexual persons) 

1

1 

! The Transsexual Suroival Guide H: To Transition , 
! TransParent & Beyond for Family, Friends, & Empfqyers by I 
j Elsa Larsan ]oAnn Altman Stringer (/JO) i 
j PO. Box 2J22 A good source for transsexu.al persons in transi- I 
I Ham·sburg, PA 17105 tion i 

I (for parents of transgendered persons) ! 
j Information for the Family (of the Transsexual) .j··'i: 

! Sources for Books & Videos (16) 
, The information in this book, which was origi-
1 International Foundation for Gender natty pubUshed by En·ckson Education I 

! &iucation Foundation, is still useful ! 
jroh~ 1 
j Way/and, M4 0 J 778 When ordering/ram AEGIS bookstm-e, include $3 S&H 1 

j (607') 899-22J2 for 1st Item, and fifty cents/or each additional item. ! 
I I 
! ! L___ _________ .,_ .. _____ .. ____ . _______ .,. _______________ ..... _ .. __ . _________________ . _____________ J 
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eatit111e ... 

In tbe letter wbicb accompanied 
tbis article, Nancy wrote: "1 have 
been dealing with my feelings for 
the last eight years without the 

aid of another parent to talk to. 
Eilze (another mother we put in 
touch with her- Ed.) and 1 could 
agree tbat we shared many of the 
same thoughts and emotions. 1 
am tbrilled to finally have the 

opportunity to get support and 
care from another parent. 

l have many wonderful family 
and friends who have been by my 
side throughout the many ups and 
downs with my daughter's journey 
to attain her dream to be truly 
female. What has been missing is 
the support that can only come 
from another parent who bas 
been through this also. 1 have 

also likened my situation to that 
of an alcoholic, in that only 
another •addict• can truly know 
the heartache, fear, and confu
sion an addicted person goes 

through. 

1 believe that as a mother of a 

transgendered child 1 can help 
others through my struggles as I 
continue to grow and learn. • 

Nancy. who is a therapist. has 
done just that. She provides help 
to parents of transgendered pe-r
sons. and lo transgendered persons 
themselves. 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

I 

Fear, Confusion) & Love 

A Parent's Dilemma 

by Nancy Roberts 

became a parent for the first time just two weeks shy of my nineteenth birth
day. I realized within a very short period of time that this was going to be the 
toughest job I would ever tackle and yet one where preparation had been 
nearly nonexistent. By the time I was twenty-one, I had given birth to two 
healthy babies, a girl, and then a boy. Who could ask for anything more? 

The biggest parenting problems I faced at that time were cleaning dia
pers, feeding the kids, bathing them, giving them an occasional pat on the 
bottom, and kissing skinned knees. I was often told that you can kiss the 
hurts away when your children are youngsters. Llttle did I know that I would 
yearn for the ability to kiss away hurts that my children would experience as 
they grew older. Adult pain, I grew tD know, could not be eased by a mere 
kiss. My real parental training began when my children entered adolescence. 

Our society is very closely tied into expectations of gender and the roles 
that a child/person "sh_ould" be and do as a result of genitals given at birth. 
What society didn't do is to prepare me or lots of others for the fact that what 
is physically "correct" at birth may not be what or how the inner soul really 
desires or wishes to be. 

When my son was sixteen, he informed me for the first time that he 
believed he was transsexual. Where does one turn when given the news that 
you child wants to be a member of the opposite sex? My books on how to 
parent certainly hadn't addressed this issue! I knew how tD practice "natural 
logical consequences" and possessed the tools of being an emotionally car
ing and nurturing parent; however, J certainly wasn't prepared for this bomb
shell. My first reaction was shock (which was quickly suppressed), and then 
emotional concern tor what this meant to my son, who expressed such 
anguish with his biological self. 

just how does one survive the shame that comes crashing do'\\in upon 
them when they don't "fit" the societal norm? As a parent, that shame 
becomes a wound of the inner being. I must have done something wrong; I 
was, after all, the mother. What did I do wrong before, during, after pregnancy? 
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I ~ureh must have done something to 
<.ltht' this anguish for m\· child. Ho\\ 
could I hide. ignore. remO\·c, dcnv. or 
1usl plain remow this pain' 

There ha\·e been numerous times 
\\.hen I have asked God to "take this 
cup" from me, from my child. How 
~ould lhis happen LO my child/me/our 
famalv' The vast pool of guilt and 
~hamc have often been too much to 
comprehend 

I remember v1vidl~ che night I was 
mlormcd of has inner mrmo1I, mforma· 
uon he had not shared wnh anyone 
before. At age sixteen, he had been 
experimenting with alcohol and other 
drugs and, at the request of his 
~chool. he was to be taken to an ado· 
lescent substance abuse facility for an 
assessment We were an lhe car, on the 
\\.'av back from has school, and he said, 
".\1om. I bel1e,·e I am a girl in a bo( s 
bod~. I have felt this way since age 
eight I've been using drugs in order 
to deal v.tth me." I replied. '"Oh . v.ell I 
lake daughters: I could always use 
another. This also helps me put the 
pieces together of where some of my 
makeup. iewelry. and clothing may 
have disappeared to. How long haw 
vou felt this way?" 

~II. doesn't chat sound nurtur
ing and supportive! The fact of the 
matter as that on the inside, I was fed· 
mg rapped into little pieces. Here I was 
thinking that the "only" problem I had 
to face at this moment \\."1th this child 
wa~ chemical abuse and dependency. 
That concern began to pale in the face 
of th is new bit of information. 

Ignorance can truly be bliss, and 
yet knowledge can set us free As I 
drove the car. I somehow didn't feel 
free as a result of having this new 
knowledge. Hours before I had been 
m tears and distraught because I had 
been informed that my child v.as being 
kicked out of school because of chcm1· 
cal Jbuse and couldn't return until he 
had been assessed and received lreat· 
mcnt. lh boot. I was divorced, rem:ir· 
raed. enioying the wrath of .i 

blltcr/blamang ex, and my current mar· 
nagc was filled with enough turmoil to 
dram m\ energy. 

'tav1ng glued together an m) 
children presence w:is a beha\l<H I 
hacl perfected quite v.ell. I v.as good 
at .1ddrcs~ 1ng their needs first , and 
man\' somcume later. or not at all . In 
this s1tu.tt1on, I focused on my child 
and lell .1part later. I 1\as so confused 
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and afraid. What could! , should I. deal 
wath first' 

The next chaplt•r an this story 
doesn·t get any happier. \1y son went 
to the hospital and he/ we began our 
first among many "bad trips" wnh the 
medical/clinical profession. His 
assessment at the hospital stated that 
he was chemically dependent at age 
stxteen. and yes. he \\.as given psycho· 
log 1cal tests. 

Not surprisingly, the tests indi· 
cated issues wnh gender 1dent1ty. The 
sensitive, professional psychologist 
informed my son that he would iust 
need to live with the s1tua11on and 
"cry himself to sleep." ( wasn't 
informed of this statement until much 
later. I was told there were sexuality 
15sues that needed to he addressed, 
but the chemical issues were primary. 
By the time my son was released , twen· 
ly-eight days later, he sure as hell 
wasn'c 1alkmg to amonc about this 
part of himself So- I didn't, either. 

I look back at that time eight 
years ago with anger, sadness, pain, 
guilt, and shame. I didn't have the 
tools or resources lO get help for my 
child, let alone for myself. I also naively 
relied on "professmnals" to help him 
and myself. In 1984, the field ofadoles· 
cent chemical abuse treatment was stall 
an its infancy. and m1sd1agnosis of 
adolescents who were abusing drugs 
to cope with mental health issues was 
common There \\as a tendency to 
believe chat 1he alcohol/drug ab use 
was primar~. rather than secondary. 
They were certainly not soph1st1cated 
enough co deal wath gender identity 
issues. Sober up the kids, get the par· 
ents to Tough Love group:.. and plug 
the adolescent into an adult-oriented 
12-step program: that was their scrat· 
egy. 

I need to disclose that at the 
same time these c\·ents were transp1r· 
1ng, I was working as a substance 
abuse counselor m an agency doing 
adolescent treatment v..1th kids who 
were coming out of inpalient pro· 
grams. So, dear reader, I was not any 
more enlightened than they were on 
what would have been therapeutic. 

~'hat I did know didn't make 
things better, and what I d1dn"t know, I 
was too afraid at the tame to really 
delve mto more. I experienced a lot of 
guilt because I didn't do more at that 
time to learn more :ibout transsexual· 
ism . I know toda) that 1f I had taken 

m)' child to a psychologist or psy· 
chotherap1st, the odds of finding one 
in our geographic area who was well· 
,·ersed an this sub1ect matter would 
have been difficult Add to chis sce
nario my sons age, coupled with the 
chemical abuse. and there would have 
been automatically two strikes againsl 
him receiving appropriate care. 

Emotions and evenls smce 1984 
have taken me on a iourner I would 
never have imagined possible. When I 
held chis child m my arms for the first 
time m the hospatal , I, like other par· 
ents, began experiencing my hopes 
and dreams . A history was begun 
based on the common assumptions of 
the time for a male child. The bond of 
mother and child that began even 
before birth now had a gender and a 
personality to interact with. 

Tuday I can pleasantly say that 
there as a light at the end of the mn· 
nel The pain as less, the guilt almost 
nonexistent, and shame has been 
replaced with pride. I am not tocally at 
peace wnh the past, but I have grov.n 
more than I ever thought possible 
The opportun1t1es that life offered to 
me as the mother of this special child 
have opened up new doors tha1 I 
could have slammed shut. Instead, I 
kept the door open even when 1 was 
terrified, and as a result of this brav
ery, I have gained awareness. deep· 
ened my compassion. and developed 
strength and courage. 

I have read , met, and talked wnh 
numerous people. I have been blessed 
with excellent friends and a new caring 
husband. How could I really regret 
the valleys of this journey when I have 
been given so many occasions to 
expand my understanding of life along 
the path1 

~·hat I didn' t have during this 
lime was the opportuntty to talk to 
other parents. This has JUSt happened 
within the last few weeks. I had this 
need for many years. )'et had no 
avenue 10 connect. The parent I 
recently connected with was able co 
give me comfort and support as well as 
receiving the same from me. 

My goal for writing this article as 
to reach other parents or family mem· 
bers. There 11> comfort in talking to 
others v.ho a1e expenencmg the same 
ihmg. The circumstances may be d1f· 
fercnc , but the core emotions are often 
che same. \'fe don t have to tra\ el this 
iourncy alone' c;d. 



eati1r·e ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

"The Beginning)) 
by Ellie 

I twas the end of 1991, and my 34-year-old son and his wife had decided they 
·would separate. This left me totally confused, because I thought that they 
had a marriage made in heaven. They had appeared so content. And what 
about Brooke, !heir lovely six-year-old daughter? 

But more was to come. My son, who I will call Steve, telephoned me 
and asked me to join him for lunch; this was "the beginning." Over dessert, 
he told me he was transsexual. l wasn't even sure what that meant. He 
explained his feelings to me- how he had suffered throughout his filetime in 
the role that society expected from him. 

At the time that Steve told me, he had already suffered a nervous break
down and had been in therapy for almost two years. He had kept everythmg 
from me. He and his wife had always been extremely private people, and I 
had kept my distance, followed their rules, always called before visiting, done 
whatever was required of me. Now I was hearing what had gone on behind 
the scenes. 

I was a novice at this thing called transsexualism, and was under the 
impression that the process he would have to undergo would take years, 
maybe ten or twelve. Much to my surprise, he were already in the process of 
preparing for surgery, looking towards a November 1992 date. That was less 
than a year away. 

Later, I discussed the situation with his siblings. We decided that maybe 
Steve's transsexualism would just go away. After all, surgery was nearly a year 
away. But as I continued to meet with him, it became clear that it wasn't 
going to go away. There were little changes: longer fmgernails, longer hair, 
eye shadow, subtle lipstick, jewelry, earrings, and more femmme clothing. I 
MSn't sure of it all, nor of my own feelings. 

The months passed, ..md it was getting more and more clifilcult for Steve 
to go into h.i.s place of employment. Harassment had become a problem, not 
only \\>ith co-workers, but with management. Everything 1,va8 growing more 
and more uncomfortable for me, as well. I ·wasn't eating, wasn't sleeping well, 
and l couldn't get my mind clear. It had become impossible to concentrate. 
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I knew that l loved my child and want· 
ed him happy, but I wasn't sure that I 
would be able to handle society's 
reaction to his planned sex reassign· 
ment. 

\X'henever we went out to lunch, 
people would stare, making me 
depressed. Steve was even more 
depressed. He had been in electroly
sis and was receiving hormone shots, 
but his beard was still visible some
times. Still, he soon felt comfortable 
enough with me to start wearing skirts 
and dresses. 

Summer was a blur. Samantha 
(Steve's chosen new name) was more 
depressed than ever. So many things 
had to be accomplished. Her divorce. 
Her name change. Brooke, Samantha's 
daughter, was in therapy. I went to a 
counselor and was prescribed anti· 
anxiety medication . My husband did 
not understand. I spent hours on the 
phone with Samantha. 

Samantha's 35th birthday was 
one of her worst ever. She broke down 
on the job that night. She had 
resigned a week before that, planning 
to stay until the end of the month, but 
she could not stand the harassment. 

When Samantha's employment 
was terminated, her benefits went, too. 
That meant that her $100-an-hour 
therapist would no longer see her, 
except to speak to her briefly by 
phone perhaps once a week. There 
was no salary coming in, and a lot of 
money was going out. 

I tried to get Samantha into in· 
patient treatment. but every hospital 
that I called did not understand what 
to do for her. They wanted to put her 
in the mens' ward and have her wear 
mens' clothing. This would have made 
her totally regress. We were getting 
absolutely nowhere. 

Finally, we found a gender org a
nization, were we were able to contact 
another transsexual person. She 
called me back and arranged to have 
us come to her home one Sunday 
afternoon. Samantha and I met in a 
parking lot (because she was not 
allowed to come to my house). and 
drove to Christie's h ouse. Christie 
was very gracious. The next week, she 
was kind enough to 10\1te Samantha 
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to a cookout. where she made a few 
more fnends. Things were starttng co 
look up. 

Samantha went out and found a 
part-time job as a woman, making $100 
per week. Three-fourths of that was 
going for child support. She was liv
ing below poverty level. We contacted 
the EEOC, ACLU, and lawyers. No one 
could do anything. We were at the 
bottom of the barrel. 

As Samantha was no longer 
allowed to come to my home, I helped 
her the best I could with groceries and 
visits. She had co stay in good health 
for her November 3 surgery date. 

While Samantha's life was getting 
better, mine was fal ling apart. I had 
kept her transsexualism a secret from 
my family and friends. Finally, I told my 
brothers and their wives, then gradu
ally a few more people, for I had come 
to feel that I was living a lie. It was so 
much easier for me to tell the truth. 
Still, being honest and straightforward 
made life a loc harder. I noticed a dif· 
ference in people. I was viewed in a 
different light. It is something that 
cannot be pinpoinced, but another 
parent would know what I mean by 
this. 

The Sunday phone calls from my 
granddaughter stopped coming. My 
marriage was under great strain. The 
family pictures of children and grand· 
children disappeared into the attic, for 
they showed Samantha in her previous 
incarnation. Family holidays were to be 
a thing of the past, for the majority of 
the family did not want to meet Saman· 
tha. In fact, all Christmas plans were 
canceled. Samantha's transsexualism 
had touched every aspect of my life. 
Nothing would ever be the same again. 

Throughout all this , I was still !is· 
tening to all of the problems of my 
friends, being the social wife I was 
expected to be, dealing wuh an aging 
and troublesome mother and a learn· 
ing disabled grandchild, running our 
business. and trying to act as if all 
were fine in my world. The facade was 
killing me. My heart was being ripped 
apart. When would it all end? Was I to 
be a parent forever? My emotions were 
running wild. Sometimes l would feel 
such love and compassion for Saman-

tha, and sometimes I would think of 
what was happening to my life and 
chink she was selfish. Sometimes I 
would look at her and think, "What 
kind of life has she had?" I was crying 
on the inside all the time. One day I 
would think, "Heck, who cares what 
people think?" The next, I would 
panic. 

After the emotional summer, we 
finally left for surgery on November 1. 

It was the hardest crip that I have ever 
made, for I left with my son and 
returned with my daughter. We went 
alone and the seven hours of waiting 
was like no other pain that I have ever 
felt. 

I was blessed with two beautiful 
caring women who grew close to me 
while we had our hospital stay. They 
understood my feel ings, and they 
cared for Samantha and for me. I went 
to church with one lady on Saturday 
night , and when the organ was play
ing and we were all singing, tears 
began to roll uncontrollably down my 
cheeks. Me , the one who was sup· 
posed to be so strong, sobbing in a 
church filled with strangers! My friend 
put her arms around me and said, "I 
love you." They were the most won· 
derful words in the world to me. 

While Samantha lay recuperating, I 
would watch her sleep and think , 
"Please, God, let her find the happiness 
that she has so desired and is entitled 
to in her life. She must have suffered 
through so much pain to go through 
this awful ordeal. Most transsexual 
people give up everything to get into 
the right bodies. Why should they be 
forced to have nothing to live a happy 
life? This is not right." As she lay sleep· 
ing, so serene and peaceful. I prayed 
that the months of agony were over. 

As I watched my child. I relived 
her birth and the joy I felt when I first 
held her in my arms. I was 18 years old 
when I gave birth to her. How proud I 
was of my beautiful miracle! l started 
to remember parts of her life that were 
sad- the loneliness, how hard it was 
for her to make friends. Slowly, the 
pieces start to fall into place, and I 
realized that she really hadn' t been 
happy and that perhaps this was her 

Concluded on p. 20 



eatu111e ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Excerpts From the Dark Side 
by Evelyn Stone 

I did not stand with the other parents, proudly soaking up the 
praise others proclaimed of Jennifer's athletic prowess. This time 
was different. I stood alone. I watched her play in silence, away 
from the crowd of spectators. I did not want to see the tears as 
I watched the last game. After twelve years, no one would ever 
see her father standing on the sidelines again. 

When the game was over, I picked up her bag and slung it 
over my shoulder, just as I had countless other times, and we 
walked slowly to the car in silence. Nothing ever had to be said 
between us. She knew I was proud of her and I knew she was 
grateful for my being there. 

Jennifer jumped into the passenger seat of her little red Day
tona, fastened her seat belt, and reclined the seat. She usually 
slept all the way home after a game. 

Before I could put the car into gear, Jen grabbed my hand in 
hers. "Thanks, Dad," she said, and squeezed my hand gently. 

I glanced over at the big brown eyes smiling at me and felr a 
sudden tug beneath my breast. I smiled back and squeezed her 
hand in response and drove away. The words were not there. 

In less than a month, she would be traveling off to college, 
and I would see even less of her than I did this past year .. All of 
her life, I knew that our time together would be short. I gave her 
every spare moment of my time and more. I gave her my total 
attention. I gave her my love. She became the fiber that bound 
my deceitful life together, enabling me to live the lie longer than I 
had ever thought possible. 

I stifled the cry of agony rising from my throat and choked. 
The tears poured down my cheeks from under the sunglasses. 
My heart cried out for God to help me, but the pain was still 
there. And I drove home in silence, thankful that her eyes were 
closed. 

The price of rebirth was high. In order to be reborn, I first 
had to die. <:;<:J. 
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n1e Beginning (Continued from p 18) 

rebirth. 11 is m\· grcat<.'sl wi~h for hcr
h.1pp1ncss 

Back at home, e\·eryone was 
going on wi1h 1heir l1ve5, My husband 
;,va:; going hun11ng, his friends had 
10\'i1ed him 10 dinner, mr brother 
became J grandfather for 1he tlrs1 11me. 
\o one \\as really caring about our 
pam. \'C'c \\'ere totally alone. 

Our tnp home was uneventful. 
'>.e had \\ heelcha1rs mee1 us at all the 
connections, thanks to our fncnd Car
o line's advice Samantha was weak 
and tired from 1he long night. I Wa5 

beginning 10 feel hkc a bag lady 
because l constantly had something 
slung over my shoulder. Seems all I 
had been doing for weeks was LO carry 
luggage cal in cafeterias, and spend 
long days in the hosp11al. My body 
and mind were tired 

Depression set in about the sev· 
enth day after our return home- for 
both of us '\amantha could no1 sleep. 
She was crying all night. The friend 
that I had arranged for her to stay 
\\Hh called me and said that Samantha 
v.as going back to her apartment for 
the night. I feared for her hfe. She was 
really depressed , as she had no coun
seling in three months. For1una1ely, 
my husband had gone hunting again, 
so I was able 10 bring her home wi1h 
me. and we went 10 an M.0. who got 
us 10 a center where she had counsel
ing and medicauon . 

\'Ce were really d1sappo1ntcd in 
mv friend when she called and said 
1h~1 Samantha could not come back. 
Once aga1 n, we moved su 11cases. II 
,-.eemed 1ha1 doors were still being 
~lammed in our face. I called an elec· 
trologist and she said she didn't work 
on transsexuals. I a~ked her ?.:hy, and 
she said 1hat was a personal quesllon. 
She told me she would call me if she 
had ume. l called her back and said , 
' hen 1frnu ha\'e time, don"t call." 

Th~nksgiving was the worsl day 
of all . Samantha w·as ,1lone in her apart· 
ment. ~o one v.as home, just my hus· 
band and mvself l brought a planer 
over 10 Sam;niha. That night, I took a 
s leeping pill and went to bed. lf I could 
take a sleeping pill and .sleep from now 
on. that would make me very happy. 
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Even now. after our rciurn home, 
ii all boggles 1he mind . l feel guil1 
about the whole s11uation , 1h1nkmg. 
"Why did this happen?" Then ! look al 
Samantha and think. "If 1t had not 
happened. she would not be alive and 
siwng here with me now. She did nol 
ask 10 be born. Children are a gifl 
from God She did not want 1h1s prob· 
lem She 1s my child , and J lo\'e her." 

What about my marriage? 
Will it make it? No one will 
ever know what this can do 
to a relationship, unless you 
have been through it. I need 
love and a strong shoulder to 
lean on right now. I am 
tired of having everyone 
lean on me. I have been the 
caregiver all my life. J ioant 
a little TLC now. 

Meeting another parent, a moth· 
er v;ho has a transsexual daughter, 
was such a blessing to me. It meant 
so much to hold her hands and look 
into her eyes and know that we 
shared the same emotions and fear.~ . 

It meant so much to know that we arc 
normal people and that we don't look 
any different than anyone else and 
that we are nice people. This mother 
and her kind, gentle, sof1spoken 
giant of a husband were such an 
inspiration to me. 

Perhaps this was meant 10 be our 
role m life. Maybe that is why God 
sent these special children, so that we 
could help them. There is always a 
reason for what He does. Thank you 
to those two wonderful parents. They 
know who they are. Thanks also to 
Caroline Cossey, the beautiful Tula , 
who called us at the hospital. and 
once at home. Her words are always a 
JOY She is truly a wonderful person . 
~he radiates kindness and caring . 
Thank you. Caroline! 

I spoke with the other mother on 
Thanksgiving Day, and she was hav
ing everyone over for dinner, her 
daughter included. My heart was real· 
ly hurting. She was kind enough to 

call me back 1hc ncx1 day to see how l 
~vas 

Hearing Christmas songs on the 
radio and television makes me wish 
1he world would go away. I ha\·e no 
holiday feelings . I don't e\•en want to 
have a Chns1mas tree. There will be no 
more family g:nhenngs, no more chil· 
drcn around the trc..:. 

What about my marriage? Will ii 
make ii? i\o one will ever know wha1 
1his can do to a relationship, unless 
vou have been through it. l need love 
;nd a strong shoulder to lean on 
righ1 now. l am ured of having erer~
one lean on me. I have been the care· 
giwr all my life. I want a lmle TLC now. 
I love my husband and always will, but 
what happens now remains to be 
seen . My knight in shining armor 
seems a liule tarnished right now 
Hopefully, it will .111 work out. 

I will nurst Samantha through 
this unul she is strong again. Then 
she will have co make her own future. 
\'Ce have had some long talks and she 
realizes th.it she must live her own hfe. 
Onlv she can make her own happi· 
nes~ . One of 1hese day5 I will no 
longer be there, should she falter, and 
.she knows that 

~c have watched many shows on 
lelev1sion about transsexualism. and II 

1s amazing some of the quesuons that 
people ask \\'hen are they going 10 
stop explo11ing transsexual people? 
;o.;o, we can't have babies. No. we don't 
know whether we have a sexual prefer· 
ence. Why don't they realize tha1 
1ranssexuals are intel11gen1 human 
beings with good minds and above 
such trivial questions about their sex· 
ual hab11s and preferences? Transsexu· 
als arc en111led 10 privacy, 1us1 like 
everyone else. \'Cny don't the talk show 
hosts address the serious aspects of 
this dilemma - the pain , how it dis
rupts lives, 1obs. benefits, children' .s 

li\'es? Are the genitals all that mauer? 
When docs all this pain end? 

Please, God, ltt Samantha find her way. 
Please, God , help all the other people 
in this same s1tuauon gain strength 
from 1t all. God bless each and every 
one of you . You are the most coura· 
geous people in the world to go 
through all this g1 



eatur·e . .. 

* Zelda Suplee was tbe Assistant 
Director of the Erickson 
Educational Foundation. 

The Erickson Education 

Foundation was a maj01· 

force in transsexualism from 

the late 1960's until the mid 

1970's, sponsoring confer

ences. serving as an infor

mation clearinghouse, and 

funding research on trans· 

sexualism and other exotic 

subjects. /ls founder; Reed 

Erickson, was a female-to

male transsexual, indepen

dently wealthy. 

Wben the Erickson 

Foundation closed, the man

tle of responsibility was 

pas.~ed to the }anus 

information liicilit_i: which 

was managed by ltlul Walker. 

\Vben}anus closed in tum. 

]2CP !nfomuztion Services 

took on tbe responsibility of 

educating the public about 

transsexualism. ]2CP ll'as 

managed by Sister Mary 

Elimbetb, wbo zs now spend

ing her time running the 

world's larges/ free AIDS com

puter BBS. 

AEGIS bas inberited tbis 20-

year legacy. and the Erickson 

Foundation's original materz. 

al. We are proud to reprint 

"letter From a J!other. one 

of the most popular Erickson 

pieces. 

• • . . . • • • • . . . . 

Letter From a Mother 
Anonymous 

D earMda' 

This is a day out of my life different from every other day- following yes
terday, which was unique from all the rest. And you played a part in it all-
from such a distance, yet I can only say that in your work it is as if you were 
placing your hand in the hand of God and together you are continuing f-li.<; 
work of creating. 

What does this mean? It means that yesterday, when I went to the air· 
pon to meet my son, his plane arrived on schedule, but I did nm see him 
alight. Instead, a tall and radiantly beautiful girl walked right up to me, the first 
one off the plane, and said, calling me by name, "Your son will meet you at 
the car. You are to please come with me right away." She spoke softly, but 
firmly. and with such alight of brimming-over joy on her face mat I felt every· 
thing must be all right and followed her. As we approached the parked car. 1 
said, "Where is he?" "There he is," she replied. When I did not see him, she 
said, "let's "W-ait in the car. He v.ill come to you . ., I hesitated. She put her arm 
around my ~t and said very softly, "Don't you know me, Mother? I am your 
son. I've been here all the time." Still, a mysterious smile ~'as on her lips, and 
the expression was of a person waiting to give a precious gift, cherishing the 
moment, reluctant to d.i5dose it all, yet unable to withhold it any longer. My 
thoughts were confused as 1 seated her in the front seat, kept firm hold on 
my keys, and still looked about for my son. "But you are not my son," 1 said. 
"T do know he is not so tall." "I have on heels," she said. ''Mother, look into 
my eyes; don't you recognize me?" I laughed. This must be hLs girl, this radi
ant creature, playing a little joke on me. "No, I do not recognize you. but I 
have ro say you are the most beautiful girl I have ever seen." She drew herseff 
over to tl1e car window and the eyes and the voice implored me now, "Plea<>e, 
please get into me car." TI1en I sat down and turned to her, searching in the 
delicately chiseled young fuce for my son. "Show me your hands,,. I asked, 
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and- yes, there I found the identi
fying scar. Then, I listened to the 
music of that gentle voice, and 
there was something familiar. The 
eyes were and were not the same. 
Those long, curly lashes had made a 
change. But that smile, that glance, 
that sweet, chuckly amused look. 
There he was. The same radiant 
spirit of my precious son I had 
come to meet. "Didn't you know, 
Mother, that I have always wanted to 
be a girl? .. 

(Oh, God, I prayed, help me to 
share his joy! Let me not hurt his 
moment of giving his new self so 
honestly to me. My God, my God, 
what agony for all these years he has 
undergone- and so manfully. Let 
me be equal to his moment of joy.) 
Then I laughed and exclaimed, 
"How o;,vonderful. Welcome home." 

I sat a moment before starting 
up the car, just to be certain I was 
steady. "What a relief," she said. 
"Morn, I thought you might faint. I 

never dreamed I'd fool you. Do you 
think anybody else will recognize 
me?" "Impossible,·· I said. "If you 
can fool your mother, you can fool 
anyone." 

Then we drove home and he 
began to recount to me the strug
gles of many years he had been 
through ... and the doctors and the 
psychiatrists he had been to see to 
discover why he felt as he did when 
he was searching for the root of his 
mystifying feelings. It was such a 
help, he said, that I had told him only 
recently how much I admired Jung 
and his psychology of the self and 
the idea of the inner and the outer 
life of the individual. Had I not 
guessed the nature of his visit, my 
son asked, after our recent discus-
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sion of that article on Jung we had 
just read? 

Home at last, we continued our 
conversation of the discovery of the 
self-identity. ·'But you are not a devi
ate," I asserted. "I know you well 
enough to be certain of that." "No, I 
am a psychic hermaphrodite. I was 

born with the body of a male, but 
the psyche of a woman, and my 
deepest wish is to be a woman. 
Today science has learned that one 
out of ever so many cases may have 
the psyche of one sex in the body of 
the opposite sex. I feel trapped in 
the wrong body. I have been studied 
for years. 1 went to Johns Hopkins 
and to many top-ranking psychia
trists. As long as my psyche could 
not be changed to match my natural 
sex, science is finding ways to adjust 
the body to match the psyche. J 

simply am LOO unhappy as I am to go 
on living a constructive and produc
tive life. I wish to become a female 
and then I will be able to realize 
some of my long-desired goalc;." 

We discussed at great length 
the successive steps needed to 

accomplish this change, and after 
dinner we both began to relax. 

"I hope I didn't let you down at 
the airport," I said. "No," she 
replied. "Mother, you were fine!" 

And so my precious one has 
come home- and this was, I told 
her, the greatest tribute paid to me 
by anyone, except when my late 
husband proposed to me. The way 
ahead will be new, risky, hard at 
times, yes, but for my precious one, 
it shall never again be ALONE. 

Thanks, dear God, that my 
offering of my Holy Communion up 
for the guidance of my son, who I 
felt was wrestling with something 

too complex to handle alone. 
Thanks to Thee, for You have been 
giving guidance all along! 

Then, dear Zelda, (please for
give this letter if it has become a lit
tle disjoined), then he gave me a 
book and a file of articles and clip
pings going back to earlier than 
1952 on the subject of medical, psy
chological, and cosmetic aid being 
given to persons in a similar circum
stance. It was in your dear note that 
I might, if I wished, call you. I have 
to call you, Zelda, by your first name, 
for you have been holding the hand 
of my child and your other hand has 
been, I feel, in the hand of God. 

My husband did explain some
thing to me when he was alive, of 
the threshold of another sex upon 
which many persons are born; and 
how much these individuals suffer 
and how deeply they deserve our 
every aid. I believe, had he lived, he 
'WOuld have welcomed this opportu
nity for my child to release her true 
self. 

Yes, I am crying, Zelda, but they 
are tears of joy: tears for the miracle 
of help for a suffering soul. In heav
en, Christ said, there is no male or 
female. His immortal soul is intact. 
All will be well. I shall be standing by. 
Will I help? Does a mother's love 
ever die? Not if it is directed toward 
the child. 

Thank you, Zelda, and tell the 
other suffering and confused par
ents of children and adults in this 
similar situation to have faith and 
direct their help and love to promot
ing this pioneering and godly work in 

self-discovery. 

Jn gratitude, 
A Mother g:i. 
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© 1994 by Dallas Denny 
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Prodigal Son 
A Tale of Noncommunication & Rejection 

by Dallas Denny 

y earliest and most vivid memory dates from the early 1950's. I was perhaps 
four years old. Certainly, it is a remarkable first memory, an exercise in preju
dice with a lesson that an ordinary boy child would almost certainly have 
missed. But then, I wasn't an ordinary boy child. 

It was a hot summer day in Asheville, North Carolina, even inside the 
normally cool interior of the houc;e. We needed provisions, but we had no car. 
My mother, not vvanting ID make the long v.ial.k to the market, allowed herself 
a luxury; she called to have the groceries delivered. 

A half-hour later, a black gentleman of about sixty-five made his way up 
the outside wooden steps to the second-floor landing and knocked gently on 
the screen door of the kitchen. When my mother opened it, he handed her a 
sack of groceries. Perspiring profusely, he used his shirt sleeve to wipe the 
sweat av.ray. I now realize that he '\.Va5 llnclc Tomming v.nen he said, '1t sho' 
is a hot day, .Miz Denny." My mother allowed that it was. He said, "Yep. Sho' 
is a hot day. I hates to bother you, but could I trouble you for a cold glass of 
ice water?'' 

My mother smiled most pleasantly and fetched a red-handled ice pick 
and a red-and-yellow jelly glass from the cupboard. We didn't have a refrigera
tor- one of my other early memories is of the iceman coming in with a block 
of ice dangling from a great set of tongs- so she opened the icebox and 
chipped off some slivers of ice and put them in the glass and filled it from the 
faucet at the sink and took it to him. The man, still standing on tl1c landing, 
drnnk it, thanking her effusively. Mother smiled and asked him if he v.ruitcJ 
more. He said that he didn't, m3de his goodbyes, and trudged slowly cirn,\11 
the stairs and across the dusty yard to the even more dusty road. 

As soon as he was out of sight, my mother, with a look of disgust on her 
face, looked at the glass in her hand and then stepped onto the porch and 
threw it as hard as she could. The most vivid part of the memory is that glass, 
tumbling red-and-yellow, red-and-yellow through the air and rolling to a stop 
without breaking in the dust of the yard below. 

I was dumbfounded, but I knew instinctively why my mother had 
thrown the glass. I had had no previou5 experience with prejudice, but her 
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facial grimaces told the story; she 

somehow considered the man unclean 

or inferior. l knev.· ic was because his 

skin color was not like ours. But tt was 

clear to me that he was in no way infe

rior; in face, in their exchange, he had 

been operating from a posicion of 

moral superiority, being pleasant 1n 

the face of her obvious condescen

sion. I knew chat if I were to chance 

upon him in the street and tell chem 

about the glass, he would smile sadly, 

unsurprised. I pictured him, coming 

back on another hot day with another 

sack of groceries, standing quietly, 

looking down in the dusc at the glass. 

I felt has rage and shame, connectang 

with it in a way that I couldn't connect 

with my mother's hypocrisy. 

I didn't say anything co my 

mother, for I knew that there was noth

ing she could possibly say to justify 

what she had done, and no way I 

could convince her chat what she had 

done was wrong. I kept my mouth 

shut and my opinions to myself. 

That was a pattern in my family

not dealing with issues. We would dis· 

cuss our problems, but not in the 

depth and detail that situations 

demanded. We were just six people 

thrown together by happenstance, 

with very little in common except 

shared genes. We were tolerant of one 

another, and even loved one another 

in the usual familial way, but our only 

bonds were those of family. Later, after 

my youngest sister was grown, she 

and my mother became close 10 the 

way chat friends do, but with chat 

exception, we acted out our roles 

mechanically and for the most part 

politely. It was our imitation of the 

Ward and June Cleaver I Ozzie and 

Harriet 1950s nuclear family. It made 

for a comfortable and secure, if some· 

what robotlike, life. 

My mother and father took their 

duty as parents very seriously. They 
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They Should'a 

Seen It Comin' 

Although my cros:dressing was 
"discovered" when I was about 
fourteen, early photos clearly 

show signs of my femininity. I 
was surprised to find these pho-

tos, for I had always thought 
that I had covered up very well. 

worked hard. They kept me and my 

three siblings fed and warm and safe 

and cried co instill positive moral val

ues in us, but on autopilot- like for 

instance by sending us to Sunday 

school but not bothering to go to 

church themselves. I received a good 

public education, and was given 

money to participate in band and 

other activities which imposed hard· 

ships on my parents, but they never 

complained. I didn't realize until I was 

grown just how tight money had been 

when l was a child. The end-of-the

month suppers of fried bologna or hot 

dogs that I considered such a treat 

were actually a desperate attempt by 

my parents to make ends meet on limit· 

ed funds Yet despice the hard times, I 

wanted for nothing material. I was 

never hungry or unclothed or 

unhouscd or unloved, and never went 

without medical attention. When I was 

eight, and hemorrhaging with German 

measles, my father swept me into his 

arms and ran ..vith me through the 

French village of Beaugency to find a 

doclOr And every Christmas , under 

the tree there would be a profusion of 

wondrous toys my parents couldn't 

really afford. 

Unlike many transgendered per

sons, I was never abused, enher psy

chologically or physically When I was 

small, I would get switched or pad

dled, but never in anger, and never 

without deserving it. As I grew older, 

lectures replaced the hard-backed 

hairbrush and hickory switch A lec

ture was worse than any spanking, a1; 

the lesson would be imprinted on my 

soul rather than my buttocks. 

But for all my parents' efforts, 

they and I had no real communication. 

I grew up uncomfortable in their 

house, a mismatch to cheir 1950s sen· 

s1bililies. My interests, musical tastes, 

political views, and aspirations were 

ouc of line with theirs. So was my 



inlelligence. Everyone else was merely 

bright; I was brilliant. Much of what l 

said and did was incomprehensible 10 

my family. I was smart enough to real

ize ,;,e importance of talking and act

ing like everyone else, but I was the 

bright one, and everyone knew it , 

even if J did frighten them a bit wilh my 

unorthodox political views. My inlelli

gence unfortunately did not translate 

into money or popularity or good 

grades at school; it just made of me a 

stranger. Perhaps that is why I was 

no1 the favorite son. 

Every child thinks at some lime 

that he or she is an orphan, and I was 

no exception . When I hit thirteen, I 

began wondering how my parents, 

both blue-eyed, had produced a 

hazel-eyed child. My siblings all had 

blue eyes, and I should have too, 

according co a book on genetics I 

found in the library. Blue eyes were 

controlled by a single recessive gene, 

1t said. That meant 1hat two brown

eyed parents could have a blue-eyed 

child, but that two blue-eyed parents 

could not have a brown-eyed child. It 

seemed that my suspicions that I was 

"different" from the rest of the family 

had a genetic basis. 

I don't remember what triggered 

it- perhaps r mentioned my theory 

about the eye color- but one day my 

mother told me that although I was 

her biological child, I was not my 

father's. She explained how she had 

come to conceive me, and how she 

had borne me at a time when the preg

nancy of an unmarried woman was 

considered scandalous. She told me 

of her love for a married man, of the 

stress of her pregnancy, how she had 

fought to bear me and raise me- It 

was the first time l heard the word 

abortion- how she had married my 

father when I was about three years 

old, and how he had adopted me 

shortly thereafter. 

It was someth ing she had been 

holding in for a long, long time. I cried 

with my mother that day, sharing her 

pain and shame. And then it was over, 

and we never talked about It again , 

except for a brief mention now and 

again when we were alone LOgcther. 

\Xe never talked much about my 

gender issue, either. It manifested at 

about the same ume. For a few 

months, I would guilLily put on my 

mother's garments on the rare occa

sions when I was home alone, but I 

soon acquired my own rudimentary 

wardrobe. I would shave my legs and 

underarms, carefully rinsing the hairs 

down the drain. I would sit in the liv· 

ing room floor in panties, bra, and slip, 

applying my makeup with the aid of a 

hand mirror. The Lransformation never 

failed to astonish me. As a boy, I was 

ordinary-looking, but as a girl, I was 

just short of beautiful. Or sq it seemed 

to me. I was aching for confirmation, 

but of course, there was none. 

My first feedback came one day 

when my mother returned early and 

caught me, fully dressed, standing in 

front of the mirror in her bedroom. 

"You don't look like a woman," she 

hissed. ··rake those clothes off chis 

minute!" 

Any confidence l might have had 

was immediately shanered. I rook the 

clothes off and washed my face. That 

evening, my father threatened to make 

me walk the five miles to town, dressed, 

while he followed in the car. I suppose 

he thought I would look ridiculous, like 

a boy in drag. But that's not what I 

looked like. With my delicate feacures 

and lack of facial hair, I looked like a fif. 

teen -year-old girl. Or did I? My mother 

certainlv didn't think so. I wondered 

whether I was deluding myself. Later, 

when I began venturing out in public, I 

continued to wonder whether people 

were seeing me as an attractive young 

girl or a boy-in-a-dress. 

Twenty-five years later, a piece of 

the puzzle suddenly clicked into place. 

I was talking to my therapist, telling 

her that all my adult life my mother had 

tried to convince me to cut my hair 

and wear a suit. "Dallas," she would 

say (my name has always been Dallas). 

"'bu look so good in a suit. And men 

are wearing their hair shorter these 

days. You would be so handsome." 

My Lherapist looked al me strangely 

and said, "She told you that because 

she knew you weren't really a man. 

She wanted you to do the things that 

would mean to her that you were a 

n1an." 

Another piece of the puzzle fell 

into place about three years after that. 

I awoke one morning, about a year 

ago, with the sudden realization that 

my mother had said, "You don't look 

like a woman." She had not said girl

she had said woman. "\bu don't look 

like a woman." She had not seen a 

crossdressed boy, or even a girl. She 

had seen a woman, and not only a 

woman, but one younger and more 

attractive than her. Her own femininity 

had been threatened, and by her 

born-out-of-wedlock son, no less! No 

wonder she had trouble handling it! 

~ never discussed my gender 

issue- why I felt the need 10 dress in 

women's clothes, how we were going 

to deal with this complication in our 

lives, whether I was going to do it 

again. Obviously, my parent were 

communicating with each other, for 

they took me to a psychologist to talk 

about my crossdressing issue, and to 

Wilter Reed Hospital to have my geni

tals examined. My private pans, 

although on the small side, were nor· 

mal- no doubt to the relief of mv par· 

ents- and the psychologist reported 

that my crossdressing was just some· 

thing I was going through as part of 

adolescence. 1 had managed to con

vince him of that by lying desperately. 
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I wanted to tell him, co scream out the 

lruth. but l sensed that telling the 

truth. or letting him guess the truth

wh1ch was that I wanted to be a girl 

more than anything in the world

would have been very dangerous co 

me. 

One morning my mother asked 

me, point-blank (with no warm-up), if I 

was planning to have a sex change. I 

knew that such things were possible, 

but I had heard on the radio that there 

was only one treatment center, at 

Johns Hopkins, which took only two 

cases a month. Surely, those accepted 

would have ambiguous genitalia, be 

living as a member of the other sex 

already, or have wealthy parents. What 

chance did I have of getting treatment? 

"No," I told her. "I don't want to 

change my sex." And that was the end 

of that conversation. And yet that 

night, l prayed on the first star l saw 

that l might become a girl. 

In these days in which nearly 

every family is termed dysfunctional, I 

won't say that my family was. But we 

weren't the perfect family, either. We 

were a self-sufficient little unit w11h 

limited coping skills and limited com

munication, a family that never went to 

the mat with its issues. We discussed 

them to a point, and no further. After 

that they were just swept under a rug 

in the hopes that they would go away. 

My gender issue didn't go away, 

of course, although I pretended along 

with the rest of the family that it had. 

Eventually, l was unwilling to pretend 

any longer. One evening in 1989, while 

I was talking on the phone long-dis

tance to my mother, she once again 

asked if I planned to have sex reas

signment (I had provided her with 

cues enough for her to guess it). I 

told her I did. 

She said, in a sorrowful voice, 

"Dallas. I didn't have a liule girl. I had 

a little boy." 
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I've wished many times since 

then that I thought quicker on my 

feet. l should have said, "Mother, you 

had me" (It was the truth). But l 

didn't. I said nothing, and that was 

the last time I hear my mother's voice. 

That was more than five years ago. 

Throughout those years, I ve 

wriuen regularly, even though I 

received a request from my mother via 

has died will be safely inte,rred; the 

delay will be purposeful, to ensure 

that I won't embarrass anybody hy 

showing up at the funeral. I don't 

assume they'll do it; I know they'll do 

it. I already hate them for it. 

I was far from a perfect child. I 

was willful and at times cruel, petty, 

and inconsiderate. I was rebellious 

during my teen years. Bue I had my 

In these days in which nearly every f amity is termed dysfunc
tional, I won't say that my family was. But we weren't the 
perfect f amity, either. We were a self sufficient little unit with 
limited coping skills and limited communication, a family that 
never went to the mat with its issues. We discussed them to a 
point, and no further. After that they were just swept under a 
rug in the hopes that they would go away. 

my sister asking me to have no con· 

tacl. I've honored my parentS' request 

not to call or visit. I've seen my sister 

Donna once, for perhaps fifteen min· 

utes (that wa.s in 1991), and I've spo

ken on the phone with my brother 

and his wife several times, and my 

other sister, Tanya, twice- both cimes 

when she was in crisis. That 's it for 

the bosom of my family. 

My mother has written twice, 

once to say chat I would never be a 

woman and that any doctor who 

would take a knife to me should be 

killed, and once, several years after 

that, to say that it would be OK to 

write, so long as I did not send pic

tures or discuss my transsexualism. 

Gee, thanks, Mom. How-how 

motherly. 

I'm in my mid-forties, and my 

parents are in their sevencies. I live 

with the certain knowledge that I will 

one day get a telephone call or a letter 

from my brother or one of my siscers, 

or perhaps a cousin or aunt, saying 

that one or both of my parents are 

dead. What hurts is that I know that 

by the time l get the news, whoever 

good points, as well. I was JUSt a 

human being growing up, trying to 

conform with the rigidly defined 

lifesty~e of my parents, with its taboos 

on dress and behavior. trying to 

understand who I was while living day 

to day with those strangers who had 

been assigned to me, my family, and 

trying to put on an act that would 

convince me as well as those I loved 

thac l was male. When I made a mis· 

take, when I did something wrong, 

when I was difficult to understand and 

deal with, l was still part of the family. 

But the momem I showed mv true face, 

the person I really was, I was excluded, 

expelled from the family. 

If I had murdered someone, I 

would have been disgraced, but still 

part of the family. But for being true 

to myself, for finally daring to live my 

own life- I believe !hey call it growing 

u p-1 was excised, like a cyst. 

What hurts about the rejection 

is thac it came without discussion. 

Cercainly, I had figured out what I 

wanted to do with my body and with 

my life, and would probably have 

gone forward with my plan for sex 



reassignment despite anything that 

might have been said, but I would 

have liked at lease a hearing, a chance, 

afcer all chose years of silence, co 

explain what l felt and why I was mak

ing the dec1s1ons I was making. BuL l 

wasn't allowed contact, even though J 

was still in the male role. r never got a 

chance tO break che silence. 

Rejection after discussion would 

have been understandable, even if 

unacceptable; rejection without dis· 

cuss1on as unthinkable. Even ahcr five 

years, I still have trouble believing that 

I have been so heartlessly and thor

oughly cut out of my family. 

My mother has always been rhe 

dominant force in the family. When she 

wanted a new car, we got one. My 

father would grow depressed and 

angry at the thought of working to 

pay notes on a car he hadn't wanted, 

but he would accede Lo her demands. 

When he wanted to take a job in a 

national park m Wyoming and every

one but Mother wanted to go, we 

stayed in Tennessee. 

My mother as still the boss. 

When, if ever, she is ready to accept 

me, wam and all, the rest of my family 

will begin w come around. But until 

then, I ha\'e no family. There are just 

some people I never really knew who 

sometimes send me birthday and 

Christmas presents. 

I've no doubt the family cares 

for me in its own fashion, but it isn't a 

warts-and-all kind of love. Ir's a con

dnional love- and aren't families sup· 

posed to love unconditionally? It's as 

1f my family's need for me to be what 

they wanted me to be was more 

imponant to them than who I really 

was. In fact. I think that's the crux of 

the matter· their lm·e as scH'ish, some· 

thmg which suns their purpose and 

has very Incle to do with genuine 

affection. Thac, J now realize with sad

ness, was whac my family was. and 

remains: a group of people who 

cared for and adhered to each other 

because they thought they were sup· 

posed to. So long as no one rocked 

the boat, the family could clang to its 

mutual illusions. But once I stepped 

outside the norm, once I stopped 

pretending to be one of the Dennys 

and dared to be myself, that was ic. It 

was easier to remove me completely 

from the family than to give up their 

illusions. 

My feelings about the rejection 

have ranged from bewilderment to sor

row ro anger, but the overnding emo

tion, the one which came first and 

which has lasted longest, as disap· 

pointment. It reinforces my belief that 

my family was 1ust an assortment of 

people I drew by chance, like one 

draws a roommate in a college dorm 

My family is made up of imperfect 

human beings, unable to love uncon· 

dn1onally, unable to rtSe to a chal

lenge, unable to communicate. I'm sad 

for them, for I gave them a wonderful 

challenge, and they have failed to deal 

with ll in a mature manner 

My mother. I'm afraid, will always 

he the son of person who will smiling· 

ly give someone a drank of water and 

then throw away the glass. She has 

cast me away like a red-and-yellow jelly 

glass because the script of my life sur

passes her understanding and her 

ability to love. 

It makes me sad that my family, 

that group of people who never com· 

municated, do not know me any 

longer By cutting me out of their 

lives, they cut themselves out of mme, 

and thev mis.> out on my many tri· 

urnphs and achievements But I know 

chat their acceptance is not something 

r can inOuencc. It can come only from 

them. Perhaps one day my family wall. 

like me gro~ up- or at least start 

comm un icaung. 

I hope so. q1. 

r-·--·--------------·· 
I I ! Reprinted from The Femme Forum. 819'1. i 
i Excerpts from "Unconditional loue and i 
! Communicali<m. • j 
I : 
I How to Love Unconditionally l 
j I I by Dr. Peggy Rudd , 
I i 
I I 
! The first thing we must do as! 
j identify what it is in our past that pro· ! 
I hibits us from loving the other person I 
! despite their actions. Remember, our ! 
! minds can be re-programmed. We must ! 
I be willing co do it Love opens up our ! 
! options. We can choose to replace anxi- !I 

! ety with hope, fear with confidence, and 
! resentment with focgiveness. 
j The second thing we can do is j 
I replace the "me" vs. "you" behavior. A i 
1
1
• love relationship is not a contest, nor 1s 

1 it a power play. 
i Third, we need co know that it is 

j futile to try lO control another individu- l 
• al. What we have ahsnlute power to j 

control is our react10n to the other per· j 
son. Once the reacllon 1s under con· j 
trol, we are ready co communicate. i 

Fourth, we calmly communicate I 
our thoughts about the situatton. In 
the communication avoid the word 
"like." "I feel like you don't care about 
me. I foci like you are doing chis to hurt 

·,
1 

me." Rather, 1demify the feeling of the 
emotton. "[ feel lonely when I think 

I about what you are doing." 
, Fifth, Jove yourself, too. One pre· 
I requisite for unconditional love is ~elf- , 
I love. Unconditional love applies to vou, j 

I 
also. Love yourself regardless, but love I 
yourself enough Lo look into your heart I 

I and constantly remodel what you see I 
' there. Become aware of your needs and ! 

learn co communicate these with "no I 
strings attached." I 

Sixth. forget about someone else ! 
l making you happy. Happiness as found j 
II within you, and not from the person ! 

you love. That person can add to hap· i 

I piness you feel, or it ~an add ro a JOY ! 
I 

you already feel, but ll cannot be the i 

I 
exclusive source of happiness. ! 

Seventh, practice consistent,! 
I open, mutual communication of feelings. j 

! Eighth. be willing to cake some ! 
j risks as you communicate Go into the j 
! discussion with the awareness that the l 
I other person may disagree with you, or ! 
I even judge you. r(f_ l 
I +· : l _______________________________ J 
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Table 1. Sibling Position of Respondents Compared to National Sample 

Position 

EldesL child with 
}10unger sibling(s) 
Onlvchild 
Other 
TOTAL 

Survev Subjects National Sample* 
(;-J ·s5) (N = 26,963) 

40% 24% 

19 
41 

100% 

7 
69 

100% 
p < .000 l •j. Blake, Family Size and Acbie11ement ( 1989), pp. 18-20. 

Table 2. Respondents' Perceptions of Parental Relationships During Childhood (n=85) 

Quality of Relationship With Mother With Father 

verX: Positive 45% 12% 
Fairy Positive 31 20 
~euiral 10 31 
fairly Negative 10 20 
Vert Negative 4 17 
TO AL 100 100 p = <.01 

Table 3. Respondents' Perceptions of Parental Relationships During Childhood (n = 85) 

Quality of Report.ed Relationship with Mother 

Sample (N=85) Comparison Group (N=44) 

Ver1 Positive 45% 71% 
Fairy Positive 31 25 
Neulral 10 2 
Fairly Negative 10 0 
Vert Negative 4 2 
TO 'AL 100% 100% t = 3.507, p = .0003 

Table 4. Respondents' Emotional Reactions to Childhood Crossdressing (n=67) 
Category of Reaction Percent Reporting 

Positive 5 5 % 
Ambivalent 19 
Neutral 12 
Negative 14 
TOI AL 100 

Table 5. Respondents' Assessment of the Major Influence on Their Crossdressing (n=85) 
Category 

Family dynamics/environment/gender envy 
Sensuality or erotic ~ppeal of feminine items 
Genetic or internal ractors 
Affective factors (happiness, attention, excitement 
Other 
Don't know 
TOTAL 

Percent 

27% 
22 
21 
6 
7 

17 
100 

Table 6. Sexual Preference.of Respondents (n=80) 

Sexual Preference 

Heterosexual (n=52) 
Bisexual (n=25) 
HomoseXual ( n = 3) 
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1V 

75% 
56% 

0% 

Self identification 

TV/TS TS 
17 
24 
0 

8 
20 

100 

Tot.al 
100% 
100% 
100% p <.001 
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A longer version of this paper will be published in Archives of Sexual Behavior. 

The Childhood & Family Dynamics 
of Male Crossdressers 
by R. Scott, Ph.D. 

As a crossdresser, I have long been interested in the phenomenon of 
transvestism. Though there is a mcxierate but grov.ing literature on the suh
ject, Jew if any srudies have focused primarily on the early childhood experi-
ences of men who crossdress as adults. This article summarizes the results 
of a research sample swvey which I conducted among some one hundred 
individuals with listmgs in issue number 59 of Tapest1y magazine. 

Ba.sic Characteristics. The survey respondents are basically mid
dle-age males, \\ith an average age of 47 years. The majomy, 65 percent, clas
sify themselves as transvestites (crossd.ressers); some 19 percent consider 
themselves to be transgendered or borderline transvestite/transsexuals; and 
the remaining 16 peroent identify themselves as trcmssexuais. 111e majority ol 
the respondents report their sexual orientation as heterosexual, with 64 per
cent so classifying themselves. An additional 32 percent identify themselves 
a5 bisexual and the remaining four percent as homosexual. 

Sibling Position and Family Characteristics. One is immediately 
struck by the very large proportion of individuals who are firstborn'>, only chil
dren, or first sons. As Table 1 on p. 28 indicates, fully 74 percent-nearly 
three quarters of the respondents- fall imo one of Lhese 1.hree categories. 
What is signific_"aflt here is the potential for direct and continuing exposure to 
maternal, feminine influences and t0 the psychological and emotional pres
ence of female family figures Vv'ithom the intervening influence of an older 
male sibling. Further, this pattern differs substantially from males in the U.S. 
population as a v.110le, as shown in the table on page 28. 

Equally striking is the great contrast between the reported quality of 
the relationship of these boys to their fathers as opposed LO that with their 
mothers. Along a continuwn of a very weak or negative relatiornhip to a very 
strong or positive relationship, the mothers rank very high and the fathers 
generally quite low. Table 2 contrasts the re.spondents' assessment of these 
childhood relationships. Fully 86 percent of the sample report a neutral n 
very positiue childhood association with their mothers, while 68 percent 
report a neutral to very negative relationship with their fathers. Thus a sub
stantial majority of respondent'> not only had a close proxunity to female influ
ences and role mcxicls by virtue of their sibling position in their family hut 
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also a generally distant. negative or 
problematic relationship with their 
fathers. 

The quality of the relationship 
\\1th the mother \anes significantly 
from a comparison group of non· 
crossdressing men, as seen in Table 3. 

Early Crossdressing Experi
ences. Respondents were asked to 
describe their first encounter with 
crossdressing they could recall and 
their age at the time. Nearly all the sam· 
pie members (97 percent) reported 
that their first experience took place 
before puberty (which occurs general
ly around the age of 13); and one-half 
reported an initial exposure to some 
form of crossdressing by the age of 
seven. 

The type and extent of these 
initial experiences varied considerably. 
Some were fleeting and panial. such as 
having one's nails polished or hair 
tied tn ribbons by the mother, or try· 
ing on a mother's or sister's shoes, 
slip or panties in secret. Others 
involved being completely dressed by 
a mother, sister, or other female family 
member, often accompanied by wear· 
ing long hair styled as a girl's. (Indeed, 
a few of the sam pie reported being 
dressed more often as a girl than as a 
boy until beginning school, usually at 
age 6.) 

Secret and Open Patterns. For 
those in the sample who crossdressed 
as children, the majority, 78 percent, 
did so in secret. Although some of 
these boys were "initiated" into cross
dressmg by women (like the paincing 
of nails by a mother or playing "dres
sup" with a sister, girl playmates or a 
babysiner), family members were 
unaware of the respondents' cross· 
dressing acuvities. These individuals 
make up che "secret" group. However, 
22 percent of the sample members
those who com prise the "open" 
group-reported char their cross
dressing was initiated early and open-
1 y encouraged by a mother, 
grandmocher, sister or other female 
family member. Over half of this open 
group were frequenrly dressed as girls 
at home during the day (when the 
father was not present) and often 
taken out m public crossdressed for 
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shopping or social visits. Nearly half 
(44 percent) of the open group had 
long hair as young boys and wore it in 
feminine styles while crossdressed. 
Most of them had their long hair cue 
by age 6, usually at the father's initia
uve. 

The Attraction of Feminine 
Clothes. The great majority of the sam· 
ple respondents. 78 percent, reported 
that certain items of clothing had been 
especially attractive lo them as chil· 
dren. In general, this auraction seems 
co be related to those items associated 
with their first recalled crossdressing 
experiences. For example, chose who 
first tried on slips or panties retained a 
special affinity for these items later on. 
As mighc be expected, various items of 
underwear (the quintessential femi· 
nine garb) led the list of especially 
attractive feminine icems. 

Reactions to Childhood 
Crossdresslng. The sample members 
were asked to describe their recollec· 
cion of their feelings about being 
crossdressed a:.. children. As Table 4 
indicates, the majority reported pos1· 
tive emotions associated with their 
crossdressing: It brought enjoyment 
and happiness. A much smaller group 
reported negative feelings: The\' felt 
guilty, ashamed. even "crazy.'' Others 
expressed ambivalence: They enJO}'ed 
it but also felt strange or guilty. A last 
group (most of whom identify as 
transsexuals) reported no particular 
feelings associated with crossdress
ing. 

Reasons for Crossdresstng. 
There 1s considerable ongoing debate 
as to the factors or experiences which 
lead co crossd ressmg in adult men. 
One explanation (the argument from 
"nature ") suggests that genetic fac
cors such as hormonal imbalances. 
chromosomal patterns. or perhaps a 
genetic predisposition, play a role. The 
popularicy of this view with regard 10 
transvestism, however, is waning in 
light of recent medical research. 
Another explanation scresses the 
importance of environmental, family 
and social learning factors (the "nur
ture" argument). 

Members of Lhe sample were 
asked, in an open-ended question, 

wha1 they thought was the main factor 
which had influenced their cross· 
dressing. As Table 5 indicates, most 
members of the sample attributed their 
crossdressing to environmental or 
ex1ernal factors such as family dynam
ics. These dynamics include, for exam· 
pie, the dominant role of the mother, 
the remoteness of the father, or being 
surrounded by female extended family 
members; envy of or a special amac
tion to women in general, 1.e., "gender 
envy;" the sensuality or eroticism pro· 
vided by wearing female clothing; and 
the auemion and happiness (affective 
factors) experienced while being 
crossdressed. Relatively few anribute 
their crossdressing to internal or 
genetic factors such as feeling they 
were men trapped in a woman's body 
or that "I was born with it." 

These interpretations are con· 
sistent with the proporl1on of 
transvestites and transsexuals in the 
sample. Transvestites, who are laigely 
heterosexual in preference. find sumu
lauon, eroticism, and often anx1etv 
reduction in dressing as women. 
lfanssexuals feel that their gender 1s 
actually female and rarely denve sensu
al pleasure from crossdressing; 1c 1s a 
"normal," appropriate beh:ivior. This 1s 
borne out m Table 6, which compares 
the respondenls self-1dentif1catinn 
and 1heir sexual preference. The ma1or· 
ity of both heterosexuals and b1sexu· 
als identify themselves as 
transvesttles, whereas all of the homo
sexuals identify themselves as trans
sexuals. The category "TV(fS" includes 
those 1den ufying themselves as 
marginal TVs, a middle ground 
between transveslite and transsexual. 

In interpreting these relauon· 
ships, 1l 1s helpful to refer to the work 
by Richard Doccer, Transvestites and 
Transsexuals. ToU'ard a Theory of Cross
Gend er Behavior (New York: Plenum 
Press, 1988). Docter 's developmental 
model suggests cwo basic Lypes of 
transsexualism-primary and sec
ondary. a distinction accepted by 
most scholars in the field. Primary 
transsexualism has its roots in homo· 
sexual preference, whereas secondary 
transsexualism is seen as a develop· 
mental stage among those with a pri· 



manly heterosexual (or possibly bisex· 
ual) orientauon. 

Docter suggests that a large 
number of young boys are exposed to 
factors which lead to attracllon to 
women's clothing, but most of them 
do nol bccome crossdrcssers . llowev· 
er, thosc who do begin cross<lrcssing 
encounter a unique set of social learn· 
ing experiences and re-enforcements 
and develop feushi~tic, parual cross
drcssing during ages 8 lo 18 or so. 
~1any of these partial. fct1shist1c cross· 
dressers go on later to crossdrcss 
completely and to develop a "fcminmc 
self.'' 1.c., a cross-gender idcnuty. Most 
arc able to integrate thdr "feminine 
self" into their personal1t1cs and 
become fetish1st1c transvcstites (the 
majoritv of our sample). Some, howev
er, for .1 ~cries of complex rC':isons not 
yet understood. have greater difficulty 
integrating their feminine self and 
hccome what Oocter describes as 
"macginal" transvestites or transgen· 
dered individuals. These men may live 
occasionally (or for extended periods 
of t1mc) as females expcrtment w1lh 
female hormones, and frequent I}' (:xpe
nence gender dysphoria (dissausfac· 
t1on with their male gende1). Of this 
lauer group. some eventually become 
secondary transsexuals and may later 
:;eek sexual reassignment surgery. 

Though Docter's developmen
tal model 1s noc universally accepted. 1t 
does provide a context \\ithin which 
to interpret the data from the sample 
group. \X'e note. for example, that all 
those who express a homosexual prd· 
erence in Table 6 identify themselves as 
transsexual:> (they are the primary TS 
type). Those individuals who 1denufy 
as heterosexual or bisexual and also 
as TS form the secondary transsexual 
group. Put another way, as the idcnti· 
ty of the sample group moves from 
trans\·es111c to borderline 1'V(l'S to 
transsexual, there 1s an incre,1sing tern· 
dcncy to identify as bisexual or homo
sexual and a decreasing tendency to 
identify as heterosexual. 

There are some interesting and 
statistically significant relationships 
between one's self-identific.1t1on and 
his perception of the qual1ty of his 
childhood relat1onsh1ps with his par· 

ents. fn general , the stronger and 
more positive the childhood relation
ship with the mother, the greater the 
tendency for the respondent to 1denll· 
fy as a transvestite; the weaker or more 
negalive the relat1onsh1p with the 
mother, the greater the tendency lo 
identify as transsexual. 

General Observations. One is 
struck b] 1lw proportion of the 
respondents in the overt group (near
ly a quarter of 1ht• overall sample) , who 
were crossdress<'d as children br their 
mothers or other female family members 
and presented to tht> world as young 
girls. During thr timr most of the men 
in the samplt> were growrng up, mainly 
during the 1940s and 1950s, the classic 
nuclear family modd reigned-a work
ing father and a mollwr/housewife at 
home with tht• rhildwn. Divorce was 
rare One can specula11• 1ha1 some of 
these mothers mar han· been com pen· 
sating for their disapporntment al hav
ing had a boy rather than a girl and 
the solution was simply to turn the 
male child into a girl at lt•ast for a 
while. Or perhaps their d1sappoint-
111ent rn their relauonship with their 
spouse led them 10 transfer their need 
for intimacy and affection 10 their 
sons-overpo\\ering them with their 
femininity. Tht'sc pressures, as well as 
the remoteness from their father 
reported by so many of these men, may 
have stacked the rards, :is it were, in 
favor of the femintne. 

The findings of this study com
bined wnh tho~e of others, may help 
us better to undt·rstand the familial 
seed bed from which transvesusm may 
flower. Beginning with birth order, one 
can speculate that those boys who are 
the first male child mar be more at risk 
for rhe development of transvest1c 
behavior than those lower down in 
the sibling hierarchy. Another con
tributing factor 1s likely a much closer 
relationship with the mother than with 
the father, a phenomenon identified in 
this and most other non-clinical stud
ies \\here the quality of parental rela
tionships has bet•n measured. Yet 
another may he the existence of a 
parental pattern \\here the father 1s 
percei\·ed as ranking higher than nor
mal on the ·'fem1n1ne" characteristics 

of dependency and affiliation, as sever
al researchers ha\'e found . 

'lb 1h1s constellation may be 
added a strong, perhaps overwhelm
ing attachment to a first son by certain 
mothers. llere the psychodynamte 
work of Robert Stoller on transsexual· 
ism and gender disorders is especially 
relevant. Young boy~. in contrast to 
young girl~ , must struggle to separate 
from the earl}' symbiosis with 1he 
mother to establish their gender iden
tity. Identification as a male, as being 
of the opposite sex from the mother, 
requires individuation and separation 
from her. "Depending on how and a1 
what pace a mother allows her son to 
separate, this phase of merging with 
her will leave residual effects thac may 
be expressed as disturbances in mas
cu ltn it y" (Presentations of Gender. 
1986. p.16) . 

~loller found that mothers of 
trans.sexuals became passionately 
in\'Ol\'cd \\ith their sons, merging with 
them intensively-too intensively co 
allow for normal individuation The 
core gender identity of rhe transsexu· 
al, developed m the first year of so of 
hfe, remains female. An "excessively 
close and gratifying mother-infant 
symbiosis , undisturbed by father'_.; 
presence , prevents a boy from adc· 
qua1elr separating himself psychically 
from his mother 's female body and 
feminine behavior. The hypothesis pre· 
dtcts that the more intense rhese fam1 
ly dynamics, the more feminine the boy 
will be" (Ibid. p. 25). 

Though Stoller's analysis 1s not 
without lls cnttcs. tl suggests that 
transsexuals may represent the far end 
of a continuum of disturbances in the 
process of a boy's normal gender 
de\·clopment. Granted that a number 
of other factors, such :is those out
lined by Docter, likely guide the later 
stages or this devclupmenr, perhaps 
nuclear transvest11es, marginal 
transvestites and transsexuals are not 
so much discrete syndromes hut 
rather occupy clusters of behavior on 
a differen11<1tt!d contmuum from "not · 
mal" gender 1dent1ty development at 
the one pole to transsexualism at the 
other. 

Concluded on page 34 
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! 0 /<'/1).1 or CT Pridgen 
! 
!Bubble-Flight 
i 
i bv C. T Pridoen I . o 
i 
! ~1yidea is bubbles blo\\n of soap-
! micro Lhtn ~pheres of elasl!c boundarv 
I . 
! ntlnl.'.rable lO comaa and swirled \\1th refractive 
i r.linbow color. 
l floJur .. ~ on air puffs. 
! up ordO\\TI drafcs of child's play 
j f [O\\ bubble-like are Lhe perceptions of our life-mearnngs and 

I the real1lles of those near by 

1 
or- far removed. 

1 Encapsulated in a thin sheathed boundary where we live out 
rc:ilit.ics of personal e.'<istence and 

filler.; of my reality di.stoned by }UUCS, 

looking through the concavity of my globe. 
though }'Our comexities. 

lhe sight seeming too bizarre we laugh or cry, 
turning quietly to secret's place, 

or screarrung tnlo flight 
all for fright's sake. 

On such aff ection.s we care or v.iU to cease our notice. 
,\l best an imagined caress. 

and the worst a call LO con1oot 

()o bubble mirrors truth weU teU' 
\l:bat do such motioned pictures betrar' 
Do we dare allow the bump? 

the impact of our perceptions? 
When may our bubbles touch? 

off of which we oounce our though cs and feelings- Given a river of air the bubbles fly from their source of 
the questions we raise and the answers we cra\~. Llf e's Fluid 

our hopes and our fears; Some fall hea\y and bum upon self-seen bottoms. 
the pleasures played and the pains endured, Others move out fast if nat furious and \'Jflish, 

l 
f 
i 

! 
i 
l 

I 
j 

l 
! 
I 

! 
i 

I 

our joy.; and our sorIOM, v:1pom:ed on the firmaments of anticipation 
And all that v.hich makes us divinely human: (Some of these giving in-flight birth to a spray of tiny I 

earth and sky, fragment bubbles who fly like sprites') i 
mother and father. StiU olhers gracefully drif ~ j 

her and him, and sometimes. SOJfETJMES, risk wuching. I 
us and them and even we, lhey may repel intaa with shimmering slm~rs. i 

!, and ultimately 1J Thou- weaker ones do shatter and faU away. 
i The ~acred Self. And }t:l. still others ~ome au:ached, 1 

i ,I 

I, Creatun:•/Creator and Co-Creuors \\e, double-bubbles _J-one ooundaI]· 
l 

1 
·111e Holy See of All Soul~ a smgular fiat bubble pane between j 

I m fanaful bubbled flight (1 have seen even such auachment m groups, . 
j \\'hy must our bubbles pop? mu/Ji-bubbles \\ith geometric dynamic!) i 
I AL splendid nsk these bubbles' occupants may transcend the ii 

. I GlJ1 only Sl'e you though the wall of my bubble, one thin wall constituting one bubble; 
! and ~yond Lhe space bctV.'C\:n us- that of yours. the melding of perceptional experience with i 
' •• 1 ! So vou .see me if )DU c:ire or \\ill to not.ice. acceptance and trust, 
I ~ from my view in proce.~ rerer.;ed compassion and justice. l 
j \X'e may drift by each other through some frame of time \X'isdom's unconditional love and I 
i and note oounces on the breeze, Truth that timdc:;s mcarung makes. I 
I bubble-flex re-actions, ! 
! and Hows oflight-bent pigments. So teU me why do bubbles popi ,!! 

I So we notice each the other though our bubbles' membranes; And not simply content ourseh~~ lO bathe together in 

I
• com.pressions.and expansions, Life's Fluid? ! 

thick and thin, Why fiyat aU and. I 
! \\1ggles and wal:X1les. if we must or are so imaged, i 
l. undulating shapes ot heaving orbs. by what orwhose\\ind. j 

and alwa\s. AL 1.f:.ffS. at rupture's risk. and \\here. : 
' . I 
i .\!though most often- too ofren I now knm' \\ell- and how citen- 1 

I we content ourselve:; v,1th the pcrccm .. 'CI intersecuons of I 
1 lluid colorations. ~llALL WE TOECH IN BUBBLE-FUGllP 
L_______ ·····-------··-··--······-···----···--·--····------------------------······-·-·····-------..J 
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Tbe followmgfirst appeared in The Sweetheart Connection, Spring, 199-i 

A Woman's Perspective 
An Open Letter to the Gender Communi~y 

by Julie Freeman 

I have been a member of the gender community for almost five years. Before 
that I had little if any knowledge of transvestism or transsexualism. My husband, 
like so many, found as he was approaching his mid-40s that he could no longer 
keep his crossdressing a secret from me. So, one day several years ago, he took 
me aside and explained his "secret" to me and why he had to come forward. 

I was startled, bewildered, and confused, as any wife might be, to learn al:xJut 
chis behavior for the first time. We talked a lot, and as time went on, I became 
accepting. I was very concerned in the beginning that Olli children might react 
00cJly, and I definitely did not want our employers, neighOOrs, or relatives co know. 
He agreed, being just as concerned as I was with security and privacy. 

We did, however, think it best for our children to know. Since they were 
both young adults at the Lime, it WclS not hard for us LO agree. We told them and 
they were somewhat accepting. They prefer NOT to see their futher when he is 
crossdresscd, although they respect his right to do so. 

We became very active in local support groups, and have met many wonder
ful people: crossdressers, their significant others, and helping professionals. I 
thought that perhaps crossdressing would become a very positive force in our 
lives, if it were kept in the proper perspective. 

BUT, over time, I noticed my husband was NOT happy in just crossdressing 
on occasion, and going to various events- parties, educational seminars, and 
holidays. He wanted more- outreach became very important. Thal was not 
really an issue with me, as 1 certainly agreed with the need to educate society. 

BUT, he also mmed electrolysis, hormones, and possibly implants. Even 
the dreaded phrase "sex reassignment surgery" reared its ugly head in our home 
(Perhaps SRS is "ug~v" in this context, but tbere's nothing wrong witb it. 
1 know. 1 bad il ! - Ed.). I was getting nervous, and even scared, as he talked 
more and more about wanting to become a woman. 

Behind my back, so to speak, he started electrolysis. I was shocked but he 
said he wouldn't do anything else without my knowledge and permission. Bue l 
had not expected him to start electrolysis without permission, so I was, and still 
am to a degree, not totally secure with this promise. 

Things went along sort of starus quo. A lot of talk about becoming a womar 
but no further action. About this time in our lives, we sLarted to see a lot of sex 
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changes. Individuals recently memhers 
of our support group were suddenly 
off w Colorado or Belgium. Wives were 
coming to my sign1f1canl other's sup· 
port group crying that their husbands 
were now taking hormones. 

We saw some divorces and manv 
broken relationships. We were begin· 
ning co see a real division in the TV/IS 
communny. Those who considered 
themselves open-minded were very 
accep ting of this trend towards sex 
reassignment surgery, or at lease very 
positive and accepting of chose indi· 
viduals who made those decisions, 
regardless of the families left behind. 
We saw others who were becoming 
alarmed and disturbed at this trend. 

I was in limbo! I had tried so hard 
w be open-minded in the beginning. I 
have always considered myself tolerant, 
and I bent over backwards to treat all 
members in our support group with 
consideration and dignity. But I was 
seeing some rapid deterioration in the 
family suppon system, and I was faced 
with my open prospect of deterioration 
at home. 

So, he has backed off considerably. 
He no longer talks of SRS, but does 
speak wistfully of hormones and 
implants. Bm with the recent scientific 
findings of problems with implants and 
hormones, he is in no real hurry lo 
venture down the obstacle-ridden 
path. 

So why am l writing this? I am writ· 
ing because I do not know what 1he 
future holds for us. I do not know 
when and if my husband will decide 
that more is better. I need answers. 
Does someone like my husband, who 
has lived a heterosexual lifestyle with 
wife, family, and job for almost 30 years 
need a sex change co make him happy? 
T don't know. But I do know that for us 
to maintain the strong marital relation· 
ship we have today, SRS can have no 
place. 

[ am Sp<!aking out because I 
believe there are many of us- wives 
who love our husbands dearly, and 
who are accepting of their crossdress· 
ing but do not want to see our hus· 
bands pursue a direction in their lives 
which may lead to heartache and sad· 
ness for us all. g1 
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Crossdressers (Continued from p. 31) 

Support for this notion is sug· 
gested by the data. Note that the 
comparison group reponed a more 
positive relationship with their 
mothers than any sub-group of the 
sample. Among the sample sub· 
jects, tl1e relative strength of the 
(already rather remote) paternal 
role is not significantly associated 
with the members' self identifica· 
tion, but the relative strength of the 
relationship with the mother is quite 
significant. As one moves from 
nuclear through marginal 
transvestites to the transsexuals, 
the mean rating of the relationship 
with the mother significantly 
decreases. One interpretation of 
this trend is that the subjects' evalu
ations reflect increasing degrees of 
difficulty in their individuation from 
the mother. Such individuation is 
easiest for the comparison group, 
whose strong paternal relationships 
facilitate a less troubled individua
tion from maternal influences. Sep· 
aration from the maternal image 
evidently becomes increasingly dif· 
ficult for the nuclear and marginal 
transvestites and most problematic 
of all for the transsexuals. 

Finally, it is possible that there 
may be a greater-than-average fre
quency of narcissistic personality 
disorder among these mothers. 
They drew their first sons into its 
vortex and made it difficult for them 
to individuate normally- especially 
when paternal influence was weak 
and remote. Where this pattern '\'!;'(lS 

coupled with a perturbed spousal 
relationship, the son may have been 
"triangled" into it in an attempt to 
assuage the resultant anxiety. This 
interpretation, at least, offers the 
prospect of integrating the findings 
of this study and several of the 
otl1er non-clinical studies reviewed 
above with the insights of a psycho
dynamic approach. c;<:J. 

P.O. Box (Continued from p. 8) 

(more concisely, autocastrauon) 1s seen 
as a means lO the end of limiting testes· 
tcronc production in che absence of 
exogenously supplied ewogens. 

I applaud your efforts to secure 
approval for al least some treatment for 
transsexual inmates in the Colorado 
Department of Corrections. This is a diffi· 
cult issue for inmates and systems alike. I 
am interesting in your thoughts and clari· 
fications on this matter. 

George R. Brown, M.D. 
Direclor of Psychiatric Research 
Department of Psychiatry 
Mountain Home VAMC 
Clinical Associate Professor of Psychiat1y 
East Tennessee Sia le University 

Jn issue #6 of CQ, we mentioned 
charges by ,1ificbelle Hunt. R.N. that 
Washington's Ingersoll Center had 
plagiarized her work in their book· 
let, The Brussels Experience. Robyn 
Ellis of Ingersoll promised to inves· 
ligate. 

We've not heard the result of 
Ingersoll's investigation, but we did, 
we think, solve the puzzle. It hap
pened fort.uitously. Someone donat· 
ed materials to the National 
Transgender Library & Archive 
which included Micbe/le's 
brochures. We compared them lo 
The Brussels F:xpen·ence. and it was 
obvious that they were two corn· 
pietely different sets of materials. 
The maten·ats looked familiar, how
ever, and upon further investigation 
we discovered that they were 
almost identical to those sent us by 
Dr. Michel Segbers, the surgeon 
with whom Michelle once worked. 
We believe thal Michelle may have 
mistaken these materials, which 
she indeed authored, with The 
Brussels Experience. But once thing 
is certain- Ingersoll has not plagia· 
rized Michelle's work. W. 



eatu1~e . .. 

Fran raises issues of transsexu

al inclusion wbich baue been 

hotly discussed in the pages of 

TransSisters and otber trans· 

gender magazmes. Must <me 

have surgery to be "complete?' 

Should presence or absence of 

a penis in a transsexual 

woman dictate where she is 

and is nol welcome? Many 

people think ii should; many 

others think ii shouldn't m.' 
fall in the latter category'. for 

this reason: it is not penises 

and vaginas that make men 

and women, but the ways in 

which people live their lives. 

we 'ti be looking al this issue in 

deplb 111 tbe next issue of 

AEGIS News. our newsletter. 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

I 

Fran Springfield is the Executive Director of Gender Dysphoria Trust International, 
which is a charitable company based in England. She is the only Nurse Gender 

Counselor in the UK. Fran is a member of the AEGIS Interdisciplinary Board of 

Advisors. 

Loving a Transsexual Woman 
A Lesbian Perspective 

by Fran Springfield 

write this article as an ··out" dyke who could definitely be described as more 
butch than femme. On the rare occasions that I am wearing a skirt, my co
directors at Gender Dysphoria Trust International refer to me ac; being cross
dressed! 

My first contact with the gender community happened over five 
years ago through a UK national lesbian organization called Kenric. I had 
been attending the local group for some months when I was introduced to 
another member who also happened to be a nurse like myself. We got on 
very well, and eventually our friendship progressed towards the bedroom. 
However, every time we started to make love, whilst she was very happy for 
me to touch her breasts, she would never undress below the waist, and if I 
tried to touch her genitally, my hand was very gently but firmly pushed away. 
She appeared to react almost like a woman who had been sexually abused. In 
my naivete and innocence I presumed that was why she behaved as she did. 
I was gentle and understanding with her, but nothing could have prepared me 
for the shock of being told, amidst many tears, that she had male genitalia. 

Whilst my initial reaction, because of her distress, was to be as sympa
thetic and as understanding as I could be, the news that this woman imparted 
took me completely aback. I locked myself in her bedroom and cried. I felt 
so confused. After a number of years of struggle because of the repressive 
religious atmosphere that 1 was raised in, and by a violent marriage, I believed 
that I had come to terms with my own sexuality as a lesbian. 1 was secure in 
my own identity. I >vas proud to be woman-identified, and now the woman that 
I had come to care for had told me that she ~as nor so much of a woman as I 
had thought she was. All of a sudden my own identity was in que5tion. Did this 
make me bisexual? After my own traumas and eventual acceptance of my les
bianism, was I really straight after all? This was then complicated further 
because I was asked by my then lover not to talk to anyone in our lesbian 
groups about her status, as disclosure would mean expulsion for her. Whilst 
the group nationally accepted post-op to female transexuals as members, this 
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did not include pre-ops. All of a sud
den I was very isolated. and did not 
ha\·e anyone other than her to talk lO 

about an issue that seemed to engulf 
my life. Whilst she willingly spent 
hours explaining and talking about 
her life and transexuality, and I discov
ered a lot more chat helped me to 
understand her situation and come to 
terms with the fact that I was still a les
bian, I still felc very much alone. 
Eventually, through her I met ochers 
within the gender comm untty (which 
was che ocher pare of her life), and I 
began to understand even more. At 
least I could talk co other Lransexuals 
about the subject in generalt 

As with anything chat I come 
across that has a profound impact 
upon me, I began to study che sub1ect 
senously. which has led me co the 
career that I now have, and rhe work I 
do for GDTI- something, I hascen to 
say.I thoroughly enioy. 

My relat1onsh1p with the 
woman concerned ended almost one 
year after tt began- for a vanery of rea
sons, but for me the most important 
one was that I could not cope with the 
decet! involved in her life-style She 
had lesbian friends who knew her as a 
divorced mother with children. there 
were people within the gender com
munity who knew her as being post· 
op; and others were aware that she 
was still pre-op. She had also given 
me to understand that .she had a 
degree or genital inrersexuality, which 
I subsequently discovered was totally 
untrue. If only she had been honest 
with me, I would not have thought any 
less of her. and of course the trust I 
had in her went completely when I 
found out she had lied to me. As 
someone who is basically honest and 
up front. all of this was anathema to 

me. I'm a very bad liar, and I'm certainly 
not good at being "economical with 
the truth" to one person· one day, but 
being able lo be honest with ~omeone 
else the next day. Apart from anything 
else, 1c involved basing my own life on 
demal, something I had heen strug
gling to get away from~ 

Nevertheless, I must s,iy that I 
could understand how thi5 woman 
had maneuvered herself into the com-
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pl1cated postt1on that she was in. 
Despite the fact that for me it was too 
unreal, I could cope with the face that 
she was a preoperative transexual. I 
had no difficulties accepting her as a 
woman and a lesbian, but I was unwill
ing co deal with the consequences of 
being embroiled in the web of deceit 
that being wtCh chis woman involved. 

Good comes out of all our 
experiences in life. This one led me to 
scare a support group for the partners 

I had no difficulties accepting 
her as a woman and a les
bian, but I was unwilling to 
deal with the consequences of 
being embroiled in the web 
of deceit that being with this 
woman involved. 

of transexuals. It also meant that as J 
began to counsel transexuals as thev 
went through transition I was able to 
use my own background co explain to 
them my belief m the necessity of 
being honest with partners Indeed I 
have taken coo many calls on the GDTI 
phone ltne from distressed transexuals 
at all stages, who have been beaten up 
by men who, on being told many 
months tnto a relationship of their 
partner's past, have reacted with vio
lence. !t is my view that if one is going 
to have an emotional and sexual rela
uonsh 1 p with someone, it is vitally 
im porcant to be honest wtth them. If 
you base your life on falsehood, you 
will always be looking over your 
shoulder and not be able to be true co 
yourself or the person you are sup
posed lO love and trust. Love cannot 
be built on lies. 

As both :i feminist and a les
bian, I have no difficulty tn accepttng 
transexuals in their correct gender. 
whatever their opera11ve status. I 
would. however, support the view of 
lesbian organ1zauons that do not 
adm1l transexual women into member· 
ship until they are po.o;t-surgery. I 
encourage such women lo 1oin 
groups, but always make tt clear to 

them that they should not do so until 
after chey are "complete. " I feel that 

the pre-operative woman can create 
unnecessary complications both for 
herself and others within a lesbian 
group unless her status is known. 
And as l believe the adage of only 
telling those who "need to know," the 
only way for sure that a post-opera
tive's past can be known is if she 
reveals it herself. If the pre-op woman 
were discovered, she could be 
accused of not being female; for the 
post-op, the evidence of female geni
talia should be sufficient to satisfy 
anyone who doubts her. My own 
partner, who 1s now six years post-op, 
was challenged at a night-club by 
some rather strident dykes, soon after 
her surgery. When her replies did not 
satisfy them, she was followed into the 
IJd1es loo and the door of the cubicle 
kicked in . The physical evidence 
before them resulted in the yell 
"Bloody hell: She is a f**kmg woman'" 
I have been aware of s1mtlar instances 
from other new women. Indeed, on 
one occasion, I had gone to the 
London Lesbian and Gay Centre with a 
woman who was due to go into the 
clinic for surgery within days. We 
eventually wandered upstairs to the 
women only bar and were quietly 
enioying a drink when my friend's gen
der 1denwy was questioned. Despite 
our protests that she was indeed 
female, we were asked to leave, and I 
have say we took our time doing .~o. 
Her comment co me thJt time was 1f 
only she had been post-op she would 
have just dropped her kntckers and 
proved she was a woman! 

Al times I'm not really sure 
what separatists are so afraid of. There 
is male and fem ale in all of us, and 
some butch lesbians I have known are 
far more masculine than most trans
sexual women have ever been in their 
past. Ive heard all the arguments 
about social conditioning in tem1s of 
male roles, but all that is clearly our of 
focus when one explores the repres
sion caused by betng forced to grow 
up in che wrong gender role. For 
many of th..: lran~exuals that I have 
met, being acc..:pted by non-transexu
al women as a woman 1s the greJtes1 
compliment that they could be paid. 
For those of us who have nol shared 



your hentage, we should accept that 
just because our backgrounds and 
upbringings may be differem it is how 
someone 1s now that maners. We 
chose our fnends and lovers because 
of the people they are now. The fact 
that I have had heterosexual relation· 
ships in my past does not make me 
less of a dyke now, and at least l have 
had the experience co know where my 
true preferences are! 

One difficulty I have cxperi· 
enced as a lesbian is the reaction of my 
lesbian sisters to either the work that I 
do or the fact that my partner has a 
transexual history. Most of 1he bad 
reactions I have had come from those 
who had met a pre-op transexual who 
ioined a woman's consciousness rais· 
mg group without revealing her sta· 
tus. In such a group, many very inti· 
mate issues specific to women are dis
cussed, and a rransexual woman 
would have co be less than honest 
about her earlier years to disguise her 
background. Again, dishonesty had 
caused a problem. I have had some 
less enlightened women who have 
chosen to exclude me from their circle, 
and have taken the view that therefore 
they are not worth havmg as fnends. 
For the most part, r have found that a 
little explaining goes a long way. One 
of the things that has delighted me so 
much has been seeing the recent 
inclusion of the transgender commu
nity as part of the Stonewall 25 cele
brauons. I dream of the day when this 
happens on this side of the Atlantic, 
but !guess that may not be for anoth
er ten years! 

Until recently. chose 1ransex
uals 10 female in the UK who were les
bian in sexual orientation had to he 10 
their psychiatrists in order co receive 
surgical referrals- and this is Sllll so 
in many of our health service clinics. 
The somewhac chauvinistic poinc of 
view of those who are responsible for 
such things is that "you cannot pos
sibly be transexual to female if you 
want to have sexual relauonships with 
women." The fact that at least Len per
cent of the non-cransexual population 
choose to do sti <loes not actually 
manage co enter into their thinking at 
all! The first ever transexual woman 

that l referred for surgery was a les
bian who had her surgical referral 
withdrawn because she made the 
"mistake" of curning up to her pre
surgery interview with her girlfriend! I 
was incensed ac this and was delight· 
ed to be able to assist the woman with 

another referral. 
Since then, and J suspect 

because 1 am open about my own sex
ual orientation, I seem to see a very 
high proportion of transexual les
bians. Recently. among my clients, the 
figure is about thirty percent. As I fol
low these women through transition 
and surgery. they seem Lo do very well 
in terms of stability and .settled rela· 
tionships. In looking at assessment 
criteria. I always feel somewhat con
cerned about the transexual woman 
who is pressing me for surgical referral 
in order for her to have sex with her 
boyfriend. Evidence is beginning to 
show amongst my clients that those 
who are sexually motivated rather than 
gender motivated do less well in emo
cional and psychological terms post
operatively. This appears to be 
because they often have unrealistic 
expectations about relationships, 
often in the area of deciding not to tell 
of their past. Lesbian transexual 
women appear IO be more open about 
their history. The trauma 1ha1 resullS 
when a woman is unable to explain 
why she cannot get married or the 
strain of going through an illegal cere
mony (post-operative transexuals may 
not marry in the UK, unless ll is to 
someone of the sex opposite to that 
one their birth certificate; i.e., a lesbian 
marriage between a transexual woman 
and non-cransexual woman is legally 
valid, but not one between a transexu
ai woman and a noncransexual male), 
seems to cause such stress that rela-
1ionsh1 ps often break down. l am 
aware of at least one woman who felt 
forced to relocate from one end of 
England to the ocher without trace in 
order to keep her past secret from the 
man whom she loved. and of course 
she lost his love an<l companionship 
by doing so. That seems so crazy. 

One of che joys chat I have 
had as a counselur and head of GDTI is 
seeing some transcxual couples fall in 

love. A number of these relationships 
have been between transexual women. 
I am also aware of at least three cou
ples who met through GOT! m which a 
transexual female and a transexual 
male are now together in a relation
ship. Such relationships between 
transexuals are still very much 
frowned upon by many of the psychi
atric fraternity over here. Whilst l see a 
number of dangers inherent in such a 
relationship between two transexual 
women, especially if there is a great 
divergence in the relative stages of 
transicion, [hese relationships do 
seem co work well. Though sad ly, l 
have seen the horrific consequ<:nces 
of a situation created by a post-opera
tive woman who has manipula!·-:d 
another transexual woman emotionally 
and sexually so as to cause the most 
dreadful confusion, pain and trauma, 
which led to a suicide anempt that has 
left the woman concerned scarred for 
life. 

I am now in a very happy and 
stable relationship with a woman I 
love very much. We have an excellent 
relationship in every way, including 
sexually. Neither of us is specifically 
mto stereotypical gender roles; how
ever, anyone who meets us would 
have no difficulty in seeing her as 
more feminine than I am (Some may 
say that's not difficult!). I remain 
aware of the essential need to never 
undermine Marion's womanhood m 
any way. We share all household 
casks according co our respective 
skills. As a Chartered Engineer, she 
has found 11 a lictle d1fficuh to get 
used to the face chat I can wire a plug 
as well as she can , and that 1 put 
together a garden hose which arrived 
in pieces in less than one-half hour, 
where she had been struggling for 
over one hour! The fact that she had 
gender reassignment surgery six 
years ago seems almost irrelevant at 
times. She 1s JUSt an ordinary woman. 
No, that 1s not true. She is a very 
extraordinary woman with many tal
ents ranging from being an mventor 
10 being a musician, and who, 
because of her past, continues to 
help others along che pa[h that she 
once Lrod In our everyday life, ir 1s 
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my work as a gender counselor which 
brings us more into contact with that 
rnmmunity than does her past. 

\X'e live 1n a new harbor 
development with neighbors who as 
yet know nothing of either my work 
or her history, based on the face that 
they do not need ro know. This is all 
due to change, for we are both abouc 

The fact that she had gender 
reassignment surgery six 
years ago seems almost irrel
evam at times. She is just an 
ordinary woman. No, that 
is not true. She is a very 
extraordinary woman with 
many talents ranging from 
being an inventor to being a 
musician, and who, because 
of her past, continues to help 
others along the path that she 
once trod. 

to be filmed for our local television 
station about the work of the GOT!. 
Soon they will know if they watch the 
relevant program. Because others will 
have got to know us as the people 
we are now, Marion's background will 
be less important than her friendli· 
ness and caring. If by being open we 
can assist those transcxuals who 
need the services of our organiza· 
lion. then the loss of of our privacy 
1s worth IL 

The fact that I happen to 
have a relationship w!th a woman who 
was once transexual (we both regard 
her transexuality as having ended on 
the day of her surgery) was not 
planned; it JUSt happened, as they Sa}'
\1anon's previous life has made her 
the person she is today but it does 
not alter the way l view her. We are all 
the sum of our parts and our h1sto· 
r1es. Hers may not be che same as 
mine 1n some ways, but that very 
diversity makes both of our lives the 
richer. I would noc have 1t any other 
way. c_c:I. 
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I The fol/Dwirig was doll'nlDaded from the Intemet by a friend. j 

I Date: Wed, 27 Jul 1994 17:07:38 EDT I 
From: Kristin Rachael Ilayw-aro I 
Subject: Letter to my father and 5iblings I 

j 
j 

1 
,t(y stay in Neenah, Wisconsin was terribly lone~v for many reasons; I 

I perhaps someday I will record my experience there in detail. However, ! 
I one of the primary reasons for the loneliness was the lack of interaction I 
j from those whom I respecl and those I love. j 
I For two months I have agonized over the lack of human interaction j 
! 1 received. Finally, after posting the message to Woody earlier today about j 
I the need to deny to others the ability to define u.s, I wrote and sent the fol- i 
1 lowing to my father and three siblings. Of that group only one expressed ! 

I 
any interest, and that was prior to the surgery. ! 

I 

l 
To ..... , I 

I j I As I wrote you in January, I completed the last phase of my j 
i gender change with surgery in Wisconsin two months ago on May ! 
j 26. The surgery went well; I spent nine days in the hospital and i 
j the month of June resting at home. I have been back at work II 

I full-time for three weeks. . 
I I 

l I want to thank those who expressed the smallest degree of ! 
i interest in this major life event. I 
j That interest was very important to me. Any surgery and j 
! hospital stay are lonely experiences; the 10 days in Wisconsin : 
I I 

i proved to be especially so. I 
! So, thanks to you who did. To those who did not, or have I 
· not, I shall reserve judgement. : 

I shall note, however, that, for better or worse, we shall 1

1

· 

remain linked by blood and history. 
We are allowed a small time on this earth and a small degree l 

of human interaction and ex-perience; it is a shame to place addi- 1 

tional limits on ourselves. 

I 
I am only too aware of those who are uneasy with this 

: change. The decision is the right one for me; I am now who I 
j have wished to be for more than four decades and I am happier 
I than I have been at any time during that period. Hopefully, I -will 
! continue to grow as a human being, and hopefully I will find accep- I 
j tance from those about me and those whom I love. ! 
. !I 

Kristin Rachael Hayward 
----------~ L------------ ·--- -



;pecial . .. . . . . . • • • . . • • • • • • • • • 

Riki Anne has developed her own 
llOCtlbulary. For instance: 

Why CCD (Childhood Cbrorrw
somal-Sex Disorder)? 

Why not? "Transexuality• has 
never said a single thing to me 
about my conditian. Jn fact, if 
anything, it obscures it. I don't 
identify my condition as being 
"across sexes,• which phrase I 
take to be the literal meaning of 
"transexua/. • It has been 
accepted as axiomatic that 
minority groups haue the right 
to self definition; this is how 1 
choose to define myself 

Some of her other definitions 
are more conventional ... 

Dental 

A psychological defense mecha· 
nism in which we 'te/J" our 
selves something which can be 
plainly demonstrated has not 
occurred. This can be accom· 
plished in a number of ways: 
refusing to acknowledge in/or· 
mation coming from our senses, 
dissociating or "splitting" off 
from our experience, or simply 
repressing or forgetting unpleas
ant, unbearable experiences. 

Dissociation 

Splitting off from one's experi
ence. Dissociating can be heard 
in many descriptions of unbear
able experiences such as ·11 was 
like I was watching myself on a 
movie screen,• "It seemed like it 
was happening to someone else, • 
and "During it all I floated over 
my body and watched it hap
pen.· 

Riki Anne Wilch ins is a founder of Transexual Menace and one of the most powerful writers 
in the transgender community. 

Denial, Dissociation & Transexuality as Incest 

by Riki Anne Witcmns 

W:en people are subjected to too much mental or physical pain, they find a way 
o endure the unendurable: they dissociate from their current experience, 

and deny or completely suppress its memory once it is past. In incest sur-
vivors and abuse survivors, including those of us who suffer from CCD, this 
simply means simply many of us leave our bcx:Ues behind. 

In my case, I just stopped being me. I spent about 36 years of my life, 
from about age 5 or 6 to about age 41 simply not being present. I can 
describe it ocher ways, ways I have ali;o heard other survivors put it: 

"I've always felt like my life wasn't real, as if it was all happening under 
glass." 

'The most painful things could happen to me, but it was like it was hap

pening to someone else." 

"Everything that happened to me was like on a black-and-white movie 
screen. T would just sit there, and watch it happen, and feel nothing." 

"All these things would be happening, and I would be just floating 
somewhere above it all, outside my body, just watching it." 

One of che strangest things for me is that 1 know that much of what has 
happened in my life is painful, but I usually can't feel it. And my recovery pro· 
cess has been one of re-living, without my usual arsenal of addictions and 
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other self-distracting tricks, all those 
painful moments. .Auld this hurts like 
sh11. but it sure beats another 35 
years of numbness. I used lO tell peo
ple. some friends, some virtual 
strangers, about some of what I've 
expene nced. I'd see their eyes gee 
wet and their faces gee sad, and 
they'd say something like, "God , 
that's terrible" and I'd think, "Yeah, I 
guess it must have been." But I didn' t 
know that ll was terrible, except by 
their reaction, because there were no 
feelings around the events of my life, 
just a continuing sense of numbness, 
of no-feeling. 

Denial, dissociation, and split
ting off from one's experience are the 
ways many of us as cransexuals have 
learned to cope. The sections on 
denial , dissociation and incest are 
arranged in the following order: 

Denial 1: Dissociation and Splitting 
Or; •Look Ma, No R:lst!' 

This deals with our consump
tion of the family myths which made it 
possible for us to co-exist with our 
families , and they with us . It shows 
how many of us learned co split off 
from our experience and our bodies in 
order to survive. 

Denial II: "Look, Ma, No Present 
Either!" or "No, That's Not a Thought 
Balloon Over N~y Head, just My Little 

Sub-Acute, Chronic Depression· 

This discusses some of the 
effects of denial , especially the type of 
depression which resul[S when feel
ings of rage and hurt are habitually 
repressed, the kind of depressio n 
which, over time, often begins ro feel 
quite "normal." It also examines the 
kinds of physical and emotional symp
toms which some of us experience as 
our feelings begin to come to the sur
face . in particular as we begin the jour· 
nev of recovery. It focuses on how 
denial can also be a tool for repressing 
awareness of these compelling symp
toms, JUSt as the original, primary 
denial helped us avoid awareness of 
our abuse. 
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Denial IJI: Transexuality as Child 
Abuse, or; "ForYourOwn Good" 

If any women who did nol 
have CCD were raised as many of us 
were, we would instantly recognize it 
as the rankest krnd of child abuse . 
However, with us, many of us lake the 
seance chat our parents didn't know 
any bette r, or did what they did "for 
our own good." This chapter looks at 
chis as a particularly pernicious form 
of denial, in which the events which 
occurred are now consciously known, 
and the emotional pain which accom
panied them 1s acknowledged, but the 
victim refuses to identify 1t as abusive. 
It identifies and examines the raising of 
transexual children today as a form of 
child abuse and incest. 

Denial 1: Dissociation and Splitting 
Or; •Look Ma, No Past!" 

Within che space of a single 
week I had heard three people say the 
same thing, in almost exactly the same 
words: "I don't want to be here." One 
was a dose acquaintance of mine with 
CCD , another was a besl friend of 
mine , an incest and abuse survivor 
and food add1cc who had once 
weighed over 500 pounds , and the 
third was me. We cry tears we have noc 
acknowledged and so sit with dry 
faces at the very bouom of a well fash-
10ned of our own pain and loneliness. 
With each instance of abuse, each 
instance of sexually inappropriate 
behavior by loved ones, each betrayal 
by those in whom we placed the total, 
unquestioning trust of childhood, the 
well grew a lmle deeper. 

For us with CCD, the well deep
ened , too, ac each moment we had to 
bury, camouflage or conce al our 
selves, each time we were taunted or 
humiliated, and each time we looked at 
our groins and located again and 
again the betrayal by our bodies that 
so clearly mirrored the betrayal by 
those about us , who claimed they 
loved us or had only our best inter
ests at heart. 

The well deepened furcher when 
we were socially cut off, isolated, 
strangled in the infancy of our desire 

to be loved, to be accepted, to be one 
of the crowd, to be treated like any 
ocher, to be understood, loved and 
valued in the heart of who we were, to 
be appreciated for what we continued 
to survive by living day by adolescenc 
day with this distinctively difficult and 
humbling disease, survived day by day 
in the silent, brave and unknowingly 
persistent way of the young who can· 
not 1magme alcematives and therefore 
know nothing yet of self-reflection or 
self·pity. As the gifts we brought into 
the world with so much heartache 
were discarded , ignored, despised or 
ridiculed by chose who found in our 
innocence and youth a willingness LO 

believe that tt was we who were freak
ish and unfit and not the world which 
would impart such grotesque con
cepts to a child; as we too often 
became the perfect lightning rod (soli
tary, receptive and accessible) for oth
ers ' fear and hate; as we were simply 
forced into a premature hiding before 
age and maturity could lend our spe· 
cial gifts the strength and toughness 
they would need to bloom like Arctic 
flowers in the chill cold which would 
be their natural climate for much of our 
lives; as all this transpired, our well 
deepened still further. 

And the onl y way out of that 
g o d-forsaken well is to climb out, 
scratching and clawing, bleeding fin
gers and broken nails, scrapes and 
cuts and bruises. Re-experiencing 
eve ry brick and stone o f which it is 
built, we remove it and climb to the 
next one. Stone by stone, brick by 
brick, no shortcuts, no help, no o ther 
way out. Alone, we re-experience our 
lives, re-live what has happened to us, 
how ll has felt and what it has made 
and un-made of us. 

There are no roadmaps for this 
ioumey, but there are very clear sign
posts: follow the route marked out by 
th ose things we avoid most, or of 
which we are most ashamed. One of 
the sayings from 12-step programs is, 
"we're only as sick as our secrets," 
and as the secrets come out, the well 
becomes shallower. 

Sometimes this is even more dif· 
ficult than it sounds. Alice Miller 
believes the Eleventh Commandment 



is: "Thou Shalt Not Be Aware." Many 
are in near-total denial over what has 
been done to us. People often joke 
there are only two answers in 
OverEaters Anonymous to the ques
tion, "Do you identify as an incest and 
abuse survivor?": "Yes," and "Not yet.'" 
Denial is an amazing response to 
adapting to impossible surroundings. 
The average transexual knows by age 
three he or she is in the wrong body~ 
however, a significant minority do not 
realize they have CCD until after 
puberty. For most of them, the realiza
tion will happened between the ages 
of 25 and 35. During all the lime prior 
to that, they will be transexual, but 
not be consciously aware of iL l know, 
because I was one ofrhem. 

I knew something was deeply 
wrong, but l couldn't put a name on it 
and was too frigh Lened and alienated 
from my own feelings to ever think 
about it. It wasn't until eight years 
after leaving home that I finally started 
10 deal with my feelings. Even then, it 
took me two years of therapy to put a 
name on something T was aware of 
plaguing me since age five True to 
nontransexual form, my therapist, an 
otherwise gentle, compassionate and 
supportive man, quietly and complete· 
ly freaked out, with visions, I suppose, 
of malpractice dancing in his head. He 
thereupon spent several hundred dol
lars of my money and hours of my time 
in weekly sessions devoted mostly to 
subtly and not-so-subtly trying to 
help me get back into denial again. 

By that time, what was denial for 
me represented reality to him. Bob 
could only comprehend my naming 
and owning my transexuality as some 
type of psychotic break with real!ty. 
And this 1s interesting in itself: for this 
educated. enlightened and feminist 
man, my denial represented reality. 
Think about this: my denial was so 
complete that I could live for two and a 
half decades without once naming 
who or what was happening to me. 
This, by !lself, was almost certainly 
psychotic. Yet this was not seen as 
crazy, and my coming to my senses 
was. 

I feel no deep criticism of him, for 
I believed in this "reality" myself. 

Before he had even opened his mouth, 
my first sentences to him upon enter
ing therapy were, "I don't want to talk 
about my family. My upbnngmg was a 
little tough, but pretcy normal. So 
don't try to get me talking about my 
father and everything. This from 
someone with a background in psy
chology who was regularly having 
cnppling aruoety attacks, accompanied 
by hyperventilation and breaching 
into little brown-bags, and munching 
enough valium to subdue a horse. 
Luckily for me, his response was to 
take a slow sip of his coffee and say 
quietly, "Okay, what would you like to 
talk about?" 

We are taught the family myths 
that allow our families to survive with 
us, and for us to survive within our 
families. Our father isn't abusive, he 
just gets under pressure once in 
awhile. We weren't incested by our 
uncle, or cousin, or brother. It didn't 
happen. Or it happened, but it wasn't 
much. Or ic happened and it was 
wrong but they were dnnking that 
time. Or it happened and it was wrong 
and they were always drunk in the 
evening, but why do we want to 
dredge up the past and hun everyone 
over something that happened so 
long ago? 

And we weren't gender female 
(or gender male) growing up. We were 
sens!live. We were just finding our
selves. We didn't ha,·e enough male (or 
female) role models. Or we were JUSl 
experimenting a ~ctle hke all kids do. 

And we weren't really chronic.-all} 
depressed as kids, we were just kind of 
quiet. Or we were shy. Or we were 
introspective. We were obese or 
obsessed with dieting or always eating 
comfort foods because we had no self
control, or because we had too little 
self-respect or a strange metabolism. 
or we were going through a phase. Or 
we cared about ourselves too much, 
and not enough about others. Or we 
just didn't care enough to take care of 
ourselves and our appearance. 

And we accept these family 
myths, because to hve with the truth, 
to see it and name ll and speak it, 
would make 1t impossible for others in 
our families to live with us. It would 

make it 1mposs1ble lo survive with our 
peers. To be in social company, to not 
draw the anger and fear and rejection 
with which a child is cocally unpre
pared to cope, we learn to split off 
from our experience, LO dissociate (or, 
if you prefer, to disassociate). We 
begin by telling ourselves that we 
don't feel what we feel. We learn not to 
see, or we learn not to speak about 
what we see. We learn not to be our
selves, to be someone else with whom 
others, and eventually we ourselves 
can be comfortable. 

In this effort we are ably assisted 
by euphemisms for everything. 
Drunkenness is "being a little tight" 
or "unwinding." Corporal punish
ment, beating or hitting a child is 
"teaching the kid a little discipline." 
Humiliating the children when they 
make a mistake is "teaching them how 
to get along in the world" or "teach
ing them right from wrong." Being 
sexually inappropriace is "just horsing 
around." A marriage in which the 
mother is beaten or cries herself to 
sleep each night is "just going 
through a difficult period." A rage
alcoholic parenc 1s "letting off steam" 
and a continually depressed, frighc
encd and anxious child is "very sensi
tive." 

By che rime we are grown, these 
myths have become our reality. When 
we challenge them, when we altempc 
to re-experience the craziness and 
pain which made them necessary. 
when we climb ouc of the well, we are 
in turn called crazy by those around 
us who are still more comfortable with 
the myths than our reality. Mose sad 
of all, we often feel crazy ourselves. 

Too many of us decide, on some 
level, to stay in the well, living in a kind 
of numbness, a quiet darkness, which 
1s for us mfinnely preferable to going 
back through that which we have 
experienced, hut not yet acknowl
edged. One of my best friends used to 
say: "Pray for a bottom you can recog
nize " What she meant was: pray for 
things to get so bad, you finally realize 
how much pain you are in, and there 1s 
no way out but to start recovering. 

Too many of us never reach that 
bottom. Many of us, certainly myself 
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included. li1e on in a kind of subsis-
1ence menta l ecology gelling 1ust 
enllugh from our em·ironmen1 lo sur
\We. \'fe he w11hin a Slate of chronic, 
·rnb-acute depression familiar to those 
'i\ l lh posc-1raumacic stress. fl 1s 
chronic. lha1 i.\ lo say, long term. but 
also sub-acute: never so bad lhac we 
need lo be hospilahzed or med1cated 
and are cherefore forced to acknowl
edge 11. 

Denial If: "Look Ma. No Present 
Either" or 0No, That's Not a Thougbt 
Balloon 01:er Mv Head. fust Mv Little 

Sub-Acute. Chronic Depression" 

Since we have been 1n this 
depression since we can rememher. it 
feels "norma l" 10 us. We may even 
deny we arc depressed, because we 
have nothing else wi1h which to com
pare IL Ofcen friends would commenl 
w!Ch a great deal of concern lha l l 
seemed depressed, and not my usual 
self. or I looked sad. I would reacl 
wllh amazement, because l feh almost 
no1hing most of che time, and was cer· 
lain!~- feeling noth ing ou1 of the ord1-
narr. except a lmle quieter than usual. 
True to form. I'd also feel embarrassed 
about being so 1ransparen1 and 
alarmed they were so troubled for me. 
so I'd start quickly covering up by 
getung peppy and cracking a 101 of 
1okcs My friends would then perceive 
me as being back to "normal." they'd 
stop being concerned. and ['d lose 
touch with whatever was coming up 
for me: We were boch more comfort
able 

just like an addiction my 
depression he lped me lo survive 
Psycho logists say depression 1s 1ust 
anger at others turned on ourselves 
I'm angry at you. [f I get angry at you 
vou'll probably sock me one. Since l 
can't afford to express my anger. and it 
ain't going anywhere, it comes out 
towards me. Instead of d<"pressing 
your acnons. which arc upselling me, 
l pre.ss down on my own. and my self, 
instead. In the short run, lh1s helps 
me avoid getung a knuckle sandwich 
from you, so i1 looks like a pret ty good 
bargain. As the conflict continues, the 
bargain becomes less and less attrac-
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live· I avoid a poke m the mouth. but 
l 51art feeling ued up knots inside. If I 
am stuck 1n a chronic predicament in 
which l am helpless tu expre:>s m)' 
anger, for exampl..:, being abused as a 
Lransexua l child by parents, society. 
or both, l he "bargain" becom ei; d1sas
t ro u~ for me I avoid pain , bu1 I 
become chronically depressed. After a 
few years of this. the memory of wha1 it 
is like to not feel depressed becomes 
faint. Expn:sSing my anger at the 
world becomes habitually difficult: 
when conflicts arise, I respond hy 
depressing m v emotions and myself. 
Depression comes Lo feel "normal." 

Bad as chis piccure 1s. I want lO 
.stress that with serious abuse, wnhin 
which I include the way almost all chil
dren with CCO are raised hy their par
ents or lrea1ed by society at large. the 
bargain 1s una\oidable, as is the 
depression. As children we do no1 
have the choice to confront everyone 
who forces us to act in gender-inap
propnate ways ff we are suffering pri· 
mary incest, especially b} a pan:nl, 
:;rep-parent or guardian, we cannnt 
afford to confronl a perpetrator upon 
whom as children we depend for food. 
clothing and shelter. not lO mention 
some kind of love and aurnuon ho'\\· 
ever perverse that may be for us. Our 
depression enables us Lo endure. 

Although our chronic, sub
acutc depression may not require for
mal medical treatment, it nonetheless 
has manv svmptoms: 

sleeping difficulties (over-sleeping. 
insomnia, recurrent nightmaresj; eat
ing problems (over-eating. lack of con
trol u•itb certain "comfort foods. lack 
of appetzte) manic-depressit•e su•ings 
(in !l'hicb u·e feel sad or conspicuousZl 
lacking in an\' en1oyme-n1 in being 
alitie, follou•ed by periods of <?Xcessiue 
energy. activity, and enthusiasm.1. 
digestive problems (diarrbea . e...-.:cessive 
gas. constipation, tbrou:ing up. 
ulcers)· muscular conditions (lower 
back pain. tension headaches. chronic 
neck and sboulder tension or pa m J. 

compulsive over-work (to avoid being 
bome alone); drugs or alcohol abuse 
(to enhance our numhness); difficul
ties with se.>: (baving se.>: compulsively 

or compulsive~)' avoiding sex. mastur
bating wben we aren't aroused but are 
sad or lonely); suicidal ideation rplan
nmg or daydreaming about bemg dead 
or killinp, ourselves, especially a imap,
ining how pleasant it would be to sim
ply be gone from this life): recurring 
and bone-deep feelings of emptiness 
and despair; self mutilation (cutting 
oneself, picking at scabs or sores, fin
gernail bitmg, repeated bruisfng and 
accidents), dissociation or splitting (a 
continuing sense of detachment as if 
our lives are being played nut on a 
screen someplace or under glass) 

These are all preuy much not 
only a catalog of such symptoms m 
general. but symptoms of my own 
experience. They arc also consonanl 
with Pose-Traumatic S1ress Syndrome, 
or its new cousin, Chronic Traumatic 
Stress Syndrome. And yet, amazingly 
since al l of lhese went back more ot 
less, to childhood, [didn't identify any 
of them as being other than "normal .. 
ln fact. no adult in my famil)'. manv c1f 
whom were aware on some level of 
man. if not all of these symptoms. ever 
stopped Lo think that anything was 
par11cularly wrong with me. 

Such is the power of denial 
when v1ct1ms are raised by other vic
tims, who were themselves raised bv 
other vicums. Denial. like incest, 1s a 
family disease. All of these :;vmptoms 
were safety valves for and distracuons 
for the pain I had locked up inside , 
but which I continued lo suppress. 
and with which r refused to deal. A..., 
such. they enabled me LO he but they 
killed the quallly of the life lhac 
remained for me. 

.-\nd so l see man)' Olhcrs with 
CCD. sull sming far down in their own 
wells. ~tanv are still in complete 
denial. If queslloncd, they will tdl you 
thev are fairl} happy. If they could JUSl 
pass bet1er, get a helter job, find a 
lover, whatever, their life would be 
okay. If you question them a lit tle 
closer, you may gel them to admit that. 
yes, they have been haYing a problem 
with food, or drugs. or sex, or 
migraines, or work, or depression, or 
sleeping, or shame, or isolation, but 
it's no thi ng lhcy can't ha ndle, that 



won't go away by nself. They go on, 
trying to pass, to be accepted, to put 
CCD away from them 

They continue relationships 
\\'1th family, perhaps a mother or father 
or brother or cousin who sexually or 
psychologically abused them unmerci
fully as a child, claiming 1l was done 
out of love. or because they didn't 
know any betcer, or the mother of all 
lies, For Your Own Good. Someone 
who was particularly perverse and 
cruel in demanding that they behave 
as a male. Maybe someone who was 
wildly inappropriate when they 
allowed their proper gender any 
expression. Maybe the priest who pUL 
a hand on their leg after Mass, the 
uncle who bounced them on his lap 
so their groin pressed against his 
thigh , the schoolteacher who seemed 
co take special pleasure in humihaung 
them in front of the class when they 
acted \1llnerable or feminine , the par· 
enl who seems co enioy smacking 
them and always did 1t too hard, the 
bullying cousin who threatened and 
beat them when the adults weren't 
around. or the mother who became 
silent and bitter and withdrawn when· 
ever they couldn't be the Little Man 
~1ommy needed them lO be, or who 
seduced them into being a consort 
and lover, the mate who ga,·c them , 1f 
not actual sex, then all the affection, 
comfort and auenrion their O\\'n dis· 
tant husband neglected them. 

Perhaps they avoid being seen 
with other transexuals. Perhaps they 
go through a succession of iobs 
which they leave as soon JS someone 
outs them , as soon as the humiliaung 
(because they must deny the obvious) 
whispering starts. They go on trying 
to accumulate success, or moner, or 
love , or abusive lovers , or sex , or 
drama, because it keeps the pain at 
bay. And 1t you ialk with them, they 
may admit that it's almosl 1mposs1ble 
for them to sit quietly, alone, and JUSt 
feel. Like myself and my two friends, 
they don't want co be here. 

\Xe don't \V3nt co feel our bod-
1c.s, or he aware of them , because our 
bodies have become unsafe places for 
us to he. They ha\'c becomc the loca
tion where abus1\'e, humiliating and 

painful things happen. If we are pre
sent m them, \\'e can be violated. If we 
are outside of them, we are safe. We 
don't want to feel our feelings, or be 
aware of them, either, because our feel
ings are dangerous As long as we 
don't have feelings about what has 
been done to us, it can't be real. It 
happened somewhere else, and lo 
some one else 

When we can feel how some
thing felt, then what happens has 
truly happened to us. \'<'hat we said 
was "not so bad" becomes very bad 
indeed. \X'ith each feeling comes the 
possibility, maybe the certainty, of 
more feelings, of tapping into the 
immense underground river of hurt we 
carry around inside ourselves. We fear 
being swamped by 1t, ~o that we might 
cry and grieve forever: hurt wllhout 
end or consolation JUsl as our abuse 
and CCD themselves were hurt with
out end or consolation. \X'e fear grief 
so profound it cannot be comforted. 
JUSl as we were never comforted, and 
have learned over time not to grieve. 
And so eventuallr we stop praying for 
a bottom we can recognize, and pray 
instead for both the bottom and lhe 
recognition to simply go away and 
leave us in peace. 

Tbe truth about our cbildbood is stored 
up in our body. and al/bough we can 
repress it, we can never alter it. Our 
mtellect can be deceived. our feelings 
manipulated, our perceptions con
fused, and our body tricked with medi
cation. But someday the body will pre
sent its bill, for it is as incorruptible as 
a child u•bo tn1/ accept no compromis
es or excuses, and if U'ill not stop tor
menting us until U'e slop evading tbe 
truth. 

-Alice Miller, Thou Shalt Not Be Aware 

Denial J/J: Transexual Child 
Rearing A~ Incest -
"For }bur Own Good· 

~ have seen how children with 
CCD are taught denial of their experi
ence br way of the family m}th scruc
cure. We ha,'e 5een how they learn 
from this denial. to ~plit off from the 

experience of their own bodies and 
emotions. We have shown how this 
often results later in life in a kind of 
long term, everyday depression, 
which, although it succeeds in both 
perpetuating the repression of feel
ings and acts as a safety vent for them, 
nonetheless carries its own physical 
and emouonal costs. Finally, we have 
discussed how as feelings begin to 
surface, we may experience a spectrum 
of physical and emollonal phenomena 
and that our denial system can help us 
avoid acknowledging them as well , 
even though they are clear and pre
sent. 

Consider the following: you 
bear a little girl child. From birth, you 
begin to treat her like a son. You give 
her a male name at birth, even going 
so far as lo register her as a boy on 
her birth certificate. You address her as 
a male from infancy, and require of oth· 
ers in the fam1l}' system do hkew1~e . • A.:> 

she grows up, you dress her in boy's 
clothing. When she tries to act 1n any 
way female, you suppress it vigorous· 
ly. If she attempts to be feminine, per
haps playmg with other little girls, try-
1 ng on your clothing, or playing 
house with dolls, you punish her by 
beatings. public humiliation, loud 
attacks of rage, or a silent and severe 
withdrawal of all attention , affection 
and approval. Perhaps you use a com
bination of these punishments until 
she comes around. As she grows up, 
you encourage her to date girls, and 
reject the slightest hint that she might 
find boys more attractive. Any hint of 
what you term her "homosexuality" is 
ruthlessly repressed. she is your son. 

As she enters puberty, it 
becomes apparent that something 1s 
wrong with her hody: she begins to 
grow hat r on her face and chest, her 
voice cracks and deepens, things 
which all too obviously distresses her 
lO d1stract1on Since chis 1s in l1n<: 
w1lh the son you want her to be, you 
deny her medical treatment. In fact, 
you deny there is anything wrong al 
all. As the years drag on. the effects of 
the pubcrcr become more and more 
pronounced, until they are all but 1IT('· 

versiblc. She seems more and more 
depressed, anxious and withdrav.n J S 
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lh<' 1~·:irs go by. However, since she 
..:ont1nu..:s LO look and act like the son 
1ou want. you do nothing Lo mvesll· 
gale this. A1 so me point, perhaps 
1·ears after she leaves home, she finally 
returns co confront you. to tell you 
that she is. after all, a female. and noth· 
1ng on earth is going lo prevent her 
from finally living as what she is. Your 
reaction is shock and horror, and you 
bend your best efforts to suppress 
this newest eruption of femaleness in 
vour son. 

If the linle girl in our story were 
noncransexual, can anyone seriously 
doubt this parent would long ago 
have been sent to jail for child abuse? 
That they would have been feacured 
on "Sixty \1inutes" as .\1ike Wallace or 
Morley Safer profiled a story of exotic 
and ritual child exploitation and mis· 
treatment? ls there anyone with CCD 
who has not lived pan of this story, or 
1s not familiar wnh some pans of 11? 
How is it possible, then, that when 
you confront survivors of horror sto
nes like these, they will tell you with a 
stra ight face only "my parents didn't 
knov. any belier, " or, " they did what 
they think was best," or worst of all, 
''they did it for my own good?" 

For millennia ii bas been pennissible 
and customary for children to be used 
to satisfy a wide variety of adult needs. 
They have provided ... an ideal outlet 
for the discharge of stored-up affect, a 
receptacle for unwanted feelings, an 
object for the projection of conflicts 
and fears. compensation for feelings of 
inferionty, and an opportunity for 
e."(ercising power and obtaining plea
sure ... 

Since beatings and the tormenting, 
demeaning, and humiliating treat
ment of children {including transexu· 
al children} have always been regard
ed as farms of discipline "for their own 
good, ' these methods bave been 
applied quite openly ... therefore it need 
not take place behind closed doors ... 
flf/ cbildren perceive that wrong has 
been done them and thus make it pos
sible for them to integrate this unbap
py segment of reality into their lives 
{tben} they will not have to spend the 
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rest of their lives blaming themselves 
for wbat happened to them . 

{\Vitb some abuse] they have no 
choice but to repress the experience, 
because the pain caused by their fear. 
isolation. betrayed expectation of 
receiving love, helplessness, and feel
ings of shame and guilt is unbearable. 

Further. the puzzling silence of the 
adult and the contraction between his 
deeds and moral principles and prohibi
tions be proclaims by ligbt of day ere· 
ate and intolerable confusion in the 
child that must be done away with by 
means of repression. 

If children are talked out of wbat they 
perceive, tben tbe experience they 
undergo will later be seen in a dzjfuse. 
hazy light, its reality ll'lll remain 
uncertain and indistmct. laden with 
feelings of guilt and sbame, and as 
adults these children either u•lll knou 
nothing of what bappened or will 
question their memory of it. Tbis will 
be even more the case if the abuse 
occurred in early childhood fas hap
pens with GCD/. Since very young 
children do not find support within 
their oum self or a mirror in the eyes of 
a witness f and since tin entire com
munity colludes in forcing tbis to act 
in an unnatural male role/, they must 
deny the truth. 

-Alice ~1iller, Thou Sbalt Nol Be Aware 

Al this point. the child has 
ceased to see thmgs from their own 
pomt of view al all. They simply can
not afford to confront the totality of 
their abuse. which necessarily 
includes family "friends." trusted 
adults. and the whole social communi
ty \\>ithm which they arc emb~·ddcd. 

Indeed. everyone treats them as 
male. And although we may tell our
selves that these were only going by 
our appearance, in fact we know in 
our hearts this is a lie. ~·ere we to 
wake one morning at the tender age 
of say. seven, and decide to begin act· 
ing in a gcnder-lppropnate manner 
comfortable for us; i.e., dressing to go 
to school in femmme attire, combing 

our hair in a feminine style. requesting 
to be addressed by a female name and 
referred to as "she," etc., we know 
what would happen: those about us 
would come down o n us like the 
wrath of God. Our social world did 
not treat us as male out of some 
benign error, something they would 
have gladly corrected if they had been 
aware of it. No, they were more than 
willing to actively force us to conform 
a male sex role with which they were 
comfortable. This is not "for our own 
good:" this 1s our childhood being 
appropriated and exploited so they 
don't have to deal with their ob.ses

sions around sex roles, gender ambi· 
guity, and "homosexuality." Let's not 
kid ourselves as to whose "good" 
this was for. 

I can remember relating this to 

a transexual friend. who maintained 
that my parents "didn't knov.. any 
better: they were just domg the best 
they could" And I found this totally 
blunted the anger I was JUSt begin
ning to feel over my lost childhood. l 
thought about this for days, and 
then I realized. they didn t know 
because they didn't want to know. 
My parents certainly knew I was 
depressed, isolated and very unhap
py. They saw the problems I got into 
at school, despite being academicallv 
an "/ti' student. And yet they never 
asked "Is anything wrong?" They 
simply didn't want to know. didn't 
want to see the obvious. .'fot only 
that, but on the few occasions where 
I tried to act the least bit feminine. I 
was instantly humiliated. or was sim
ply met with a stony and compete 
withdrawal until I returned to the 
masculine behavior with which they 
were comfortable. These were not the 
benign errors my friend represented 
to me at all. earned out bv parents 
who were doing the best they could. 
ln fact. they were strategies which 
kept them comfortable at my expense. 

As adults, the denial we learned 
as children now prevents us from nam· 
ing and owning how we have been 
exploited. In particular, what stops us 
1s the totality of our abuse, the over· 
whelming knowledge that almost all 
the people we have known or loved or 



been loved by since childhood were 
involved in robbing us of our child
hood, in exploiting us, in enforcing 
societal sex roles at our expense, and 
in suppressing and abusing us as 
women. This is simply devastating 
and overpowering. It is easier to 
blame ourselves, to engage in that 
habitual transcxual sense of being 
somehow inferior and defective, so 
Lhat we must have somehow brought 
this calamity upon ourselves (as if chil
dren who are somehow abnormal are 
not especially in need of love, tender
ness and support, but deserve what 
abuse they get.) It is much easier to 
say it wasn't so bad , o r H wasn't any
one's fault, or no one meant LO than to 
start to process the rage we feel at the 
non-society which stripped us of any 
meaningful female childhood. To begin 
to see this , to start to shout at the top 
of our lungs that the emperor has no 
clothes, is a difficult and, for me, terri
fying task. 

r~~---------

Again, from Alice Miller in Thou 
Shalt Not Be Aware (the emphasis is 
mine]: 

Each child is lrmocent. Each child 
needs among other things: care, protec
tion, security, warmth, skin contact, 
touching, caressing, and tenderness. 
These needs are seldom sufficiently ful
filled; in fact, they are often exploited 
by adults for their own ends. Child 
abuse has lifelong effects. Society 
takes the side of the adult and 
blames tbe child for what bas been 
done to him or ber. The victimization 
of the f transexual] child bas histori
cally been denied and is still being 
denied. even today. This denial bas 
made ii possible for society to ignore 
the devastating effects of the victim
ization of the ftransexua/] child for 
such a long time. The child {with 
CCD }, when betrayed by society, has 
no choice but to repress the trauma 
and to idealize tbe abuser fas transex-

1 A Shopping List of Transexual Shame 
! 
I 
I 

uals idealize non-transexual women}. 
(Abuse} cannot be undone by our 
understanding of the perpetrator's 
blindness and unfulfilled needs. As vic
tims begin to see and be aware of what 
bas been done to them ... [they] will be 
able to bring about more awareness, 
consciousness, and a sense of responsi
bility in society at large ... [And} other 
men and women (with CCD] will be 
encouraged to confront their own 
childhood, take it seriously, and talk 
about it. Jn so doing, they in turn will 
provide information to others about 
what so many human beings have bad 
to undergo al the beginning of life 
without even knowing about it in later 
years and without anyone else know
ing about it either. 

And this is part of the process of 
naming the unnamed, so it can be 
thought: it is the work only we can do, 
the story only we can cell and only we 
can truly hear. g:1. 

----------, 
! 
I 

i 

I
i 1. When someone says they wouldn't have guessed we were transexual, we're complimented. 2. When someone 

says they knew we were transexual, we're dismayed. 3. When nontransexual women discu.ss their periods or 

i pregnancies, we keep silent. 4. We never discuss dilating, homwnes or surgery with them. 5. We feel more legit-

1

1 imale when we have a lover. 6. We feel inferior when we don't. 7. We feel bad for putting our mothers through 

this. 8. We agree not to dress for farnily Ju.nctions. 9. We agree not to discuss it when we go home. 10. We agree 
I 
I 
; 
I 

i 

I 
I 
I 

! 
I 
j 

I 
I 

not to tell our grandmother; our niece, our son. 11. When we answer the phone, we raise our voice pitch. 12. If 

someone calls us "Sir", we feel humiliated. 13. After surgery we grade our cunts by how nontransexual they 

Look. 14. U'~ show lots of bosom when we go out. to make sure we pass. 15. We avozd being seen with other tran-

sexuals. 16. We reason that lots of nontransexual women have deep voices, large band~, and broad gestures, so 

they should accept us as okay 17. We don't reason think that compared to us, lots of nontransexuaL wornen have 

high voices, tiny bands and feet, and minuscule gestures, so we should accept thenz as okay. 18. We make sure to 

get our implants a size too large. 19. We avoid discussing our dicks. 20. We convince ourselves after surgery 

that we no longer have one. 21. When we see nontransexual women who are pregnant. we feel defective. 

22. We're willing to settle for sex, when we really want intimacy. 23. We wonder if we'li ever have a Lover. 

24. We eat when we're unhappy. 25. We tell ourselves it's not that bad. 26. We spend so much energy responding 

to the voices outside and the old tapes inside. we never see our creativi~y. courage and beauty. 

*Thanks to Rachel Pollack for tbis concept, and her shame list, which was its inspiration. 
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Jessica Xavier is a lesbian-identified 
b1se:rual transsexual woman. She is a 
Director of Jr's Time. America a trans
gender polit1cal action committee, 
and a relentless campaigner for trans
gender rights. 

A Review of Dual Attraction 
(.M.S. \Veinberg, C.j. Williams & 
D. W. Pl}10r; 1994, Oxford Univer
sity Press.) 

by Jessica Xavier 

During the politicization pro
cess that became me gay liberation 
movement, bisexuals were looked 
upon with disdain by gay men and 
lesbians who felt that bisexuals were 
in facL gay men and lesbians in 
denial of their true selves. Given 
this aLmosphere of distrust. igno
rJnce of bisexuality was common
place. The few works that emerged 
attempting to explain bisexuality 
were obscured in the post
Stonewall explosion of homosexual 
authors and works focusing solely 
on the gay experience. But more 
and more bisexual authors persisted 
in articulating the verity of bisexuali
ty as a sexual identity. The 1987 
March On Washington's marginal
ization of bisexuals galvanized the bi 
community to organize politically as 
well as socially. Bisexuals today are 
well organized throughout the 
country, with their own national and 
local suppon and social nerworkc;, 
as well as excellent newsletters and 
dynamic leaders like Lani Kaahu
manu, Loraine Hutchins, Tom 
Llmoncelli and Laura Perez. 

Weinberg, Williams and 
Pryor's collective auempt al an 
aulhorilative study of bisexuality 
contains some interesting new con
cepts and an innovative paradigm 
explaining sexual orientalion, but 
ultimately unravels upon its ques
tionable methodology. Weinberg et 

al. pursue their subject through an 
intensive survey of San Francisco 
Bay area bisexuals, upon which they 
imposed their conceptual hypothe
ses. They then drew conclu<;ions to 
support their new paradigm from 
the results of their survcy's ques
lionnaires and interviews. The 
researchers even went so far as to 
include bisexual transsexuals, which 
provides the most compelling evi
dence of their faulty methodology 
and misunderstanding of their sub
jects. 

The sample size (n = 11) of 
the bi TSs they interviewed was far 
too small to draw any significant 
inferences, let alone the unqualified 
conclusions the authors reach at 
the end of their book. Perhaps me 
biggest flaw in their approach 
regarding transsexuals lies v.ith their 
failure to distinguLc;h between the 
radically different opinions, atti
tudes and practices of pre-opera
tive and post-operative transsexuals. 
The pre-operative stare is fraught 
with much more gender insecuritv 
based on unwanted and despised 
genitalia. Thus some but noL all 
MTF pre-op TSs will attempt to vali
date their gender through choice of 
male sex panners. This gender 
insecurity typically abates in post
ops, as much (but not all) of their 
gender dysphoria is relieved. True 
sexual identity may often only 
emerge at this point, and prefer
ence changes are commonplace in 
the post-operative state. 

Because of their ignorance of 
the importance of operntive st.atu<;, 
Weinberg er al. miss that pre-opera
tive TSs are far more likely to 
engage in both sexual experimenta
tion and sex work. Trd115itioned pre
operative lranssexuals are very 
determined in the pursuit of their 
sex reassignment surgery, and 



those 'Without access to profession
al-level incomes will often engage in 
sex work to amass the tens of thou
sands of dollars necessary for their 
sex conversion. SRS is seen as req
uisite for one's survival. thus a goal 
to be obtained hy any means at 
one's disposal. In ignoring pre
operative transsexuals, the authors 
fail to discern the differences 
between pre-transit.ion transsexuals 
and TSs in transition. Transition 
(the Real Life Test) is the period 
where a transsexual begins to live 
his;her life full-time in the new gen
der, and it is in most case~ consid
ered by most psychologists to be an 
absolute prerequisite for reterral to 
sex reassignment surgery. TI1e vac;t 
majority of people who self.identify 
a-; transsexual are pre-transition, and 
their orientations may be gradually 
shifting, as many go through vary 
degrees of experimentation to sex
ually identify themselves in relation 
10 lheir emerging new genders. 
Sexual experimentation commonly 
intensifies when we enter transition. 
But this too has also heen missed by 
Weinberg and company. 

Transsexual men appear only 
in the chapter on changes in bLc;exu
ali ty, with a sample size of one 
respondent! Unfortunately, the 
authors make the same mistake 1.hal 

Master ofBusiness Administration, 

Civil and Bioengineering Degrees 

many other sex researchers do 
when v.-Titing about transsexualism. 
Weinberg et al. pay entirely LOO little 
attention to transsexual men. Had 
their research efforts been more 
comprehensive and inclusive, they 
·wmtld have found that unlike trans
sexual women, transsexual men typ
ically spring from the lesbian 
community, and LU1dergo their own 
unique shifts in sexual orientation 
and identities. 

The authors demonstrate a 
clear anti-transsexual bias as mani
fested by their pejorative phrasing 
and derogatory value-laden conclu
sions reached in the chapters 
regarding transsexual bisexuals. 
Some comments are overt cheap 
shotc;, especially towards the three 
sex workers included in the sample. 
Their choice of words demorntrates 
at bestgros.s inseruitivity to transsex
ual<>, ::is they appear to voice doubts 
concerning the sincerity of a trans
sexual's desire for surgery, while 
ignoring the inten5e agony and grief 
of gender dysphoria and the prob
lematic nature of transsexual lives. 
The repetitive use of quotation 
marks made in reference to 1.rans
sexual sexual onentalions ('hetero
sexual," "lesbianism") and sex 
organs ("vaginas') are highly inflam
matory and quite unnecessary. 

Phyllis Randolph Frye 
Attorney and Counselor 

And Licl'n~ed Professional Engineer (P.E.)- Texas 

5707 Firenza 

Houston, TX 77035-5515 

Phone r u 112}8.}68 

The authors further display 
their ignorance of transsexual.ism in 

their assertion that "interest in Lhe 
'correct sex,"' a heterosexual orien
tation, is commonly used hoth a 
major psychological deterrni.n.·mt of 
proof of transsexual status and .i 
prerequisite for genital surgery. ·nus 
old chestnut is a product of the arm
qua ted, heterosexist-biased 
research that refuses to acknowl
edge the independence of sexual 
orientation and gender idenci1 y 
While it may he true thar early 
research reported that many earl) 
transsexuals claimed a heterosexual 
orientation, this ~'as more ofa fonc
tion of their desire to gain surgery 
through "correcLly" answenng L11e 
biased questionnaires of their het · 
erosexist gate keepers, rather than a 
truthful admission of their actual 
sexual odentations. 

Had the authors bothered 10 

consult more current research, they 
would find that the so-called "true 
or "classic" transsexual who pre
sents as exclusively heterosexual, 
has fudcd into sexology lore as a dis
credited myth. This fantasy of the 
"true" heterosexual transsexual now 
only serves the noslalg1a of senile 
psychologists and retired SRS sur
georu, and as unfortunately demon
strated in thi5 book, also as a quick 
foe for lazy researchers like Wein
berg and company. The "new dlld 
improved" DSM IV defintlion 
notwithstanding, the experienced 
practice of current psychotherapy 
focuses on the facets of gender 
identity without a heterosexist 
obsession \\rith "correct" sexual mi
entation, which a5 even Weinberg el 
al. conclude, varies individually and 
over time with transsexuals as it 
docs 'With non-transsexuals. More
over, most SRS surgeons no longer 
view a non-heterosexual orientation 
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as a contrJ.indication tor genitJ..l sex 
reassignment. 

The authors foolishly open ;m 

explosive P:lndora's Box by careless
h-applying to all trmssexuals the 
question of whether a transsexual is 
"real" or a male homosexual in 
denial. 11'1.i.c; question is only relevant 
to those who present to psychother
apis!S as uanssexual before a defini
tive diagnosis has been made. Any 
competent psychotherapist aware 
of the li[emture v.ill evaluate poten
tial TS clients accordingly, in Lhe 
process of obtaining a diagnosis. 
While it is not made clear and one 
cannot be sure, Weinberg's limited 
sample of transsexuals seem to be 
post-transition. Since almost all 
transsexuals who transition are in 
psychotherapy, the therapist would 
neither permit nor facilitate transi
tion \Vitl1out all the diagnostic crite
ria being met. Accordingly, the 
careless inclusion of this question is 
irrelevant and misleading. Indeed, 
the question is highly offensive in 
and of itself, whether applied to 
post-transition or post-operative 
transsexuals, or moreover, bisexuals 
themselves, who are sick to death of 
the same question. 

Weinberg et al. conclude that 
some of their TS sample are bisexu
al "by convenience." Perhaps by 
confi.tsion is more appropriate. TI1e 
authors fail to mention that some 
transsexuals may be asexual or in an 
asexual phase or their lives, with no 
sexual desire whatsoever, and that 
they chose to identify as bisexual to 
maintain some semblance of being 
receptive to future sexual possibili
ties. To conclude Lhat transsexuals 
arc "bisexual by convenience" 
insulL5 those who are by conscious 
choice or by birth, and plays into the 
hands of bisexual temirlist<> seeking 
to discredit [ranssexuals for their 
choice of sexual partners. 

Fear of HIV infection as a 
··further factor" contributing toles-
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bianism i5 a very questionable con
clusion that shouts for qualillcation. 
Ir is probably only a signilkant con· 
cern for TS sex workers, who com
prised a significant subgroup of the 
author's sample. It may surprise the 
authors to fmd that the majority of 
post-operative transsexual women 
are not sex workers, and therefore 
are subject to the same HIV risk as 
non-transsexual women. They are 
unlikely. as the authors assen, to 

seek sex with homosexuals or men 
who wish to have sex with them 
becall5e of their TS status, both of 
whom may be assumed IO be at 
greater risk for HIV infection. 
Homosexual men are sexually phal
lic-centric and thus urli.nterested in 
post-operative TS women. It may 
be safely said that heterosexual 
post-operative transsexual women 
seek only men who accept and love 
them as women, :ilmosr always with
out any reference to their past sex 
status. 

In mentioning the "transition
al status" of transsexuals, Weinberg 
ct ::ti. assert that transsexuality "dis· 
appears" foil owing surgery. 'Ibis is 
not nearly so common as il once 
was, and is becoming more and 
more less so. Small but growing 
numbers of post-operative men 
and women are now unafraid lO 

continue their self-idemificalion :Js 

transsexual men and women. For 
transsexual women. this choice of 
identification is similar to other 
identifications used by women 
(African-American women, L::itinas, 
lesbians, bisexual women, hetero· 
sexual women, women of color. 
mothers, etc.). With the rise of the 
Transgender Movemem, there arc 
indeed more than a lev• who reidily 
identify as such :is a matter of per
sonal p1ide. 

In the conceptualization of 
their "Open Gender Schema,'' the 
authors correctly restate the inde
pendence of sexual orientation and 

gender identity, a staple of the trans
gender comrmmity's gender educa
tion efforts. But unfortunately the 
authors fail to dearly stress that sex
ual orientation fallows and is defined 
by gender identity, never lhc 
reverse. While re1erring to gender, 
it is often not made clear 1f they 
mean gender identity or gender 
choice (something similar to sexual 
preference i.n their paradigm, but 
more complex). Thus ~hen lhe 
authors mention gender and sexual 
preference together, lhey can be 
easily misinterpreted by seeming to 
imply that gender identity is also a 
preference, which some transsexu
als find highly offensive and untrue 
While other transgenders may 
accept this view, most tr"anssexuals 
likely feel that their gender identi
ties are at the core of their very 
being and form the essence of their 
lives, and not mere "preferences'' lo 
be picked up and discarded on a 
vvh.im. One may wonder what's next 
-transsexualism as a "lifescylc"? 

I understand that many other 
bisexual writers have voiced their 
own doubls regarding even other 
flaws tound ·within Dual Attraction, 
and have taken exception to some 
of the authors' concepts and con
clusions as well. A better source tor 
lhosc rnterested in truly under
standing their bisexuality may be 
found in Bi Any Otber Narne, a 
superb anthology written by seven
l)'·five bisexual writers and edited by 
Loraine Hutchins and Lani Kaahu
manu. Weinberg, Williams and 
Pryor demonstrate a shocking pejo· 
ralive ignorance of transsexuals in 
Dual Attraction, and their sensitivi
ty to tiJJ1SSexuals, if extant, cannot 
be demonstrated anywhere in lhe 
pages of this book. Apan from 
adding some sensationalist spice in 
an effort to sell more copies, l am 
completely mystified why transsexu
als were included in d1eir work, and 
so poorly at that. c;d.. 
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The Special Society 

B1 Sheila Kirk. MD. 

There is a bond. a chain, per
haps it's a broad ribbon that binds 
the women of the world together. 
They know 1.hat hond and what it 
means almost by instinct. These 
women of tl1e world arc memhcrs 
of a special society. 

.\1ost male-to-le male indi\idml' 
will have real difficulcy in their post
operative lite, tor rhc:y don'1 lmnw of 
thLc; special society, and if 1hcy do, 
they don·t know how ro gain admis
sion. 

Ohserve women in their com
munication with each other. I am 
sure long before trar1sition and whlle 
in that span of time. you did observe 
very carefully women in com·t:rsa
t ion. exchanging thoughts on 
female health concerrn; and family 
experiences. But :illow me to probe 
a little. Did you reJliy hear them and 
whm they said to each other1 Vid 
you see how they exchange? Did 
you fully understand the language 
and sense the emotions so com
mon to each woman? If you Llid, 
then your penetration of 1.hc special 
society that I speak of, though per
haps not very deep, is hetter 
assured. 

\X'omen are krndrcd in spirit. 
For example. they share the up.setc; 
of menstruation :.ind P\tS They 
feel in each other the joys md dLc;
c o mfo rts of pregnancy, birthing, 
md motherhood. A woman und<..:r
starlds what it mcanc; to have a hys
terecwmy, even though she may 
never undergo the surgery herself. 
ln other matters, it is not at all dif-

fcrcnL \X'omcn know how to con
nect, ho\'. to care: for, how m intcrn.~
btc in ways never known ro men. 
Their sense of situations is acute. 
'fheir intuitive ix>wers. their ability Lo 
solve, to negotiate, to bring to suc
cessful conclusion, so exceeds the 
abilities of the men that ther arc in 
contact with . They sense in body 
movemenLc;, in voice pitch and sen
sitivity. TI1cy far exceed their male 
companion-; in the intuitive abilities. 

This is not to say that women 
never exercist: the mechanisms 
that men deploy when in contact 
\\ith othcf'i. 'l11cy cenain.ly Jo and 
they an: called upon to function in 
1lwse ways much more now than 
several decades agu. \X'omen in the 
workplace nowadays must irnt·r
changc with the same rechniquc 
that men do to compete, to 
advance, and even to stay t:\·en. 
Somelimes with their interchange 
with hoth men :ind women in the 
work phcc, they adopt calculating. 
dominant. even \'icious ways co 
compe1c ;md accomplish. \\'omen 

\\ill of ten use masculine anitudes 
artd t'lctics. although reluctantly. so 
~ls 10 better compete in a man's 
\\mid. Oftentimes they arc incm
ciem in this because they kno\l. 
1.herc arc better ways and they seek 
to employ those better ways, even 
when il is ohviPus thev won't work. 

F urtunate is the woman who 
can integrate her female skills , 
dcvdopcJ early in life. v.ith male 
skill<; that she learns later in order to 
he effective and onlldcm, espe
cially when in the workpbce. 

In the workplace, muse men
unlike women- function to domi
mtc. to outpace. co be in comrol 
anJ on top. Their competitive skills 
are honed in the workplace. They 
don't often negotiate. They very 
often demand md legislate. Their 



modes of thought and act1v1ty are 
found 1n all phases of cheir lives. They 
are strengthened in chese approaches 
by acc1vity on the athletic field, and 
these approaches are sharpened and 
fortified in che shop, in the board 
room, and m che family setting. 

It's not common, but it's true that 
not all men function m this way, and 
many have modes of behavior that 
indicate thac they have developed a 
blend of masculine and femmme char· 
actenstics and techniques. 
~ all appreciate that there are 

masculine and feminine tendencies in 
all males and females. Qualities of both 
genders occur in both genders. Most 
men are fiercely reluctant, however, to 
allow any expression of the fem mane an 
their everyday experience. In fact, 
oblaterauon and suppression is man· 
dated for most males. The truth of the 
matter is that a blend of both mascu· 
line and feminine is ideal an any and all 
ind1v1duals. Knowing when to employ 
one with the modification and innu. 
cnce of the other is the huge task so 
many of us face. 

I don't wish to offend or hurt any· 
one. But as I observe my sisters in our 
community. I so often see the male-to· 
female person who as postoperative 
functioning wich imbalance. The mas
culine traits, attitudes, and techniques 
are still so evident. There as no 
attempt to learn from the female cul· 
ture, and even if there is knowledge of 
what genetic females say and feel, 
there is no incorporation with selec· 
uve masculine traits to give a compos· 
ne. Such a blend is necessary. 
Certaml~ male trans are necessary at 
tames, though they should be soft· 
encd and modified by v.hat a female 
docs m her relationships and negoua· 
11ons. When chis blend exists, the 
malc-to·female postoperative person 
can be a startling success in her abili· 
lies co inter-relace wnh all in her life. 
So often, I encounter a person whose 
attitudes and function is so top heavy 
wnh maleness as to make their transi· 
lion and their continuance in the con· 
tragender role a nightmare for 
themselves and those around them. 
'1any times I ask the questions, "'IO\\ 

that you are postoperative, now you 

are a new women w1th conformity 
between your gender 1denttty and 
body- do you think and nurture as a 
woman? Do you know how to deliber
ate and reach as she does? Most 
imporcant- do you have any insight 
at aJJ into her culture? 

Often, the answers are, "I don't 
know chat you are talking about," or"! 
don't know what women discuss, nor 
do I understand what interests them, 
and when I do, sometimes I find it quite 
boring." Others will answer, "I know 
what you are asking- I don' t have a 
key co chat special circle." Many indi· 
viduals admit that they feel that they 
are on the outside, and they are not 
certain as to whether their acceptance 
by women as based on being a woman 
or being a successful transsexual. 

My advice 1s always this: You must 
make every effort to learn all you can 
about women's culture and how they 
live in it. If you don't make that effon, 
you will fail. You have no choice but to 
learn in order to JOm that special soci· 
ety. You must learn about the topics 
that concern women, and even more, 
you have to learn about the ways in 
which they discuss and solve the 
problems of those topics. You must 
master the problems of appearance 
and comportment, u's true. but even 
more , rou must think respond , and 
involve yourself as does a woman. 
This does not mean that you obliterate 
your masculine traits and techniques, 
but it does mean that you embark on a 
careful practice of the use of chose 
techniques as adjuncts , as additives, 
and learn effectively how to integrate 
into the ways in which women func· 
tion Your success all through your 
new life will depend upon your ability 
to do this. 

To be sure, it is not a demotion to 

begin to thmk as a woman does. Fool· 
1sh, unknowing men thank so, but they 
are dead wrong. You no doubt have 
male techniques and mechanisms 
quite well developed. Now you must 
learn much more superior techniques 
and thought processes- those that 
are utilized by women- and began to 
blend them with what you \·c learned 
m your male life. Certain(~. you arc not 
to dismiss or discard your maleness , 

but rather take from those attitudes 
and techniques the positive aunbutes 
and blend them wnh the female 
att r ibutes that will help provide 
insight and compassion. It will be a 
lifelong process, it's true, but you will 
be quite gratified and quite benefitccd 
in that process, and ll gets easier all 
the time. 

The TS Age 

by Leslee Anthony 

Let me see- there was che Bronze 
Age, the Iron Age, and the Nuclear Age, 
and included in there somewhere 1s 

the Industrial Revolution and later the 
Sexual Revolution. The Sexual Revolu· 
tion begat Social Liberalism (maybe 1t 
was the other way around . but who 
cares?) which begat overt transgen· 
derism. 

But who ever heard of the TS Age' 
Nobody, because I just created 11. It 
begins within the individual when she 
first accepts her own feminine gender 
identity (referring to the MIF TS) :is 
opposed to her birth gender It is 
important to note that "accepts" as 
not the same as recognizes or su . .;. 
peels or other forms of awareness 

Each of us has her own T" Age, 
since acceptance 1s such a personal 
and environmental thing. In today·' 
sexually aware and liberal society. that 
acceptance is coming, to many at cvi:1 
earlier ages. It is not unusual for J 

teenager to be aware of and accepl a 
gender difference . In fact. many
probably most- TSs are chronologi· 
cally severa l decades my junior but 
several decades mo re advant:t:d in 

their TS Age. 
\1y chronological age? '\;m\ really, 

Dear. you don't actually expect a prop
er Lady lO reveal her true age. do vou> 

Let me put ll this way: most ol you arl' 
about :i Daughter, even a C r:1nd · 
daughter ·~ .ige from my pcrspccllvc 
And th.it 1s leading into m~ ma101 
pomt, it's never too late! 

I would set my TS Age at 15 + - ;i 

fe\\ (Imm> O\\n Grandma.) \Xnich h:.1ds 
co the ob\•1ous questions: what took 
so long, and what did I do about ll> 
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\\hen I ''"s quite \'OunR I realized 
that I \\J:. ··different." I had strong 
km in inc ~haracteosucs, such .is a 
~m.111 bone structure. but then lhcm! 
\\ere 101:. of skinn y kids. I avoided 
bms 1f I could. and had these strange 
teelmgs and desires. But- and how I 
hate to adm11 1his- in the 30s th al 's 
1930s Dear. not age 30- nobod\ but 
nobod~ C\'en thought about uans
:;exualism. much less discussed or 
adm1ued 1t. I didn't have a clue that 
such a thing existed. I was mere(~ a 
loner and different. This was especially 
true m m)" rural, ranch, southwestern 
cnvironmenc. You want redneck? Try a 
caule ranch lifestyle! 

Came the 40s, a war, and "mucho 
macho" was the key note. Bui the feel
ings I had persisted. I sneaked ltule 
secret opportunities to wear my molh
crs· girdle, hose or anything ft:mm1ne. 
They ga,·e me that v.'llrm and fu7.Z\ feel
ing that I never gm from my boy cloth· 
ing. Al an age when sex was sull many 
years away, I wondered why I had gen-
11als Enter the guilt trip. 

The 50s were no beller except 
1ha1 my awareness grew and my guilt 
and confusion along with il. As an 
undergraduate, I was a good athlete, 
bul a 1hm one. I spent hours in the 
gym trving lo bulk up, lO look mascu
line. I got stronger bur did not devel
op .iny s1gnif1canc muscle tone or 
size- wnh a single excepuon which 
bothered me tremendously then and 
created a lot of taunting commen1s. 
\1y pectoral muscles and upper che:a 
were unusually well developed, and I 
had, still have, quite prominent nip· 
p ies. "\Xl:ar a bra!' was the mos1 com
mon tease. (Ltttle did I appreciate that 
1l was to become a realit~ later 1n ltfc.) 

Hmmm. thin bones, tapered 
hands, slight facial hair, soft voice, 
large thest, high waist. firm buuocks. 
:\ov. what m the world 1s a male doing 
w 1th all of chat? In the 50s he hides 
them, or tries lO. 

Next decade. 1hc 60s, brought Ill· 
ti c change other lhan an increased 
awareness and increased c lose! dress
ing. I did. or had done. all the proper 
male things: married. fathered chil
dren, lOok up sky diving. v.cnl hunt· 
mg. learned 10 be profane and laugh 
al W\:lfll 1okes and spn. 

But when everybod > \\as laugh
ing and confused by the Christine Jar· 
gensen story, I was envious. Secretly I 
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read everything I could and sarnred 
the warm passions I felt when I got. 
and took. those rare opportun1ues to 
be or think like a female. Internally I 
seethed when ·'they' mocked her, but 
externally I played the socially accept· 
able game of ridicule. 

Today I feel a b1l guilly because I 
hadn'1 the courage to stand up for a 
deep belief and defend m~ own fecl-
1ngs. But. understand, 1n 1he 60s a 
mature. aduh male stood lo be equally 
re1ected 1f he e\·en tbought feminine. 
My famdr and· income c.lepended upon 
my conformlly, so I conformed. 

Bui the 70s brought a ra} of 
hope Renee Richards helped because 
she was a celebrity, and through that 
was able to gain a certain raihcr lcnta· 
tive level of public acceplance. I for 
one benefiued because I felt freer to 
speak up and express :;ome long sup
pressed thoughts. By that lime I was 
divorced and able to feel easier about 
my femmmicy Not open: 1ust freer. 

It was then tha1 I came of age. My 
TS Age opened because I admitted lo 
myself a(ld accepted my difference for 
what it is: I am a female in a male mold. 
But. accepung, even understanding 
and doing, are something qunc differ
ent I had so man\' ~ear~ of secrecy 
that this sudden real1zauon was not 
easy to express publtch Perhaps ll 1s 
more accurate to say that I was not 
willing to nsk the exposure so many 
years of 1solauon are nol easily over
come. 

So I 1oined a TV support group, 
began to dress more often, and wok 
advantage of the emerging social lib
eralism. Sti ll , I felt incomplete There 
was something about the support 
groups that was not as sausfymg as I 
had hoped . I wem 10 mceungs. talked, 
compared and part1c1patcd in e\·cnts, 
but l still fell 'ort of left out I ofcen 
asked m~self \\h~ \\as I uncomfortable. 
when here I was with other males t\ ho 
dressed and wore nail polish? '\ome 
were very chic and stylish, wearing 
quite expensive clothing and custom 
wigs. So what was my problem? After 
all those years I was finally m an .\1TF 
env1ronmen1, but I was not happy. 

When I auended my first TS 
support group, I feh instant comfort. 
secuntv and rapport. I was home. 
There was caring and undcrslandmg 
on a common level of being a female 
inside but a male outside. The ques-

t1on became one of what lO do no\\ 
that I had finallr "amved." 

!\ow, in the 90s, manv hours of 
electrolysis and psychotherapy later I 
see the world differently. Still, the nag
ging conservatism exists, and m sp11e 
of my inner peace I expenence minor 
uneasy "pangs." And the question of 
what to do persists. 

As you can tell, or al least I hope 
you can , from 1he text so far, I did not 
exactly 1us1 fall off lhe curn1p truck 
That le<ncs some ralher disturbing 
facts when considering hormone:. , 
surger>, etc For a much younger pe1· 
son the dec1s1on becomes one ol 
finance (assuming all ocher factors are 
equal). For m<· the Jecis1on is not that 
simple. If all 1l cost was money then 
away I would go, but the physic.ti 
problems of an "advanced" age are 
not to be taken lightly. 

There 1:. lmle 1f anything hor
mones can do to enhance my breasl 
development, for example. In fact. che 
potenual for adverse side effects 
increases as one ages. If you need 
more on tha1 subject, I suggest you 
contact your local physician anc.1 c.lo 
some serious research. But I digress. 

Any\\aY mv Dear, l have aged, 
albell quue gracefullv I wear a natural 
38-B bra ha\•e a 30-inch waist and ver~ 
httle facial or bod\ hair. What I do h:i~e 
I shave caretully daily when I shot'.cr. 
At 6 feet and 160 lbs I would be a pan 
of the landscape 1f I was 30 years 
younger, make that 40 years. But ladies 
of my generation are nor call. %on 
and dumpy maybe, bul not tall. 

So, here I am, a chic, quite styli.sh 
Grandma 1n .1 Grandpa's body who 
often quoies 1ha1 old adage, "\Xe get 
too soon old , 100 late smart." 

Regrets' Yes, too bad that wdav s 
social environment didn't exist \lihen I 
first d1scO\'ered my femininity But I 
plared the hand I was dealt as be~t I 
could unul toda} when l finally drev.; 
lo the 1ns1de straight and hit (ladies 
do plav poker, you know!). 

Even at the tender TS Age of 2'i
forget che calendar- I say to anyone 
who will listen, that it is never coo late 
to be the real person you are. h 1s the 
inner woman to sausfy, and if the 
external changes are not possible, for 
whate\·er reason. then ad1usl. Learn 10 
cope but en1oy being as much of a 
woman as you possibly can. The gen· 
der is inside, not out. c;r::J. 
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